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There are a number of
ways to contact
Apple2000.

Force users who have a query about
the service can contact the adminis-
trator. John Lee, directly for help
and advice. Call him on the number
opposite or send a message to his
box on the Force.

Ifyou wish to order goods or
services from Add1c2000, call Irene
on nfliB lIMW IOH or (during office
hours) call Alison on
Both have Ansafones. in case
they're not around. Alternatively
you can Fax. to u miss> ia»

write to the PO Box or (if you use
comms) you can leave orders on
TABBS addressed to the SYSOP.

If you are experiencing problems
with Apple hardware or software
Dave Ward and Tony Dart run the
Hotlines and will try and help you.

We are very interested in the
activities of local user groups, and if

you have any information which you
would like publicised John Lee
would like to hear from you.

We reserve the right to publish,
without prejudice, any advice or
comments given to members in the
Journals of Apple2000.

A little praise for a few of our
authors wouldn't go amiss. Send all

comments, and contributions, via
the PO box. especially suggestions
about what you would like to sec in
your magazine.

Apple2000 supports users
of all the Apple computers.
The ITT 2020. I, II, II+. //e.
//c. //c+ , ng.. ngB+. ///.
Lisa. XL. Mac 128. 512
MacPlus, SE, SE/30, Mac U,

Hex, Ilci, IIx and Mac Portable
Contributions and articles

for the magazine are always
welcome. We can handle any
disk size or format. Please
send to the PO Box. L21 8PY.

NOTE:
In general the front half of

the magazine is for the Apple
II, Apple Hgs and Apple ///
The back half for the Macin-
tosh and Lisa. Look out for
the descriptive page icons.

Key:

Apple II. //eand IJc

Apple ///

Apple Hgs

Macintosh, Lisa

Macintosh II

e

Contact
Points
The Force and
Local Groups

John Lcc

Administration
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Adverts / Admin.
Alison Davtes
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Tony Darl
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Mon-Fri 1900-2100
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Chairman's Corner

B
"

1980-1990

By the time you read this edito-

rial, Alison Davies our adminis-

trator, will be scanning Glouces-

tershire for a new home. The move
was sprung on Alison's husband
Mike at very short notice. Until

they have found themselves a new
house, phone calls to the old

number in Sevenoaks are being

re-dirccted to Liverpool. We apolo-

gise for this hiccup, especially if

you were greeted by the Answer-
phone, and hope to give you Al-

ison's new phone number as soon
as possible.

Mike Davies is also our work-
shop co-ordlnator, and he has
fixed up an event at Bidmuthin
Technologies in Harrow. This
event will cover both Apple II and
Macintosh computers. These
events are well attended and very

popular. Steve Morrtsby usually

manages to put on some special

offers on the day. but even with-

out these, it gives us a chance to

see the latest software and hard-
ware, or even just to put a face to

a name! Check the details in the

Macintosh section of this issue.

We launch AppleXtras with thts

issue, and many of you will be
receiving your first disks. It is still

not too late to subscribe to the

scheme, or to increase your disks
from one to two. Ifyou own both a
Macintosh and a Hgs you could

even get the whole three! Let us
know what you think of the whole
idea. We think it is an excellent

way to keep you all up to date with
the latest Public Domain and
Shareware software.

In the March issue of Apple
Slices, you find full details of the

Annual General Meeting of

Apple2O0a The date Is not quite

finalised at the moment, but we
expect It sometime in the weeks
after Easter. This is now the time
foryou to decide howyou can help
Apple2000. We are a partnership
of members who help each other
through our expertise and knowl-
edge. We are all volunteers, and
however little your contribuUon

/?
=

Annual subscription rates are £25.00 for UK residents.

£30.00 for E.E.C. residents and £35.00 for other overseas
members.

Applc20007W Is a trading name of BASUG Ltd. a non-

profit making Independent company limited by guarantee.
The contents of this Journal are copyright of BASUG Ltd

and/or the respective authors. Permission Is granted for non*
commercial reproduction providing the author and source

are properly credited and a copy of the relevant journal Is

sent. The opinions and views expressed arc those ofthe vari-

ous contributors, and are not necessarily supported by
Ltd.

This journal is published bi-monthly by BASUG Ltd as a
benefit of membership in February, April, June, August,
October and December. The copy date is the 1st day of the

month preceding publication. Advertising rates arc available

on request.

Apple™ and the Apple logo arc trademarks of Apple
Computer Inc. Macintosh™ is a trademark of Macintosh
Laboratory Inc and used with the express permission of the
owner. Telecom Gold™ Is a trademark ofBritish Telecom pic.

The FORCE™ and Apple2000™ are trademarks of BASUG
Ltd.

maybe, we alwaysneedyourhelp.
The committee members are per-

haps the hardest worked, and
they would love to be able to shed
some of the load. Come along to

the AGM and offer your services.

Even Ifyou do not have the time to

be able to help directly, come
along to the AGM and meet the

committee and fellow members
and enthusiasts. It is a great day
out and a chance to airyour prob-
lems, see new computers and
programs, or just Jaw with old

friends.

1990 promises to be another
year to remember for the Apple
connoisseur. This time last year,

the IIgs+. SE/30. Hci and the Ilex

had not yet been announced, and
here we are expecting the Ilxi. a

replacement for the SE and a
budget colour Mac II. There are

even strong rumours that the real

enhanced Hgs may appear this

year as well! System 7.0 is ex-

pected to be shipped in the sum-
mer, and when all the dust has
died down, we should see the

price of LaserWriters drop
sharply, and the confusion of

fonts increase! They tell us that

we are not to worry, programs will

be compatible with both systems
for some time to come. I hope they
are right. I have had many frus-

trated hours harmonising exist-

ing screen fonts and getting them
to show correctly, and that is with
the existing operating system!
Do not forget to check both

halves of the magazine, there are

always articles of interest in both
sections! Ewen Wannop

The Editorial team Is:
||

Apple II Macintosh
Ewen Wannop Norah Arnold

Irene Flaxman

Many thanks to all those who work behind the
scenes and who receive no personal credit. These
people are the stalwarts ofApple2000.

Additional thanks to Walter Lewis ofOld Roan Press
(051-227-4818) for our printing service, and to Ian
Sharp ofSharp Studios (05 1-227-2788) for ourcover
design. (Graphics for the cover design supplied by
Apple Computer UK Ltd. Adobe Systems Inc.,

Cricket Software.)

Apple2000 are Founder Members and
Wholehearted Supporters of the

Apple User Group Council —4)
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IIGS Mailbox
Toledo

*

USA

Dear Mr. Wannop.
A 'flyer"offered fromMGA MlcroSys -

terns in Kent Introduced Apple2000
to me and I found my flrst copy of

Apple2000 (Aug '89. Vol 4(4)) very
Interesting and enjoyable. I liked

Network News and the MicroMate
column, especially the article regard-
ing the Apple ligs battery.
Enclosed Is information which pro-

vides another alternative for Apple
ligs owners, one which does not re
quire special skills, challenges, tools,

or techniques. Simply cut-snip the
old battery leaving exposed as much
as possible the battery's leads and
then, 'slide' this new battery onto
those leads (correct polarity ob-
served). A simple task, an easy proce-
dure taking one moment to under-
stand what is to be done and less todo
It.

TABBS and The Force/Telecom
Gold' BBS and databases are attrac-

tive and I would like to explore further
these systems. The task is how to

access and to logon.
The French MINITEL has come to

the US. Though their 'free* Minitel
Terminal Emulation (MINITEL/ir)
videotex programon theApple 11+ and
the Apple lie In monochrome does
allow access to many thousand serv-
ices through a local node on the IN
FONET network, it is this program on
the ligs and color that will keep one
online. The INFONET phone directory
does include access nodes in Austra-
lia. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Fin-
land. Germany. Italy. Japan. Mexico.
Netherlands. Norway. Puerto Rico.
South Africa. Spain. Sweden. Swit-
zerland, and of course the United
Kingdom as well as Omaha. Ne-
braska.
Do many of Apple2000 members

use this service. I would especially be
interested in any special interest
groups (SIG's) among members
whose interests are with the environ-
ment and In tapping the powers of
their Apple's supporting their ilnan-
cial goals and investment objectives.

These two subjects could offer a
interesting series of articles. How
members are using their computers,
what programs are used, liked or
disliked. Looking forward to my next

issue.
Robert Benson

Thank you for your letter and the
enclosed information on the Slide-On
battery. Trie dead battery problem
with the ligs (and the Macintosh) has
been solved in many ways. New
Macintoshes now have a battery

holder, and I understand the new ligs

Motherboard also has one, but for the

rest of us. this is the simplest solu-
tion. I see that it was the 'Editor's

choice' in inCider August 89. and that

the world record for changing a bat-
tery is 1 minute 22 seconds!
For those in need, the battery is

priced at $9.95 + $3.00 shipping,
from:

Nlte Owl Productions
Slide-On Batteries
5734 Lamar Avenue
Mission
KS 66202
USA
To access Telecom Gold/The Force

from the USA you will have to con-
nect through one of the IPSS services

that has links into the Diaicom net-
work. 1 1 Is not a patch on Compuserve
orGEnie. Ifyou get clean Inter-Contl-

nental lines, you can always give
TABBS a ring. We would love to see

you there!

Ewen Wannop *

AppleWorks Mailbox

Dear Apple2000.
I am trying to find out everything

necessary to Know about the I lewlett-

Packardjet printers, and their behav-
iour etc. etc. with AppleWorks on a

ligs. I have approached all the suppli-

ers, and all tell me something differ-

ent, as does everyone else. I have
asked Dave Ward, and I don't blame
him for being befoxed!
Do you know anyone around here -

Gloucestershire. Oxford. Wilts - who
actually has one and can give me the

genuine "own stick fingers hands on-
low down?
John Howard

I do not know of anyone other than
Keith Rookledge who has one of these
printers, though you can usually sec

one in action at Bidmuthin Technolo-
gies.

I have taken the liberty of printing

your phone number, if anyone can
help please give John a ring. Ed. *

Broadstone
Dorset

Dear Sir.

I read Peter Davis* article on Apple-
Works 3 in the December edition with
great interest. On page 36 he stales "I

have to say this is an aspect that I

have not fully explored but the use of

AppleWorks with the Laser printer

seems now fully supported". I have
been an AppleWorks user for the last

6 years and received my upgrade In

October from Holdens. I tried to use
AppleWorks version 2 with the Laser
printer 2 years ago but was forced to

ve up because of the problems with
e £ sign, underlining and bold face.

I would be very Interested to hear
from a reader who has successfully
hooked up an Apple //e to either an
Apple (or other) laser printer.

Stuart I Magnus

I could not resist the challenge ... as
1 had not actually tried the Laser-
Writer from AppleWorks before. I can
report that it all works fine.

The LaserWriter needs to have an
ImageWriter emulator downloaded so
It will interpret the print commands
correctly. Using the ligs it is very easy
to download the ImageWrlter emula-
tor when you select the LaserWriter
from the Control Panel NDA In System
5.0 or above.

These axe the steps that I took to

make it all work:

I.first set the slots to show Slot 7 as
AppleTolk and Slot 1 as Your Card'

Then I rebooted to the Finder, and
selected 'LaserWriter'from the Con-
trol Panel NDA

When the LaserWriter name ap-
peared, I selected 'ImageWrlter
Emulation'

Next I ran AppleWorks and Installed

an ImageWrlter printer tn Slot 7

Please submit all letters and articles to the magazine on disk wherever
possible. The disks will be returned to you when the magazine is

published, if you have a modem, send us letters, articles and Public
Domain programs either to BSG005 or to TABBS W-'i*. i
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Printing is then sent normally to this

printer, the text output is in Courier

and supports Bold and Underline

I have posted details of NAUG (Na-

tional AppleWorks User Group) oppo-

site. It is a source of aU things related

toAppleWorks and well worthJoining.
I gather they recently published

some articles on connecting a Laser-

Writer to AppleWorks In their maga-
zine.

Ewcn Wannop •

Ecclcs
Lancashire
Dear Sir.

I enjoyed the article by Peter Davis

on AppleWorks 3.0. It was very timely

as I Just started to use it with my
Apple llgs and ImageWrller II. Can
you help with three problems?

First can you explain in simple

terms how I can set it up to always
print half-size superscripts for refer

ence numbers?
Second, as Peter Davis mentions, is

there any up-date or other way that

AppleWorks 3 can do automatic foot-

note renumbering, (both in the script

and in the footnotes). For those of us
that have to write long articles with
references, this would be a major
advance: renumbering a hundred or
so footnotes can take a long time. I

believe there is some software (not for

Apple) called "nota bene
-
which can

do this.

Finally can you tell me how 1 could
set up the printer to do italics, and
switch from normal text to Italics as

an alternative to underlining?
Thank you for your help.

Peter D Mohr

(J Superscripts, Italics and other non-
standard characters are not

The National AppleWorks Users Group
Trie National AppleWorks Users Group (NAUG) has one mission - to help

AppleWorks users.
Formed in 1986, the National AppleWorks Users Group Is the world's

largest association of Apple II users. NAUG has more than 14,000 mem-
bers in the United States and 38 other countries.

Benefits:

NAUG members receive the AppleWorks Forum, a 36-page monthly news-

letter that describes lips, techniques, and hints to help users get more from

AppleWorks. The AppleWorks Forum includes other articles of interest to

AppleWorks users. Including news of product releases and reviews of Apple-

Works enhancements and AppleWorks compatible software. NAUG works
closely with Claris Corporation. Apple Computer. Applied Engineering.

Beagle Bros, Checkmate Technology. JEM Software, and other AppleWorks

developers to insure our members get the latest Information about Apple-

Works and answers to their AppleWorks questions.

NAUG members have access to more than 150 volunteer-consultants who
provide free telephone support for their fellow NAUG members. A list of

consultants and their areas of expertise appears in each issue of the

AppleWorks Forum*
Members get unlimited access to NAUG's AppleWorks electronic bulletin

board, the Electronic Forum. The Electronic Forum lets you get answers to

questions and download AppleWorks templates and programs 24-hours a

day. As of this date, the Electronic Forum has handled more than 28.000

calls from NAUG members seeking help or sharing Information with their

NAUG colleagues.

Members have access to NAUG's Public Domain Library thai contains

dozens of disks and more than 700 AppleWorks templates and (lies. The
library also contains AppleWorks enhancement programs submitted by

members and demonstration versions of AppleWorks enhancement pro-

grams from commercial vendors.
NAUG members have access to the group's Disk Rescuers Program; pro-

fessionals who can recover damaged AppleWorks data disks. You will

appreciate this program Ifyou ever forget to back up an important file and
get the dreaded "Unable to read disk In Drive 2" message.

Finally. NAUG members receive significant discounts on AppleWorks
products. For example. NAUG members may purchase TlmeOut products,

RepairWorks. and SuperPatch at 40% off the suggested retail price. Mem-
bers also get discounts for NAUG's AppleWorks seminars.

NAUG membership costs $27 per year and Includes 12 issues of the

AppleWorks Forum. Send a check or your Visa/MasterCard number and
expiration date to:

National AppleWorks Users Group
Box 87453, Canton. Michigan 48187. (313)454-1115
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The
Apple2000
Bulletin

Board
System

TheTABBS message system is more than just a Bulletin Board. With a shopping

mall where you can browse the Apple2000 catalogues and order the goods you

require; a library containing over 1500 files for the Apple II, Ilgs and Macintosh;

news files update twice weekly bringing you the latest in world computer news and

ofcourse NcwsBytcs™ ; a privateand public E-mail service; file transfers that can

be enclosed in private or public mail; message areas covering many topics includ-

ing the Apple II, the Ilgs and Macintosh; Xmodem, Ik Xmodem and Ymodcmfile

transfers; multi-speed access at all common speeds; 24 hour operation; and much,

much more makeTABBS the premier Apple Bulletin Board serving Europe. Give

TABBS acall today.

4tttt a bddd bbdb ssss>
t a a b bb bs
t a a bbbb bbbb ssss
t aaaaa bbbb s
t a a dddb bbbb ssss

the apple 2000 user group
bulletin board system
V21, V22, V22BIS, V23

24 HOURS 8-N-l

<1> Apple J [ folder
<Z> Apple Ilgs folder
<3> Macintosh folder
<4> Apple2000 folder
<5> Developers folder
<6> Public areas

<D>ownload Libraries
<M>ailbox
<N>«W3 Columns
<S>hopping Mall
<W>eekly Update
<H>Qlp files for TABBS .

Ring TABBS on i v .
• at any speed through V21, V22, V23 to V22bis 8N1

TABBS is available 24 hours a day

4
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Letters Continued
supported directly by the
ImageWriter. Hie only way to print

characters like these Is by using cus-
tom fonts either downloaded to the
ImageWriter or printed by means of
graphic dumps In the way Super-
Fonts or FontTrix works. As to foot-

notes, this would need something like

the TlmeOut program macros. You
will need to contact Ken Dawson, our
Beagle Buddy, for an update if you
have original TlmeOut products.
Perhaps someone can help Peter

further with this one? Ed. 4

Hard Drive Mailbox
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire

Dear Ewen,
Like Bill Mealey, after reading your

two features on hard disks I was In-

spired to think about assembling one
formy //e. Eventually I did get hold of
a hard disk but 1 did not have to
assemble It myself. Perhaps It would
be of Interest to others to know there
is a low budget alternative to the DIY
route to a SCSI hard disk.

In the course of shopping around
for a SCSI subassembly a dealer of-

fered me a used Rod!me 20 Plus drive
complete with cables for about the
cost of a bare Seagate ST 225N. Re-
membering your comment that "you
can use any SCSI drive you can get
your hands on". I bought the Rodlme.
got a Clrtech SCSI interface (from an
Apple2000 advertiser) and a copy of
I*roScl. and have never looked backJ
There were a few minor difficulties.

I wanted the SCSI Interface In slot 7.

as recommended by Dave Ward in his
review, but on my //e from slot 7 the
cable is too short to reach a panel
opening large enough for the connec-
tor. Although the User's Manual says
that on a //e you must choose a slot
such that the cable can be attached to
one of the large back panel openings.
I installed it in slot 7 anyway and
made up a 3 inch extension cable,
assuming the manual's advice was to
cover users with long connecting
cables.

The dealer said he had formatted
the Rodlme and Installed some P.D.
utilities. When I had connected every-
thing up I decided to run the Test
utility from the SCSI Support Disk to
check for bad blocks. This worked
and eventually it came up with a few.
but well over 20mb worth of good
ones. Then I tried to Catalog the hard
disk but could only get I/O errors.
Slight panic set in. then I remembered
Dave Ward's review comment that a
disk formatted using an Apple SCSJ
Interface would not be recognised by
a Clrtech SCSI interface. The dealer
confirmed he had used an Apple in-
terface and said he did not know of
this. I then did a low-level format with
the Clrtech utility, a regular format
with CopyH*. installed ProSel. set up

small DOS 3.3 and CP/M partitions
for my old programs and ever since I

have wondered how I managed with-
out it

I have not seen any reference to

other members trying a second user
Mac SCSI drive with an Apple )(, I am
delighted with mine and can recom-
mend this approach to anyone on a
budget who can get a Mac castoff

drive from a reliable source at a good
price.

Peter B. Dyson 4

Dentists Mailbox

Mi WlMBlilt ir;if
nir>un;

Dear Apple2000.
I have been a member ofApple2000

for several years. I have found It most
useful and I enjoy reading the maga-
zine Immensely.

I notice that you have various spe-
cialist groups within the organisation
and as a dentist I have noted that
there Is no dental group as such.
At the moment there does not seem

a lot of activity in the dental field but
I'm sure that the superiority of the
Mac operating system will prevail

amongst those who are looking for

quality. I have a good friend who Is

alsoa member. MrJohn McCormack.
40 Harley Street and is also an enthu-
siast. We feel that we should make
efforts to sec of there are others of a
like persuasion and start a specialist

user group. I would be happy to ac* as
convener.

I would be grateful if you could let

mc know if it is in order to set up a
group in this way. If it Is In order
would you be able to publicise it in the
Journal?
Jim Page

As you know. Apple2000 ts run by
volunteers. The editors of the maga-
zine, and the committee members,
are Just ordinary members giving
their time to the benefit of all the
members of the group. It has not al-

ways been possible to do all of the
tilings that we would like through
lack of time and help, and we have
had to rely on the additional help of
othermembers to do many of the day-
to-day tasks.

Until now. we have not been able to
organise SIG's on any other than an
ad hoc basis . though what I have tried
to do in the past Is to collect together
the names of all those who arc willing
to help in some way.
Bearing all this In mind. I have

published your address in full, and
thank you for the offer to convene
those who may be Interested in den-
tistry combined with Apple comput
ers.

Please get In touch with Jim If you

have similar Interests, and if any of
you would like to convene other sub-
ject area, please let us knowl
Ewen Warmop #

ProDOS Mailbox

Dear Ewen.
How often have you heard the

phrase *I only have a DOS 3.3 com-
puter and so can't run ProDOS'? Can
we finally nail this spectre down by
explaining the differences between
the different disk operating systems
extant on the Apple II series?

In the beginning there was Steve
Woznlak. and It was he who decided
that he was not going to pay the
excessive prices asked for disk drives,

and that he could emulate In software

all the control circuits of the floppy
drive back in those ancient days.
Thus In only a few days was born
DOS. and with a few changes grew
into DOS 3.2. This was a complete
disk operating system based on a 1

3

sector 35 track 5.25 single sided disk.

After a couple of years, more space
was found by extending to 16 sectors

and the ubiquitous DOS 3.3 140k
disk was born. The original DOS 3.3
operating system was designed to run
in only 48k but DOS Movers rapidly

appeared to put the DOS Into the lGk
space that otherwise was doing noth-
ing on the Ram Card In Slot 0. Those
that without a Ram Card, could still of
course use DOS with the normal 48k.
The Apple /// next appeared on the

scene, and with it a brand new hei-

rarchical operating system called

SOS (Sophisticated Operating Sys-
tem). Then came the Apple //e. This
was fitted with a built In 16k
RamCard and so could always allow

.

the DOS operating system to be
moved up into extra Ram space.
Things started towarm up now, and

those clever chaps at Apple honed
and refined SOS into ProDOS. Pro-
DOS had lots of advantages, though
at first many also saw dlsadvan tages.

and was firmly directed at the Apple II

market. Without it, we would not have
16mb memory cards, sub-directo-

ries. AppleWorks or even hard disks!
However, back to the story ...

ProDOS up to Version 1.0.1 (the

version on our introductory disk),

would work in either 48k or the full

64k memory available with a
RamCard in Slot 0. and ofcourse the
//e and //c. Memory was getting

cheaper, and most people by now had
a RamCard in Slot of their 11+ com-
puters, so Apple decided to drop the
48k version and only issue 64k ver
sions of ProDOS. This is the slate of

play now though ProDOS is now
known under the name ofP8 so we do
not get confused with P16. and it will

run on any flavour ofApple II. as long
as it has 64k of memory!
Scott Freeman 4
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Hardcore Pips

The BASUG archive concludes this

month the Debugging Tips from April

1 983 and becomes an Apple Executive

nclusion
This follows on from previous ar-

ticles and Is a conclusion to the set.

but not an end. Everyone has their

own private tricks. I no longer make
all the mistakes I did. so some vital

problems may be missing.
Try the following pmgram:-

70 FOR N - 1 TO 8
80 Q(N) - N

90 NEXT N

' and RUN It.

Since there is nothing output to the
screen then there Is no visible evi-

dence that the program has done
anything. The array QO has however
been filled. Tills happens even when
other parts ofthe program are writing
to the screen. It is possible to find out
If variables are what you think they

are by inspecting them In Immediate
mode Just by typing in from the key-

board, so that for example If you
type:-

PRINT Q(3) <RETURN>

3 Is the result

We can also use variables so

PRINT Q(N)

is Just as valid. Try it and see that
the following is the result

PRINT Q(N)

So what is this? Surely since the
loop has gone around from 1 to 8, N
has become 8 why do we not get the
value 8?

PRINT Q(8)

d

is OK. So try

PRINT N
9

NOTE !!! When you come out of a
loop the value of the variable you are
changing has always gone one more
step than you specified. When the

program reaches the NEXT in line 750
the value ofN is Increased and then It

goes back to the beginning ofthe loop
at line 700 and tests if the value of N
is greater than 8. Only If it Is not will

It go through the loop again, other-

wise it will try to find the line following

the NEXT statement, I.e. a line num-
bered greater than 750.

It is sometimes the case that when
running a program, you realise It Is

not going the wayyou thought. In this

case you can break the program by
pressing <CTRL-C> and try to sort It

out from there.

Add line 75 as follows: -

75 FOR DLY - 1 TO 500: NEXT

This Is a very useful general line. It

Is a time wasting statement, simply
sending the program round and
round 500 times so that time is used
up. In this case It Is there to make the
program go slower so that we can
break the program before it has fin-

ished. Youcan see the delay as follows

TRACE
RUN

Lots of #75s are generated.
Having switched off the trace func-

Uon with NOTRACE. RUN the pro-
gram again andwhen it has gone a few
rounds of the outer loop, but before it

has finished (you will have to guess
the timing) press <CTRL-c> The mcs-
sage;-

BREAK IN 75

comes up.

This is a very Important aspect of
debugging. A program may appear to
have gone away - technically known
as 'hanging'. If you press <CTRL-C>
then It will telf you that you have
stopped at a particular line. If you
now type

COOT

it will CONTinue where it left off",

without destroying the value of any
variables as RUN would.

In practice you would probably
print out some of the variables in

immediate mode In the meantime.
This would In this case for example
yield the following information: -

RUN
BREAK IN 75

?N
3
C0NT

and you knowyou have broken into

the program when the outer loop had
a value of N=3. The value of N was
preserved and it was able to carry on
even though you had printed the
value of N. You can even alter the

value of N and still allow it to con-
unue.

RUN

BREAK IN 75
?N

3
N-6
CONT

Hitsmeans thatyouwould not have
filled the array when N was equal to

4.5 and 6. To show tills type the

following In immediate mode:-

FOR N - 1 TO 8: ? Q(N);:NEXT

12300078
The line containing the FOR ...

NEXT loop should be on one line

without pressing <RETURN> until

theend ofthe line. Do not forget the ";"

so that the values are printed in one
line, or you will possibly scroll off the
screen.

Now alter line 80 to

80 Q(N) * M

and add

60 M - 49
and run the program again, without

breaking and repeat the last exercise

FOR N 1 TO 8 : ? Q(N);:NEXT

49 49 49 49 49 49 49 49

This time since M is fixed by the
previous line to 49. all the values of
the array are the same.

If this was an error of typing, miss-
ing the N key and hitting the M in-

stead, you would have a clue Instantly

especially If you then printed M and
found it to match.

One otherway to pickup this type of
error, i.e. of getting all the values

woi
wrong without at first knowing why

)uld be to go straight to the appro-
priate loop directly. This can be done
in two ways:-
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RUN 70 or GOTO 70

They arc both valuable tools. Sup-
pose we cany out the same exercise
and print the value of the array vari-

ables as before, using RUN 70. the
result would be as follows:

-

RUN70

FOR N - 1 TO 8 : ? Q(N);:NEXT

00000000
TTic value of M has automatically

been set to zero by the RUN com-
mand.
The command GOTO does not zero

all variables. Try the following using
<CTRL-C> key to halt the program
after the value ofM has been set. and
see that the array variables are all set
to 49 again

RUN
BREAK IN 75
GOTO 70

FOR N - 1 TO 8: ?Q(N);:MEXT
49 49 49 49 49 49 49 49

In fact. Just to prove the point, the
alte radon ofthe variable first could be
done as follows: -

M - 99
RUN 70

FOR N - 1 TO 8: ? Q(N) ; : NEXT00000000
or as follows

M - 99
GOTO 70

FOR N - X TO 8 : ? Q(N) ; : NEXT
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 *9

The same techniques can be used
with strings. If the string variable has
not been assigned, it will not of course
print anything. So the following holds

? A$ : ? BS

FRED

means that A$ was empty (a blank
line was printed) and B$ had been set
to FRED.

CONCLUSION:
This is not the final word in debug-
ging, but a summary of some of the
"tricks of the trade". Most you learn
yourself, the hard way. Any more
ideas would be welcome, even by
some of the older hands, especially
since, as I said at the beginning. I have
forgotten some mistakes I used to
make.

John Sharp - April 1083 «

Be an Apple Executive
Soyou want to be an Executive ! An

Executive is one who gives orders to

his minions and then sits back and
observes the action. Apple gave U9 all

the tools tobecomean execuUvewhen
we bought our Disk IPs. and we
booted up our first disk. OneofDOS's
least exploited commands is the

EXEC command. Most users read
about it in the DOS manual and try

out the sample program on the Sys-
tem Master, but then pass on In

bewilderment, never to use EXEC
again.

So What Does EXEC Do?
When you turn on an exec file wilh

the EXEC command. DOS intercepts

all Input requests, and supplies the

input from the text file being EX-
ECed. The commands and responses
can be Immediate commands. l*ro

gram lines or DOS commands. If a
program Is run. the EXEC file willwait
paUently until the program ends be-

fore issuing its next command.

How do I Mt up an EXEC file?

A text file containing commands to

be EXECed is no different to a normal
text file. The file can be set up using
a text editor such as the editor on the
DOS Toolkit or using a word proces-

sor such as Apple Writer II. Ifyou do
not possess a suitable package, a
simple program such as MAKE TEXT
onyourSystem master can be used to

enter the text but does not have the

advantages ofediting nor does it allow
commas or colons, but Is otherwise
quite adequate for the task.

How many EXEC files can be open
at once?

Tliere can only be one EXEC file

open at any one time. If the text file

being EXECed contains an EXEC
command, the current EXEC file is

closed and control Is handed over to

the new EXEC file. The DOS com-
mand CLOSE will not close an EXEC
file.

So what can I do with, an EXEC file?

The list of appIlcaUons for EXECed
commands Is only limited by your
Imagination and inventive capacity.
The purpose ofthis article is towhet

your appetite by telling you about
some of the applications that I have
found.

— Program Modification
For those of us not fortunate

enough to own PIE or GPLE. modify-
ing programs can be a bit of a chore.

To make life a Utile easier, you can
save your program as a text file and
then use a word processor to edit the
program lines. The modified program
can then be EXECed back into

memory. To save the program as a
text file. Just add this line to the

60000 INPUT nY0UR PROGRAM NAME-
";ZZ$;D$ - CHR$ (13) + CHR$
(4):ZZ$ - ZZ$ + n .TEXT": POKE

33,30: ? D$;"0PEN";ZZ$: ?
D$; "WRITE"; ZZS: LIST 0,59999:
? DS; "CLOSE": POKE 33,40: DEL
60000, 60000

and then in Immediate mode type

RUN 60000

and yourprogram will be saved as- a
text file. Why not set up an EXEC file

to do it for you!!!

This technique can be used If you
want to append two programs to-

gether or to insert those favourite

subroutines into the program you are
working on.

— Entering Command Strings
When you find that you are typing

in the same old commands to perform
a routine task - that is the time to set

up an EXEC file of those commands
and let DOS perform the chore for

you.
e.g. Altering the screen width to let

you fast type over text in print state-

ments can be effected by a text file

containing

TEXT : HOME : POKE3 3 , 3

which you EXEC when required.
(TypeTEXTwhenyou have finished to

get back to normal screen width!)

—To enter Machine Code routines
When entering machine code rou-

tines from Magazine articles I always
enterthem Into a text flle In the follow-

ing format using a word processor.
The main advantage is that I can
easily edit and correct any typing
errors If the routine does not work.

CAIX-151
302: AO 00 A5 69 00 03 A5 6A 8D
01 03 Bl 69 C9 02 DO 04 A9 Oft

91 69 A6 69 CA 86 6A
324 :A9 08 6A DO E4 A9 01 C5
69 DO DE AD 00 30 85 69 AD 01

03 85 6A

etc.

etc.

3D0G

You can also enter machine code
routines into several different mem
ory locations in one step by entering
the different start locations at the
start of the file line.

(Warning - Do not enter more than
254 characters before pressing re-

turn as you will loose the excess
characters. This restraint also ap-
plies when entering directly through
the keyboard, but your word proces
sor may not warn you!)

— Modifications to DOS
There have been many desirable

modifications to DOS published In
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the various publications available,

not least Hardcore. Moat advise that

the modifications be entered, then a

new diskette be INITtallscd. which
will bear the modified image of DOS.
This Is OK until you find another
desirable modificaUon which when
keyed in clashes with the memory
utilisation of the original patch. The
result can be unexpected and possi

bly downright disastrous.

Another approach Is to have a
HELLO program on the diskette

which POKEs in the patch when the

disk Is booted. The problem with this

la that you have to remember to boot

that disk or run the HELLO program
which will destroy any program in

memory and the values of any vari-

ables which you may wish to pre-

serve.

The solution is to hold the coding of

the patch In a Lext ille as described

above. Then when you want to install

the patch.Just EXEC It in. EXEC does
not affect the program In memory or

Us variables. (So long as you don't

interfere with zero page or program/
variable space.)

Ifyou want to get rid of the patch.

Just boot up to regain standard DOS.
Here Is one foryou to try. It replaces

the MAXFILEScommand in DOS with

a new command FILEDUMP. (Very
useful for examining the contents of

EXEC files!)

CALL-151
BCDP:20 8E FD 20 A3 A2 20 8C A6
FO 05 20 ED FD DO F6 20 FC A2
60

A8E7:46 49 4C 45 44 55 4D DO
9D48:DE BC
A933;20 30
3D0G
HOME : VTAB1 : HTAB1 1 : ?"FILEDUMP
nETMI£D":VTM15:KI7\B6: ?"FILEDCM?
<FILENAME>, (S6, Dl ) VTAB23:
HTAB11 : ?"AN M.C.R. UTILITY."

Type it in and save In a text file

called FILEDUMP LOADER. Just
enter EXEC FILEDUMP LOADER to

install the routine. If you want to

print the file contents, enter PR#1 to
Initialise the printer and then
FILEDUMP <your file namo.Sn.Dn.
(The last two are optional). You will

then receive a print ofeach fieldon the

file.

— To control the running ofa series
of programs

Irils Is Just the Job for those boring
maintenance runs where the APPLE
is doing all the work andyou only run
the programs and make routine re-

sponses.
Next time you go through the proce-

dure, make a careful note of the re-

sponses you make. 1hen enter them
Lnlo a text file andyou can then EXEC
the file and the APPLE will run itself

while you make the coffee.

— Entering the data from one pro-
gram into an existing program

Have you ever wished that you
could enter, say. Invoice details from
your Invoicing program Into your
Sales Ledger package, but hesitate to

modify the package because of main-
tenance/copyright/complexity re-

straints?
Now you can!

This is Just an extension of the

precedingapplication. Makeacareful
note of all the responses that you
make via the keyboard when manu-
ally entering the data. Then make the

program supplying the data write a
text file of these responses. The file

will typically contain three sections.

1. Header Information concerned
with getting the 'package* program up
and running.

RUN <package program
name>,S6.Dl
2
4 (Menu responses
27.02.83 (Enter today's date

etc.

etc.

2. Many occurrences of actual data
to be entered into the program, com-
plete with any Y/N responses con-
firming correctness.

3. A trailer section which term!
nates the entry of data, and gets you
back to the menu, possibly to run
another option (such as an audit

print), and finally to exit the package
In an orderly fashion. This secUon
would also contain the command to

run the next program (possibly a
MENU program.)

— Control of programs requiring
non file input
The EXEC command will supply all

input requests with records from the

text file being EXECed. This is most
Inconvenient ifyou wish to make the
occasional contribution to the action.

One Way to overcome the problem Is

to arrange that the text file runs out of
data Just at the crucial moment, and
then have the program EXEC a new
file of data when you have had your
say. Do not fall into the trap ofhaving
an EXEC command as the last entry
on the old EXEC file, as the EXEC
command will be read by the INPUT
statement Into your program and will

not be 'seen' by DOS. Your
will probably object, and
mand will not be executed.

A far better solution would be to
tum the EXEC file on and off at suit-

able points In the program sequence.
Ihis is achieved by POKEing or 1

into the EXEC file active flag at $AAB3
In DOS.
This must be done from within the

running program with a POKE
43699.0 or POKE 43699.1. It does
not seem to work when done in Imme
dlate mode. The following simple
EXEC file loads and runs a program
that demonstrates the technique.

SPEED-150:NEW
H0ME:VTAB12:HTAB13:?"EXEC FILE
DEMO"

10
PCKE43699, :VTAB22 :KEABX0 : ?"«ANY
KEY FOR
M0RE»"; :CETA$:POKE43699,l:HOME

RUN
?"NOW FOR A
GAME": ?:FORI-lTO40 :?"-"; :NEXTI:

PQKE34,5
10 FOR 1-1 TO 6

20 A$-"Y0UR GO": IF
PEEK (43699 )THENA$-"MY GO"

30 VTAB6:CALL-958;?CHR$<7) :?A$
4Q VTAB12 :

?"ENTER A NUMBER AND
I":?"WILL TELL YOU ITS
SQUARE. .

.

* ; : INPUT" " ;A :VTAfll 3 : HTAB30

:

CALL-868:?A:A-INT(A) :

D-INT (A
A
2) ;VTAB18;?A;" TO THE

PCWER OF 2 IS W ;B
50 X-PEEK (43699) :POKE43699,NOTX
60 FOR J-l TO 3000:NEXTJ:NEXTI
GOTO10

I5
9

P0K£34,0
HOME: ?"IIERE IS THE PROGRAM - *

LIST
SPEED-255
?"SO WHERE DID THE INPUT COME
FROM??"

As you will see when you EXEC the

file the program takes some input
from the file and some from the key
board.
There are manymore areas ofEXEC

to be explored yet. In future articles

more useful DOS patches will be
shown and further techniques for

using EXEC files in an EXECutive
manner. Let us know what -applica-

tions you find for the EXEC com-
mand.
Martin Rogers - April 1983 *

In 1983, ProDOS was not yet fully

available. All the examples in these
articles were written under DOS 3.3.

Most of them wilt operate correctly
under ProDOS, but some may not
work. Ifyou have a problem, try under
DOS 3.3 before you give up! Ed *

Apple2000 is a partnership of
enthusiastic members working
together for the promotion of all

things common to Apple.
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COLOUR PAPER

ELECTRIC BLUE / KELLY GREEN / BRILLIANT YELLOW /

WILD PINK / CHERRY RED

BR/TE
CENTURY PAK 100

VALUE PAK (250)

COLORBURST (125 ASSORTMENT)

RAINBOW (250 ASSORTMENT)

SAMPLER (125 ASSTD t CARD ENVELOPES)

ENVELOPES AVAILABLE IN CARD OR BUSINESS SI2EI

£7.95

£14.95

£9.95

£16.95

£14.95

(gg.95ga.46)

POWDER BLUE / WINTER GREEN f YELLOW / FRCNCII VANILLA / ORCHID

CENTURY PAK 100

PASTELVALUE PAK (250)

COLORBURST (125 ASSORTMENT)

RAINBOW (250 ASSORTMENT)

SAMPLER (125 ASSTD CARD ENVELOPES)

(ENVELOPES AVAILABLE IN CARD OR BUSINESS SIZE)

£5.95

£1 0.95

£7.95

£14.95

£12.95

(C2.6010.45,

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CONTINUOUS FOHU:- PARCHMENT IN NATURAL. AGED
BAHIA BLUfc. LAVfcNIMH. OH lUHOUOISt / LAID IN ICE BLUE. AQUA. IVOHY
BUFK HfcAHL GHAY J 21 OlhhfcHfeN! PHfcFHINIfcO UfcSIGNS ON WHITE / 6|

PREPRINTED OESIGMS ON LAID COLOURS / BANNER ROLLS IN 3 BRITF
COLOURS PLUS ARCTIC WHITE / BANNER ROLLS IN WHITE WITH 4 PREPRIN
TFD DFSIGNS / S PASTFI COtOUR LABELS / CLEAR LABELS / REUOVFABLE
ADHESIVE LABELS /AUDIO CASSETTE LABELS / VIDEO CASSETTE LABELS /

POSTCARDS / INDEX CARDS f FILOfAX PAPER / COLOUR & T-SHIRT RIBBONS

MGA SoftCat (0233)83294/ 83671

PEAR TREE. APPLEDORE. KENT TN26 2AR

3.5" 80QK drive

TFREE

AMERICAN MICRO RESEARCH'S NEW DAISYCMAINADLC
3.5' DRIVE IS 100% COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR APPLE IIGS,
MACINTOSH, or UDC. BUY IT WITH CONFIDENCE AT
£100.00 LESS THAN THE COMPETITION, AND GET FREE
DELIVERY IN THE UK! AMR ALSO HAVE A 5.25' 140K

^HAINABLE DRIVE FOR £1 74.25 - E50.00 LESS THAN

MGA SoftCat

5.25" 14QK DRIVE

(daisychainable)

£174.25 PQSTFREE

AMERICAN MICRO RESEARCH'S NEW A-5-D DAISY
CHAINABLE 5.25" 140K D-19 DISK DRIVE WILL COST YOU
£50.00 LESS THAN THE COMPETITION, AMD WE GIVE
YOU FREE DELIVERY IN THE UKI

OTHER DRIVES AVAILABLE FROM MGA SoftCat INCLUDE:-

/ APPLE DISK
l[
140K 5.25' 20-pin (2nd.usGrj £49.95

/ APPLE DISK )[ 140K 5.25" D- 1 9 (2nd-user) £59.95

NPH 1 40K 5.25" 20-pin (black front) £89.95

/ NPH 1 40K 5.25" D- 1 9 (white front) £99.95

/ LASER 800K 3.5" (not daisychainable) £195.00

/ MGA SoftCat 0233-83294/83571

LABELS

LABELS

LABELS

Imagine a label priming

system for your dot-matrix

printer that allows you to

use almost any size of cus-

tom label, card or sheet to

create a self-adhesive

design incorporating Print

Shop-compatible fancy

fonts, borders, mono gra-

phics and even multicolour

graphics on colour printers! (Colour printers allow you

to have different colours for the borders, fonts and

graphics).

You can also merge information like mailing lists or

product part details/stock numbers from AppleWorks
files!

The amazing product that allows you to do this on a

128K //ecGS is called "Labels, Labels, Labels", and it

costs just £39.95 posrfree. (Separate versions avail-

able for//ec and IIGS, with IBM-PC to follow soon).

To support this great package we have 3 add-on

borders disks, 10 fonts disks, 23 mono graphics

disks, and 4 multi-colour graphics disks, (each at

£4.00 postfree).

GREAT FOR BADGES & POSTCARDS
3

MGA SoftCat (0233) 83294 / 83571

-



AppleXtras
/XTOAS.P8.N0.1/ (5.25 di.k)

-SHRINKIT DIR 1 6-JAN-90

AppleXtras has arrived! Those of you who
have already subscribed to our value added
service will have received your disWs) with this

issue.

It Is still not too late to join the AppleXtras

service. Send us £20 for one. or£35 for the two
formats. Ifyou already have subscribed to one

of the disks and would also like the other, send
us £1 5 and wc will amend your subscription to

include both and send you the other one.

The two disks are made up quite differently.

Although both run under ProDOS. the 3.5 disk

is destined for the Ilgs only. It will self boot to

Glen Bredon's ProDOS selector. On each 3.5

AppleXtras disk we shall include a folder with

useful tools. These toolsmay change with each

issue, and will eventually build in to a toolbox

of rouUnes that will handle files and do other

useful things.

To save space, and therefore pack more pro-

grams onto the disk, the 5.25 disk has no
bootable system. The programs on this disk are

suitable for the Ilgs. //e and //c, though there

will be some programs from time to time that

will run on the These days there are rela-

tively few programs appearing on the Public

Domain network for the II+. so it is impossible

for us to provide a disk for this format only.

It will be helpful to refer to the notes pub-
lished at the beginning of the libary catalogyou
received recently. These notes give details of

howyou should runand organise the programs
you will find on these disks. As well as these

notes, refer to the detailed descriptions pub-
lished on the next pages. These notes will ac-

company each issue of the AppleXtras disk.

Finally a word about Shareware. Many of the
programs that we shall provide on these disks

are not Public Domain or Freeware. A royalty is

due to the author if you decide to keep the

program and use it. Please honour this system
as it is up to you to see that these dues are paid.

If you have difficulty getting dollars, get an
American Express cheque.

-IIPLUS.UNSHRINK SYS
-I IPLUS. SHRINKIT SYS

-STARTUP. NEW DIR
-STARTUP. NEW BAS

-AW3FTX DIR
-PATCHER . SYSTEM SYS
-PATCH . DOC TXT

-COLORTEXT DIR
-README. DOC TXT
-COLORTEXT . DEMO BAS
COLORTEXT . SAMPL BAS
-TEXT.BIN BIN
-STANDARD. ASC BIN

-RAMDISK DIR
-PROSEL. RAMDISK3 TXT

-POPBOX
-POPBOX

-VIRUS. RX
-RX.DOC
-APPLE. RX

/XTRAS.G3.TI0.1/
-BOOT . SYSTEM
-PROGRAMS

-DAS
-WRITEIT

-WRITEII

DIR
BAS

DIR
TXT
SYS

(3.5 disk)
SYS 1

DIR 1

DIR
DIR

SB8

6-JAN-90
25 2-SEP-89
24 l-MAY-89

7-JAN-90
8 16-AUG-89
6-JAN-90

26 2-DEC-89
19 6-DEC-89

6-JAN-90
28 1S-NOV-89
10 15-NOV-89
7 14-NOV-89
6 15-NOV-89
4 28-NOV-89
7-JAN-90

43 5-JAN-90
7-JAN-90

21 15-AUG-89
6-JAN-90

21 17-SEP-89
19 17-SEP-89

6-J7AN-90
6-JAN-90

-ABOUT. WRITEIT TXT
-MPHASE $B8
-MOUSE $B8

-GS. GAMES DIR
-SOLITAIRE DIR

-SOLITAIRE $B3
-CARDS. CLUBS SBO
-CARDS . DIAMONDS $B0
-CARDS. HEARTS SBO
-CARDS . SPADES $B0

-POKER DIR
-POKER. PIC $C1
-POKER $B3
KIARDS . SPADES BIN
-CARDS. HEARTS BIN
-<ARDS . DIAMONDS BIN
-CARDS. CLUBS BIN

25
19

DIR
SBO
SBO
SBO
SBO
$B3
TXT

282
1

MONTE - CARLO
-CARDS. CLUBS
-CARDS . DIAMONDS
-CARDS . HEARTS
-CARDS . SPADES
-MONTE
-MONTE . HELP

-PHOTONIX.BXY TXT
•DISK.MAP DIR

-DISKMAP.DOC.EXE TXT
-DISK. MAP. SYSTEM SYS

-VIRUS DIR 1
-VIRUS . NOTES TXT
-VIRUS. KILLER BIN

-NUCLEUS. SHK BIN 2 63
-TITI£ SCI 65
-PRODOS. TOOLS DIR 1

-LIST DIR 1

-LIST. SYSTEM SYS
-LIST.DESCR AWP

—SHRINK DIR 1

-SHRINKIT. SYSTEM SYS
-SHRINKIT SYS
-SHRINKIT . DOCS TXT
-SHRINKIT. ICON $CA

-PRODOS SYS 32

6-JAN-90
6-JAN-90

14 1 2-NOV-8

9

3 12-NOV-89
17-NOV-88
14-NOV-87

6-JAN-90
6-JAN-90

51 12-DEC-88
26 9-DEC-88
26 9-DEC-88
26 9-DEC-88
26 9-DEC-88

6-JAN-90
65 24-FEB-89
39 24-FEB-89
26 22-FEB-89
26 22-FEB-89
26 22-FEB-8 9

26 22-FEB-89
6-JAN- 90

26 22-MAR-89
26 22-MAR-8 9

26 22-MAR-89
26 22-MAR-89
46 16-MAY-89
3 17-MAY-89

Apple2000

18-NOV-89
6-JAN-90

8 28-DEC-88
9 28-DEC-88
6-JAN-90

23 21-JUL-89
5 18-JUL-89
4-SEP-89

6-OAN-90
6-JAN-90

I 6-JAN-90
67 1-APR-8

9

38 l-APR-89
L 6-JAN-90

1 31-MAR-89
72 20-JUL-89
61 19-JULH
4 10-Al

8-JUL-88
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AppleXtras 5.25
ProDOS disk for the lias, //e and lie

Shrlnklt folder - Shrlnklt Is the file transfer protocol
used by TABBS and other bulletin board systems.
Flics compressed with Shrlnklt or packed under
Binary II will have one of the following sufllx: .BNY
.BQY .BXV* .SHK They must be unpacked with
Shrlnklt for use once they have been downloaded. As
the Shrlnklt process also allows disks to be com-
pressed, we shall sometimes use tills for file on the
AppleXtras disks.

II PI us.Un shrink - The un -shrink program for the
11+

UPlus.Shrlnklt and the companion shrink pro-
gram.

StartUp.New folder
StartUp.New - A custom program selector that al

lows you to select from 13 of your favourite
programs. Easy to configure, Just list the pro-
gram from Baste to see what to do.

AW3PLx Polder
Patcher.System - From Beagle Bros., the first au

thentlc patch for the bugs In AppleWorks 3.0
Patch.Doc - Read this file with Llst.System or

Writelt to find out how to use Patchcr. System.
ColorText folder - Coloured text from the double HIRes

screen
ReadMe.Doc Complete InstrucUons of the

ColorText system.
ColorText.Demo - Self running Basic demo of

ColorText.
ColorText.Sampl - List this Basic program to see

how to use the ColorText system.
Text.Bin - code routines
standard.ASC - standard character set

RamDLsk folder
Pro9el.RamDlak3 - Text file describing how to

Install AppleWorks 3.0 on a RamDlsk using
ProSel.

PopBox folder
PopBox - Basic program routines that allow you

to use pop-up boxes from within your pro-
grams. Run the program for a demo, and then
Est It to see how to use the routines.

Vlma.RX - Requires 65802 or 65816 processor
RX.Doc - Hie documentation for Apple.RX
Apple.RX - A virus medicine that checks for the

presence of a virus and will warn you ofany
programs that have been corrupted. You
should then replace the infected programs with
fresh copies from your master disks.

AppleXtras 3.5
ProDOS disk for the llgs

Doot.System - Boot program that displays the Title
screen

Programs folder - The Xtras goodies folder!
DA* folder - Desk Accessories should be placed In

the DESK.ACCS folder of your system disk
Writelt folder

Writelt - A handy Text reader and Word
Processor in an NDA

About.Writelt - details of how to use
Writelt NDA

Mphasa - Displays the current phase of the
moon graphically.

Mouse - Mr Mouse displays the current posl-
Uon of the mouse on the screen. Invaluable
for software developers.

GS.Games folder - 3 Classic card games
Solitaire folder

Solitaire - The classic game of paUcnce.

Cards. Clubs - Data flies used for the
graphic display.

Cards.Diamonds
Cards. Hearts
Cards.Spades

Poker folder
Poker. Pic - Title screen
Poker - Play poker and lose your shirt!

Cards.Spades
Cards. Hearts
Cards.Diamonds
Cards.Clubs

Monte, Carlo folder
Cards.Clubs
Cards.Diamonds
Cards. Hearts
Cards.Spades
Monte - Play the Monte Carlo game of

paUence and try and beat the clock!
Monte.Help - Read this with Ust.System or

Writelt to see how to play.

Photonix.BXY - The disk copier to end all disk
copiers! This offering from France will, blow
your socks off. You have never seen anything
like It before! Extract to a blank 3.5 disk with

Shrlnklt and then boot. Don't forget to take a
look at the ty. Detailed instructions are on the
disk in an AppleWorks file. Use Llst.System to
view these.

Disk.Map folder
Disk Map. Doc.Exe - From Basic, type

•-DISKMAP.DOC.EXE' to list the instruc-
tions. This by the way Is the neatest way of

listing a text (lie to screen that I have seen.
It uses the power of EXEC files and Basic to

the full. Use Llst.System to see how it was
achieved.

Disk .Map .System - Program to map out all

the used blocks on a disk showing where
the directories and flies lie.

Virus folder
vims. Notes - Virus history on the Apple II and

how to fix attacks.

Vlrus.Klller - Clears attacks of Lode Runner
virus.

Nucleus.SHK - Brought to you from the same
stable as Photonix. this demonstration of the
sound and graphic capabilities of the Hgs Is all

the more amazing when you consider that the
llgs toolbox has not been usedl Most of the
commands are available from the keypad,
check each key out In turn to see the various
options of the program. To see Nucleus work-
ing, you should extract to a blank 3.5 disk
using Shrlnklt. and boot the resulting disk.

Title picture - Our AppleXtras Utle picture.

ProDOS. Tools- folder
list folder

Llst.System • Tills is a most useful display
tool. Ust.System will display any kind of
file, and will attempt to display as text if it

can, and displays AppleWorks text flies

correctly. It can also be used to print a file

as well.

List.Descr - Details of how to use Llst.System
Shrink folder

8hxlnldt.System - Boot file to start Shrlnklt.
Shrlnklt - The //e. //c and llgs version of this

outstanding archive program.
Shrlnklt.Docs - Details of the program and

update history.

Shrlnklt.Icon - Place this in your ICONS
folder.

ProDOS system - ProDOS 8 VI.4 D modified with Glen
Bredon s Selector program. 4
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We add new disks to

the library, and read

you your rights I

We have added three new disks to

the Hgs library, and have started a
new section for 5.25 master System
Disks.
As there have been a few requests

recently from members who have
obtained secondhand Apple II ma-
chines without System disks, we have
added the DOS 3.3. ProDOS and CP/
M master disks to a new library sec-
tion. However we must point out that

all System disks in our libraries are
subject to license arrangements with
Apple UK and Microsoft.

We publish the Apple license agree-

ment opposite, and ask you to read

this before using any of the System
disks.

Ilgs 3.5 library

2GS022 - System Disk 5.0.2
2GS023 - System Tools 5,0.2

These two disks make up the com-
plete and latest System 5.0.2

2GS024 - Update disk to update your
existing System 5.0 dlska to 5.0.2

Apple II 5.25 library

5001 - DOS 3.3 Master (The classic

DOS 3-3 Master disk).

5002 DOS 3.3 Basics pre boot disk.

Allows you to boot 1 3 sector DOS
3.2 disks.

5003 - DOS 3.3 //e Master disk for

the //e only. Includes utilities and
sample flies.

5004 ProDOS 1.8 Master disk for

64k //e. //cand][+.
5005 - ProDOS 1.0.2 //c Master and

utilities disk.
5006 - Microsoft CP/M 2.23 60k
Master boot disk and utilities. Re-
quires a Microsoft ZS0 card.

Order library disks from:

Apple2000
PO Box 3
Liverpool

L21 SPY.

3.5 library disks arc £4.50 each and
5.25 disks are £4.00 each. Price in-
cludes P&P and VAT.

YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
BEFORE USING TI I ISSOFTWAREANYREPRODUCTION, COPYINGOROT1 1ER USE OF
THE SOFTWARE WILL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS AND CONDI-
TIONS. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THEM, YOU SHOULD ERASE TI IE CONTCr/TS
OF THESE DISCS.

SINGLE-COMPUTER END USER SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
APPT-E COMPUTER. INC. ("Apple") provides this software and licenses its use. You

assume responsibility for the selection ofthe software to achieve your Intended results.

and for the installation and use of, and results obtained from, the software.

LICENSE
Pursuant to this license you may:
1. Usethe software only on a slngV Apple computer. You must obtaina supplementary

license from Apple before using the software in connection with systems and multiple

central processing units, computer networks or emulations on mainframe or minicom-
puters.

2. Use the software only on media that is compatible with Apple manufactured
computers.

3. Copy the software into any machine readable form for backup purposes in support

of your use of the software on the single Apple computer.
4. Transfer the software and license to another party with a copy of this Agreement

provided the Other party reads and agrees to accept the terms and conditions of this

Agreement. If you transfer the software, you must at the same time either transfer all

copies, whether in printed or machine-readable form, to the same party or destroy any
copies not transferred, Apple grants a license to such other party under this

Agreement and the other party will accept such license by its Initial use ofthe software.

Ifyou transfer possession olany copyofthe software, inwholcorlnpart, to another party,

your license Is automatically terminated.

This software is protected by United States copyright law. You must reproduce the

Apple copyright notice on any copy of the software.
YOU MAYTsIOT MODIFY, REVERSE COMPII.E, DISASSEMBLE. NETWORK. RENT.

LEASE, LOAN OR DISTRIBUTE THESOFTWARE, ORANYCOPY, INWHOLEOKINPART.
YOU UNDERSTAND THAT UNAUTHORIZED REPRODUCTION OF COPIES OF THE
SOFTWARE OR UNAUTt IORIZED TRANSFER OF ANY COPY OFTHE SOFTWARE MAY
SUBJECT YOU TO A LAWSUIT FOR DAMAGES. INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. AND ATTOR-
NEY'S FEES.

Apple reserves all rights not expressly granted to you.

Export law assurance*
You agree and certify thai neilhcr the software and documentation nor any direct

product thereof (1) is intended to be used for nuclear proliferation or any other purpose
prohibited by the United States Export Administration Act of 1979, as amended (the

'Act") and the regulations promulgated thereunder, and (2) is being or will be

downloaded, shipped, transferred or reexported, directly or Indirectly, into any country
prohibited by the Act and the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Government End User*

If you arc acquiring the software on behalf ofany unit or agency of the United States
government, you agree that; (a) the software is "Commercial Computer Software' as that
term Is defined in Paragraph 27.401 of the DoD Supplement to the Federal Acquisition

Regulations (the "Supplement") or Is within the equivalent classification of any other
federal agencies' regulations; lb) the software was developed at private expense, and no
part of it was developed with govcrmcnt funds; (c) the government's use of the software
la subject to "Restricted Rights" as that term Is defined in clause 52.227-7013 (b)(3)(H)

of the Supplement or in the equivalent clause of any other federal agencies' regulations;
(d) the software is a "trade secret" ofApple for all purposes ofthe Freedom ofInformation

Act; and(c) each copy ofthe software will contain the following Res tricted Rights Legend:
"Restricted Rights Legend"

Use, duplication or disclosure is subject to restrictions as set forth In subdivision

(b)(3)(ii) ofthe Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at FAR 52.227-
7013. Manufacturer Apple Computer, Inc. 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino. Calfornia
95014.
You agree to indemnify Apple for any liability. loss, costs and expense (Includingcourt

costs and reasonable attorneys' fees) arising out of any breach of the provisions of this

Agreement relating to use by the government
Term
The license is effective until terminated. You may terminate it atany time bydestroying

the software togetherwlth all copies. The license will also terminate upon condlUons set

forth elsewhere in this Agreement or if you fail to comply with any of the terms or
conditions of this Agreement. You agree upon such termination to destroy all copies of
the software.
Disclaimer of Warranty
The software is provided "as is" withoutwarranty ofany kind, either express orimp lied,

with respect to Us merchantability or its fitness for any particular purpose, The entire
risk as to the quail ty and performance of the software Is with you. Should the software
prove defective, you (and not Apple or an Apple authorized representative) assume the
entire cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

Apple docs not warrant that the functions contained in the software will meet your
requirements or that the operation of the software will be uninterrupted or error free or
that defects In the software will be corrected.
Limitation of Remedies

InnoeventwillApple be liable to you forany lost profits, lost savings orother incidental,
special or consequential damages arising out ofthe use ofor inability to use any software
even if Apple or an authorized Apple representative has been advised ofthe possibility
of such damages, or for any claim by any other party.

Apple's liability to you for actual damages for any cause whatsoever! and regardless
ofthe form of the action, will be limited to the greater of$5O0 or the money paid for the
software that caused the damages or that Is the subject matter of. or is directly related
to, the cause of action. ,

General
This Agreement, if any attempt to network, rent lease, or sublicense the software, or.

except as expressly provided in this Agreement, to transfer any of the rights, duties or
obligations under this Agreement, becomes void.
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Corruption
and Sub Battle

info

Product : Sub Battle

Publisher: Epyx

Available from

:

Keith Rookledge gets corrupted and
Robert Hornby goes under in the

search for the perfect game
CORRUPTION progress through the game you be-
Thls review deals with a new release come more expert at the " Questions"

from Magnetic Scrolls called Corrup- to elicit information. 1 am not fioing-to

Uon. I have not plaved this type of give awav anv details, it would spoil

MGA Softcat

41 Cinque Port Street

RYE
E Sussex TN31 7AD
(0797) 226601

Price : £9.95 (Usually £19.95)

£19.95 llgs version

value : ****
Performance : ****
Documentation : *****

game before, having restricted myself
to the Wizardry scenarios, Avatarand
more recently Might & Magic.
Well 1 shall start from the begin-

ning, always the best place. The game
comes boxed In the familiar Blue and
consists of three discs, a cassette
tape, no don't get worried you listen to

it! and a set of instructions.
The first action is to back up the

discs using a copy program. You can
use CopyA but 1 used Dlvcrsi -Copy as
I wanted to check my disc speeds.
Once you have carried this out you

boot the system diskand then operate
from two discs, although you can
operate from one drive, two are obvi-
ously better. The system get Itself up
and running and the first screen give
some indication as towhat is going (or

not) on. The Instructions suggest that
you read everything and I am sure
that is a good idea as you need all the
information that you can get to sort
the plot out
Once you have read the first screen

the subsequent screens consist of a
few lines of text at the bottom and
"graphics' at the top part. Hie graph-
ics are of a low resolution and in

addition, when text is replaced, it

scrolls so quickly that it is difficult to
read. When the graphics are replaced
all the screen Is revealed for a short
time. I felt that the "graphics" do
nothing to the game and it would
operate better without them. It is

possible that some clues could be lost

but it would lead to a better 'View" of
the text. There is a print facility and
thts is essential, but you will end up
with a lot ofpaperand I feel that Is not
what Apple games should be about.

Incidentally the game Is for all II's

from Plus to OS and can work, so It

says, without a 80 column card. I

tried it on my He and even with only
64k the" graphics" worked.
Once you have assimilated all the

preliminary Information and ex-
tracted the clues the game proper
begins. It is a text game with your
input Interacting with the computer.
The instructions give you sufficient
information to get going and as you

the funl

Tnere Is a lot of informaUon to as
slmilate and a pen and paper are
essential. You have to move round
your office to converse with different

people and also to look Into drawers
etc. so mapping Is a part of the game.
Directions to move are given by com-
mands such as "Go North' etc. You
are told to talk to people and to ask
them questions, which again is car-

ried out by simple commands.
What happens when you get stuck

or for that matler cannot get going?
Well, there Is a Filofax insert contain-
ing clues and a list of "Cypheric
Hints'. These I found very laborious
to use. You have to type in up to 60
series of two letter codes, to elicit a
response to your request for a hint
and one erroron entry causes a reject

of your request for help. In addition
there are about 1 00 series of hints to

chose from and it is difficult to decide
which one corresponds to your cur-
rent situation. I consider that thiswas
a most laborious system to use but
having said that as It operates on all

U's then the system obviously cannot
be too sophisticated otherwise it

would not be so flexible.

Also In your Filofax pages are a
section of names and addresses,
some expense details from which In-
formation can be gained when you
find where they apply.
Well for those of you who 1 ike this

type ofgame or are restricted by your
Apple thegame would give good value
for money. However F had reserva-
tions about it as detailed above. When
you see some of the products coming
out of the States for the GS It shows
you what graphics are all about. I feel
that If this type ofgame Is going to be
produced it is best to stick with pure
text. Simple low res graphics in front
ofmy eyes were not conducive to good
gaming.
Would I buy it? Yes if I had a 11+ as

I am sure that It Is good value but for

a GS or He with extras then I feel that
it is worth spending the extra on a
more up market product
Keith Rookledge «

SUB BATTLE
Sub Batde Is a submarine simula-

tor set in the Second World War. Y<
start off by choosing which side
want to be on. The Americans, who
are fightingJapan and Germany who
are fighting the Americans and the
British. The game Itself starts when
you get your mission. Altogether on
the game there are sixty. Then you
choose level of dilllculty 11 -4) and the

game starts.

You start off at your home port and
will travel to your mission destination
by either map or by a special feature
the Navigator. This plots your course
for you and speeds up time and gets
you there more quickly. Once there
you will carry out mission orders and
return. The missions given range
from interception to patrol.

The graphics for the game are pretty
good but the enemy ships could have
a different colour other than black
especially at night because you can
not see them. The Inside of the sub Is

well drawn showing all the details

needed including speed, damage re-

ports, maps, data readout on enemy
ships, and also radar and sonar.
The game has tried to show what it

was like on board a sub and Epyx
have done this well. All missions are

accurate. The best mission beingTHE
BATTLE OF MIDWAY. Hie maps are

also well drawn and accurate
(checked In Atlas). The only problem
with the game is when running
aground I found myself plonk In the
middle of Australia about 175 miles
in. Imagine moving about on land In

the sub asking for directions to the
sea!

ThedocumentaUon Is good and well

written showing tactics Americans
and Germans used in the war and
also showing pictures of ships found
in the game. Also comes with key-
board reference (I'm telling you, you
need it!) and catalogue. It is good
priced at £9.95 and is a great game
enjoyed greatly by me.
Robert Hornby (aged 13) 4
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Apple ///
Mike Kramer tells how to install and
change drivers on the Apple ///

INSTALLING AN APPLE ///
DRIVER or What Have I Gotten
Mywslf Into?

By Mike Kramer
Houston Area Apple Users Group
(Apple Orchard. Vol. 4. Num. 7. Octo-
ber 1983)

The Initial Shock
When my office Apple /// arrived a

little over a year ago. everyone was
anxious to see what it could do. This
naturally Included seeing it print

something. After impressing every-

one with being able to enter a simple
VlslCak spreadsheet without reading
the manual. I lost all credibility when
it wouldn't print anything on the

Epson printer. After they left. I got out
the owner's manual and discovered

that Apple /// software normally
comes configured for serial printers

connected to the built-in serial port.

For me to print on the Epson printer

connected to the Universal Parallel

Interface Card (commonly called a
UPIC) In Slot 1 . 1 needed to install and
configure a parallel driver. Whafs
more. 1 needed to do this with every

boot disk I had or would ever have,

that would use the parallel card.
What I didn't realise at that point

was that the source of my -difficulty"

was in fact one of the outstanding
features of the Apple ///. That fea-

ture Is Apple ///'s ability to execute
programs written with little regard to

what kind of output device would be
used (also known as device-inde-
pendent I/O).

Without the programmer knowing
ahead of time where program output
will go. output from Apple /// pro-
grams can be directed to a printer, the
screen, a named diskille. etc.. at run
time.
The price we pay is having to gener-

ate appropriately configured drivers

into any new software we get. Not
much of a price when you know how.
and you should know how to install

drivers ifyou intend to use an Apple /

/ /. This Is particularly so since gener-
ating drivers for the Apple /// is not
something the typical store person
knows very much about (there are
exceptions, however). So after this

rambling introduction, get out your

Standard Device Drivers Manual and.
If you have one. the UPIC Parallel

Interface Installation and Operating
Manual . and let's find out how to do it

What is a driver?
First, let's review what a driver

does. The Standard Device Drivers

Manual describes peripheral devices

such as the keyboard, video display,

speaker, and input/output (I/O)

ports as the -senses' of the computer,
i.e., the eyes. ears. etc. These senses
are connected to the Sophisticated

Operating System (SOS) by device

drivers which perform four functions:

- Process data generated by programs
and send it to the devices as output.

- Process data generated by the device

and send it to programs as input.

- Permit programs and SOS to control

the device and the driver Itself.

- Permit
the
driver.

and SOS to read
tus of the device and the

Most of you don't need to be con
cemed with the specifics ofwhat the

drivers do. but it should help your
understanding If you're generally
aware of what they do and why they
are there.

System Configuration Program
One of the disks provided with the

Apple / // is the System Utilities Disk,

which includes the System Configu-
ration Program (SCP). This is the tool

for adding or removing device drivers,

or changing the parameters that
control their operation. You may have
noticed when cataloguing disks that

every bootable disk has three special
files named SOS. KERNEL,
SOS.DRIVER. and SOS.INTERP.
SOS. KERNEL is SOS itself.

SOS.INTERP is the machine language
"interpreter* which runs on bootup.
This can be Business BASIC. Pascal.

Apple Writer///. VisiCalc. etc. Unless
you become very, very good with the
Apple /// you will never create your
own SOS.INTERP.
SOS.DRIVER contains the system

configuration, including the drivers

and their control parameters, the
number ofdisk drives connected, the

video display character set. the ASCII
character codes assigned to each key
on the keyboard, and the slot assign-

ments for any interface

into the connectors

Reading a Driver File
Flrst . Te t's find outwhlch drivers are

In fact cu rrently on a boot disk. Place

your System Utilities diskette in the

built-in drive and boot It. Next, run
the SCP by moving the cursor to the
third line and pressing RETURN. To
look at and possibly change any ofthe
information defining how your Apple

/// operates, tell the SCP to READ in

the SOS.DRIVER file from the disk-

ettc of interest by placing the cursor
over "Read a Driver File" and pressing

RETURN.
Why not read In the SOS.DRIVER

file from the Utilities diskette itself

and configure It (you are using a
backup copy of the original disk,
aren't you), so that you can list direc-

tories on your printer rather than
always listing on the screen. The SCP
defaults to .D 1 /SOS.DRIVER. so all

you have to do Is press RETURN. To
read from a disk In the external drive,

change .Dl to .D2 before pressing
RETURN.
Alter a few seconds, the current

driver configuration will be displayed
on the screen as shown on Page 12 of

the Standard Device Drivers Manual.
Note that each driver has a unique
name beginning with a dot (looks

suspiciously like a period). A driver
can have any name as long as It

begins with a dot (period) followed by
a letter, is not more than 15 charac-

ters long, and contains only letters,

numbers, and periods. Also note that
an asterisk in front of a driver name
means that driver Is Included In the

driver file but Is inactive. When
flagged as Inactive, that driver is not
loaded into memory on bootup and
cannot be accessed during program
execution. The benefit ofdoing this is

that you don't use up memory with
drivers you are not currently using.
When you have finished reading the

driver names press ESC to return to

the SCP menu.

Editing Driver Parameters
Next select the "Edit DriverParame-

ters' option on the SCP menu. The
driver file you read into memory ear-
lier probably had a driver named
.PRINTER. On a new boot disk, this is

most likely a serial driver. You can
find out what it is by moving the
cursor to highlight .PRINTER and
pressing "RETURN". You will then see
a displaywhich lists the device name,
the type, the subtype, the activity

status, comments, and driver con-
figuration block informaUon. At this

point you are interested in whether
the device is serial or not. You can
usually assume .PRINTER Is serial if

the slot is Indicated as "n/a". which
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Indicates .PRINTER has been as-
signed to the built-in port. Unfortu-
nately, few people bother to use the
comments line to document In Eng-
lish how the drivers were configured.

Ifyou are installing a parallel driver,

you will probably name it .PRINTER,
since this is generally accepted as the
name of the most commonly used
driver. Rather than delete the serial

driver from the disk, give it another
name such as .SPRINTER and deacti-

vate It. You may want to use It later

whenyou get your serial letter quality

printer. While you're at it, use the
comments line to indicate that this is

a serial driver.

Adding a Driver File
Assuming you're adding a parallel

"driver. Insert the disk Included with
the UPIC card in one of the drives

(we'll assume Drive 2). Press "ESC"
twice to exit the Edit Driver Parame-
ters display and return to the SCP
menu. Once again select the "Read a
Driver Pile" option. This time, when
asked for the pathname of the driver

Ale. type ".D2/PRINTERDRIVER".
This will cause the parallel printer

driver file to be read from the UPIC
disk. Note that PARALLEL.DRIVER
on the UPIC disk is intended for

communication between computers
using a parallel Interface and should
not be used here. Note that the new
driver's name has been added to the
end of the list of drivers and that you

may have two drivers with the same
name. Press "ESC" to return to the

SCP menu.

Configuring the New Driver
The next step In this adventure is to

configure the parallel driver for your
particular printer and tell SOS in

which slot your parallel Interface card

has been Installed. To configure the
driver, once again select "Edit Driver

Parameters". The driver name will be
.PRINTER, so you will probably have
no need to change it. It will also be
active. You should make an entry In

the comments line to indicate what
printer you are using.
Now for the hard part: tailoring the

values In the Configuration Block for

your printer. The Configu ration Block
can contain up to 255 values ar-

ranged in up to 16 rows or 16 values
(the lastrow has 1 5). These values are
used with serial drivers to specify

baud rates, with the Silentype to

control heating of the dots In the print
head. etc. With the parallel driver, five

values are used to tell the driver (1)

what control signals In the cable are
to be monitored. (2) what the normal
values are, (3) whether the printer
generates Us own line feeds, (4) the
polarity of the printer handshake
signals, and (5) the printer response
timeout. To And out what these val-

ues should be foryourprtnter. lookon
Page 19 of the UPIC manual. Enter
these values Into the Configuration

Block. Ifyou do not see your printer

listed, try using '00 00 00 00 OA*.

Press "ESC" to return to the parame-
ter list. When you are satisfied that

they are all correct press "ESC" to

return to the SCP menu.

Changing System Parameter*
All that remains is to tell the system

where the parallel card is installed.

This is done by selecting the "Change
System Parameters" option. You will

be shown a list of the current system
parameters. Select the "Peripheral
Slot Assignment" option to list the slot

assignments. Most assignments will

say "n/a". Indicating built-in slots. To
change a slot assignment enter the
number of the driver as shown on the

display. When you axe asked for the

slot assignment, type it In. Ifyou are

unsure of the slot assignment, look at

the openings In the back of the Apple
and see which one has a filler plate

labelled -Universal Parallel Printer

Interface". From the rear. Slot 1 is on
the right.

Note that it's possible to have two or
more drivers assigned to the same
slot. This would be done, for example.
Ifyou wanted to use both a dot matrix
printer as a draft printer and a letter

quality printer from the same pro-

gram using the same interface and a
switch box.
Press "ESC" to return to the lisUng

of the Current System Parameters.
Press "ESC" for the SCP menu. |*»

<EU<BLIC CDOMyLI^SOfVWJVRT;

Reduced in Price ! All disks now only £1.50

Over 250 disks, many new this year

Enhancement kit for//e £48.00 - Universal Joystick £23.00 • Star LC-10 Printer £199.00

Bulk 5.25" disks £4.50 for 10 - Bulk 3.5" disks £ £6.50 for 10

Computability, FREEPOST. Hedge End, Southampton, Hants. S03 4NF

Telephone (0469) 786229

Access B. "1
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summarise those steps, but Is not
Intended as a substitute for the

manuals.
Because ofconstraints in the CP/M

system, the peripheral driver file Is

named DRIVER-SOS rather than
SOS.DRIVER As supplied by Apple,

the CP/M system knows about the

console. SUentype, and serial drivers.

It is totally Ignorant of parallel de-

vices. Your task Is further compli-
cated by the fact that CP/M only
knows about four physical devices,

consoles (CON:), tape readers (RDR:j,

tape punches (PUN:), and system
printers (LST.). It permits up to four
logical devices per physical device.

Your driver Ale. however, can have as
many drivers as you want within
memory constraints. You Just can't

access all of them easily. A further

complication is that apparently you
can't look at the contents ofthe driver

configuration blocks once the driver

flle Is placed on the CP/M disk. You
can see what drivers are Included and
which are assigned to the CP/M logi-

cal devices.

Preparing the Driver Pile
The first step in adding to or chang-

ing the CP/M DRIVER.SOS flle Is to

boot the Apple /// SOS Utilities Disk.
Since the procedure for preparing a
driver file Is well documented In
Chapter 2 of the Standard Device
Drivers Manual it will not be dis-

cussed here. The main point to re-

member Is that you start the proce-
dure under SOS, not CP/M. Further,
you should store the driver flle on the
CP/M Utilities Diskette under the
name DRTVER.SOS. If you name It

SOS.DRTVERyou would overwrite the
SOS.DRlVERfile on the utilities disk-
ette, which you may not want to do.

Transferring Driver from SOS to
CP/M

Insert the CP/M System diskette In
the built-in drive (Drive A:): insert the
CP/M Utilities Diskette In the exter-

nal drive (Drive B:) and boot the sys-
tem. Next type "SOSXFER" to run the
SOS-to-CP/M file translation pro-
gram. After an asterisk appears, type
the following:

B: DRIVER. SOS - A: SOS . DRIVER

If you do not want to change the
driver file on the CP/M System disk-
ette, you will need to specify a differ-

ent destination name on the left side
ofthe which would have to be used
through the rest of the procedure
described below.
After you specify the source and

destination files and press RETURN
the screen will then display:

displayed.
For more detail on the use of

SOSXFER. sec Page 74 ofthe Softcard

/// Installation and Operation Man-

Conflguring CP/M I/O
Replace the SOS disk in Drive A:

with the CP/M System Diskette,
press Control-C to do a warm start

andrun the configuration programby
typing "CONFIG". CONFIG will list the

names of all the drivers In the
DRIVERSOS flle, along with the cur-
rent CP/M device assignments.
Likely the device assignments will

show that CON:-CO! and that
C01:x:.CONSOLE. Also, it will proba-
bly show that LST:«LS1 and that
LSI :=.PRINTER. If you named the

parallel driver .PRINTER thenyou are
all set. Ifyou wanted a Sllentvpc to be
the system printer and it is listed as
LS2: you would Just type LST.=LS2:.
When the device assignments are as
you want them, type END or a Con-
trol-C. You will then be asked if the

changes should be made permanent.
Ifyou answer TES", they will be writ-

ten back to the built-in drive.

See Page 52 of the Softcard ///
installation and Operation Manual
for a sample display and detailed

explanation of the use of the CONFIG
utility.

Transferring DRIVER.sos to Other
Disks

Place any diskette on which you
wish to have thenewDRIVER.SOS flle

placed into the external drive (B:).

Leave the CP/M System disk contain-
ing the new DRIVER.SOS in the built-

in drive (A:). Press Control-C to tell

CP/M a disk was changed. If you
don't, you will get an error when you
try to write to it. Next erase the

DRiVERSOS flle on the disk in the
external drive with the following

command;

>LBA Bi DRIVER: SOS

Next transfer the new DRIVER.SOS
from the CP/M System disk with the

following command:

>PIP B: DRIVER. SOS-DRIVER. SOS

When this operation is complete,
you should have a disk with the de-
sLrcd I/O configuration, assuming
that you did everything correctly. If

you want the same I/O configuration
on another disk. Just PIP It.

Mike Harmer tf

These two articles by Mike

Generating a New System
The final step is to generate a new

system that incorporates the new
configuration information and install

It on the disk. Select -Generate New
System". There are two functions
performed in system generation, vali-

dation of the configuration and stor-

ing of the new configuration on the
disk. When validation is successfully
completed, you will be asked for the
name of the flle where the new con-
figuration Is to be saved. You do not
have to name the flle SOS,DRIVER at
this point. In fact you can create a
disk containing nothing but system
configurations for different applica-
tions and transfer these to your boot
disks as needed. They do have to be
named SOS.DRIVER to be loaded on
bootup and used.

Ifyou decide to store the driver flle

on your disk under the name
SOS.DRIVER and a flle exists under
that name, the SCP will ask if you
want to replace it. If you answer yes,
the old SOS.DRTVER will be lost. You
might want to name it NEW.DR1VER
at this point and preserve the original

SOS.DRIVER flic. When System Gen-
eration is complete, select the "Quit"
option. If you have not performed a
new system generation, a warning
will be given and you will have to

Indicate that this is in fact what you
want to do.

If you preserved the original

SOS.DRIVERbut want to try the new
configuration, enter the Filer section
of the Systems Utility and rename
SOS. DRIVER something like
OLD.DRIVER. Then change the name
of NEW.DRIVER to SOS.DRTVER If

all went well, you should be able to
print on your parallel printer when
you reboot using the modified boot
disk. If the printer doesn't work, start

over and pay close attenUon to which
parallel driver Is read in. what slot Is

specified, and what Configuration
Block information is entered. If the
printer prints, but does strange
things, the Configuration Block Is

likely to be the problem.
So there you have it. No longer will

you wonder why your printer does
either weird things or nothing at all

when you tell It to print, and you'll

enjoy the flexibility of configuring
a^Tivers^for anything and everything^

CHANGING AN APPLE /// CP/M
DRIVER PILE

By Mike Kramer
Houston Area Apple Users Group
lApple Orchard. Vol. 4. Num. 7. Oc-
tober 1983)

Although the procedure to add.
change. ordeleteadrlverunderApple
/// CP/M is similar to that under
SOS. it requires more steps and the
steps required are not intuitively

obvious. This discussion attempts to

Insert SOS disk Into drive A:
Insert CP/M disk into drive B:
Press RETURN to begin

When the transfer Is complete, the
message Transfer complete" will be

Kramer of the Houston Area
Apple Users Group, were first

printed in Apple Orchard the
Journal of the International
Apple Core.
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How to Avoid Surprises

with AppleWorks 3.0

William Marriott of Claris

Technical Support gives us

the lowdown on AW 3.0

Many users call Claris Technical support with questions
about the new version ofAppleWorks, the most significant

upgrade to the program since its introduction seven years
ago. This article answers some of the most common
questions about AppleWorks 3.0.

Has the new version of AppleWorks caught you oiT-

guard? Perhaps your printer no longer works like it used
to, ora feature that you used often has changed. Read this

article for solutions and explanations to some of the most
commonly asked questions about AppleWorks 3.0:

Q. 1 usea mouse withmyold copyofAppleWorks to choose
commands from menus and navigate in the spread-
sheet. Why did Claris remove this feature from Apple-
Works 3.0?

A. AppleWorks has never supported a mouse. Many pro-

grams which customized AppleWorks features were
available for earlier versions of the program. If a friend

or your dealer configured AppleWorks for you, your
copymay have been "enhanced" with extra features like

time and date display, screen savers, customized error
bells, cosmetic changes to the AppleWorks screen, and
macros.
Since you could use a mouse with the older version of
AppleWorks, you most likely had a "macro" enhance-
ment installed. Your copy of AppleWorks has been
modified if you have a file called "ULTRA.SYSTEM" or
"SUPER.SYSTEM " on your disk. Ifyou wish to use the
mouse (or other enhancements) with AppleWorks 3.0.
you will need to Install new versions of the add-on
software. UltraMacros 3.0 is compatible with the new
AppleWorks, and adds mouse capability. A 50% dis-
count coupon for UltraMacros Is Included with the 3.0
upgrade. The special offer for TimeOut UltraMacros
expires at the end of the year.

Q. Is AppleWorks 3.0 compatible with my accelerator
card? My cursor flashes much more slowly in Apple-
Works 3.0 than it did In 2.1.

A. Your accelerator card is still functioning and speeding
up AppleWorks operations. In older versions ofApple-
Works, using an accelerator card (or using AppleWorks
on an Apple Ilgs) caused the cursor to blink very
quickly. la fact, some of the newer chips made the
cursor flash so fast It was hard to find on the screen. In
AppleWorks 3.0. the cursor Is programmed to flash at
the same rate whether you have an accelerator card or
not. Otherparts ofAppfeWorks have also been changed
to accommodate accelerator boards. For example,
when AppleWorks performs a sort, it no longer lists the
time it will take to complete the task- Instead, a
"progress bar" shows you the rate at which the task is

being completed.

Q. 1 have a No-Slot clock, which worked fine with version
2. 1 . but no longer seems to work with AppleWorks 3. 0.
Does version 3.0 support clocks?

A. AppleWorks supports ProDOS-compatlble clocks. For
example, ifyou use AppleWorks 3.0 with an Apple Ilgs.

you do not need to enter the date or timewhenyou start

AppleWorks. Also, your flies will be "stamped" with the

time of their modification.

The No-Slot clock Is not normally ProDOS compatible.

You make it compatible by modifying ProDOS with a
special "patch." The ProDOS shipped with AppleWorks
3.0 does not Include this modification. If you have an
older (patched) version ofProDOS. you can copy it from

your AppleWorks 2. 1 disk to the ProDOS disk supplied

with AppleWorks 3.0. Your clock should then work
properly.

Q. I have a large data base created in AppleWorks 2. 1 on
two 5.25-inch disks. When I try to open this file in

AppleWorks 3.0. 1 get an error messageand 1 can't open
the file.

A. If you have extra memory in your computer, you can
create files that are too large to fit on standard 5.25-

inch disks. You need to save the file to a larger disk:

either a 3.5-lnch disk, which holds 800K; or a hard
disk, which will hold at least 5 MB (about 5.120K).

depending on the hard drive. For earlier versions of
AppleWorks, memory board manufacturers offered a
utility that allowed users to take advantage of all the

memory in their computer, without purchasing addi-
tional disk drives. These utilities modified AppleWorks
to "segment" files to two or more disks when saving
large files. If you have segmented files that you wish to

use with AppleWorks 3.0, you have the following op-
tions:

Walt for the memory card manufacturer to release a
compatible version of the utility. Applied Engineering
and Checkmate have promised new versions of their

utilities that will be compatible with AppleWorks 3.0.

Purchase a 3.5-inch disk drive or hard disk. To open
large flies in AppleWorks 3.0, open the files from a disk
copy usingAppleWorks 2. 1 . Copy the files to a 3.5-inch
disk drive or hard disk. You will then be able to open the

flies from the 3.5-lnch disk drive or hard disk with Ap-
pleWorks 3.0.

Segment the file into chunks that can fit on a single disk.
then combine the flies In memory. Use AppleWorks 2.

1

to open the large file and then manually segment it

across two or more disks. Open the file with Apple-
Works 3.0 and then combine the flies in memory.
A final note because of its additional features. Apple-
Works 3.0 uses 1 6K more memory than older versions.
If you had files that were near the limit of the Desktop,
you may not be able to open them in AppleWorks 3.0.
If you have files you are unable to open, you will have
to make the files smaller or purchase additional mem-
ory, if you want to take full advantage of the new
version.

Q. I installed my Epson printer using the AppleWorks
Printer Information setup menu. When I try to print,

garbled text and extra characters appear on the print-

out.TheAppleWorks codes are different than the codes
In my printer manual, so I changed the codes to match
the printer manual. The printer still doesn't work prop-

erly, even when I add It as a custom printer. What am
I doing wrong?

A. You Installed your printer correctly. Unfortunately,
there is a problem associated with removing printers
from the printer list that was discovered after Claris
shippedAppleWorks 3.0. The problem Is not limited to
Epson or ImageWriter printers. For the most reliable

printer setup, do not remove the ImageWriter from the
printer list. Recopy the AppleWorks program disk and
add the Epson printer to the printer list. Your printer
should work properly.

Q. I added a header to an AppleWorks word processor
document using different tab settings than those used
in the body text. When I print out the document, the
first page prints properly, but subsequent pages use
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the header tab settings for the body text. What's hap-

pening.
A. The header resets the current tab settings whenever It

prints. For example, you might set up a header with

only one tab stop, a center tab. for the page number.
The body of your text might use a more complex tab

settings for columnsand Indented paragraphs. The tab

settings for the body text will be In effect until the

header prints on the second page. When the header

prints on the second page, the tab settings reset to the

header tab setUngs. The header tab settings remain In

effect for the rest ofthe printout. Ifyou want to have two
separate rulers for your body and header. Insert the

ruler for body text before the Page Header End com-
mand.

Q. I like the ability to have multiple-line headers and
footers, so I added a 15-line footer to my document.
When I print the document. It prints past the perfora-

tion on my paperl How can I correct this?

A. Printing can become erratic If there are more than nine

lines In a header or a footer. Unfortunately, there is no

solution to this problem other than using fewer lines In

your headers and footers.

Q. I have a Brother printer that I use withAppleWorks 3.0.

Although. I set the "Needs line feed after each return"

option in the "Add a Printer" menu to "No." and the

interface card setting Is correct I still get double-spaced
output. How can I correct this problem so It will print

single -space output?
A. Some Brother printers interpret the return character at

the end of the printer code as a printer command,
others do not. Ifyou get double- or triple- spacing from
your printer, re-enter the code for 10 characters per

inch without the return character. You should now be
able to print single-space output If that workaround
falls, remove the codes for 10 characters per Inch and
6 lines per Inch altogether.

Q. My Panasonic printer puts a zero at the beginning of

every line. How can I eliminate the zeros from my
output?

A. The AppleWorks print driver uses codes for characters

per inch that do not work well with some models of

Panasonic printers. The solution Is to use the following

codes, taken from the "PRINTER CODES" database on
the sample files disk:

10 cpi Escape P Control-A
12 cpi Escape P Control-®

Refer to pages A-9 through A- 12 of the AppleWorks
Reference manual for instructions on entering the

codes.

O I defined a "Color IW" and used the new special codes
area to set up commands for color output on my
ImageWriter II. Then I added a "Foreign IW" which had
special codes for foreign language output. When 1 went
back to use the driver for color output, 1 discovered that

my special codes for color had been replaced with
special codes for those for foreign language. Am I

limited to only one set of special codes?
A. In AppleWorks 3.0, you can define up to six special

printer control codes per printer. Youwould expect that
each of the three possible printers would have unique
sets of special codes, and they can except that the

labels for those codes remain the same for all printers.

The codes themselves are unaffected. For example,
special code # 1 for the ColorIW is different than Special

Code #1 for the Foreign IW. even though both codes
might be labeled "Print Spanish." This Is an inherent

limitation in the program.

Q. I used the 10 cpi code for my Star printer listed In the

"PRINTER CODES" database supplied with Apple-

Works 3.0. When I print. "ES" appears at the beginning

of every line ofmy document. Are the codes listed in the

database incorrect?
A. You're probably entering the code as it appears in the

Multiple Record Layout. In that view, the columns are

too narrow to display the entire code. Ifyou entered part

of the code, it probablywon'twork properly. To view the

code, press Open Apple-Z for Single-Record

it. You'll discover that the complete code for 1 cpi

on a Star printer Is as follows:

Escape B Control-A EscapeW Control-®

You entered "Escape B Control-A ES," which would
cause the "ES" to appear at the beginning of every line.

Q. I prepared a report in the Data Base module and
Specified that I needed three copies. The first copy
printed out fine, but other two copies printed out with
only the header and the first record of the report. How
can I resolve this problem?

A There are a couple of alternatives. You can print the
report to the Clipboard and then move the file from the

Clipboard Into the Word Processor module. You can
then print the report from the Word Processor.

You can also press Open Apple-C to copy the database
records you want to print. Open a new spreadsheet
document and press Apple-C again to copy the data-

base records from the Clipboard to the Spreadsheet.
The Word Processor and Spreadsheet modules will

print mulUple copies properly.

Q. I tried to use the FastCopy program included with
AppleWorks 3.0 to copy AppleWorks. However, when 1

Insert my original disk, the computer beeps and I get

the message This disk must be wrlte-protectedl"As far

as I can tell, the disk is write-protected. What should I

do now?
A FastCopy requires you to wrlte-protect your source

disks (the diskyou're copying lnformaUon from.) Ifyou

have problems copyingyour disk, try the following tech-

niques:

Use nonreflective opaque tape to cover the notch. Some
disk drives (Including later model Apple drives) use
optical sensors to see if a write- protect notch is covered
or not. and It will not recognize disks with transparent
or shiny tape as being write-protected.

Use thicker, sturdier tape. Some drives use a mechani
cal button that is not fully acUvated when thin tape Is

used.

Make sure the tape wraps around both sides of the disk.
Ifyou only lay the tape sideways, across the surface of

the disk, the detector mechanism may not work prop-
erly.

Try a different copy utility, such as Copy II+, or the

programs included on the ProDOS Users Disk that

came with your computer.

Q. I like to use the option "Omit linewhen all entrieson line

are blank" In the Data Base to make my mailing labels

more attractive. But when I print three-across labels,

sometimes AppleWorks omits the line, and sometimes
it doesn't. It works fine with one-across labels. How do
I correct this problem?

A. AppleWorks will only omit the line if all entries on the
line are blank. If other labels in the same row have
information on that line, the lines will not be omitted.

To minimize the problem, sort your database by the
categories which most often have blank entries. Those
records will move to the top. and there will be a greater

possibility of having a blank line in all three labels of a
row. AppleWorks always omits empty lines when you
print one-across labels.

Q. The manual says that I can now use parenthesis in

calculated fields. However, when I try the example in
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the manual, all I get Is a series of pound signs
("########") In my report. Is there something wrong
with my disk?

A. Your disk is fine. The manual incorrectly states that
AppleWorks 3.0 follows algebraic rules for evaluating
calculated database fields, and allows parenthesis in
those fields. Actually, calculated fields behave exactly

as they did inAppleWorks 2. 1 . You should arrange the
formula so that it does not use parenthesis.

Q. In my original copy of AppleWorks. Open Apple-Tab
moved the cursor to the previous tab stop. Open Apple-
Tab in AppleWorks 3.0 moves the cursor forward to the
next tab stop. The quick reference card says Open
Apple-Tab moves the cursor to the previous tab stop.
Which is correct?

A. The quick-reference card is in error. In AppleWorks 3.0.

when you press the Tab key (without holding down an
Apple key), a formatting caret Is Inserted into your
document, and the cursor as well as any text after the
cursor moves to the next tab stop.Some users ofearlier
versions ofAppleWorks may not want to use tabs this
way. so Open Apple-Tab was changed to behave as
regular Tab did in earlier versions of AppleWorks.
Although you can no longer use Open Apple -Tab to

move to the previous tab stop. Open Apple-Left Arrow
provides a similar funcUon: it moves the cursor to the
previous word. «

CLARIS Is a trademark ofCLARIS Corporation. Ap-
pleWorks Is a registered trademark of Apple Com-
puter, Inc. licensed to CLARIS CorporaUon. ProDOS
Is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Permission is granted to distribute this file freely, so
long as it remains intact and unedited.

Copyright (c) 1989, CLARIS Corporation.

tows. tips. advtc«. ana solutions to your pfoOJems. Compared io

other Apple II pubiicabons. Opm-Apptr has The highest new-idea
pef-oiue rat»o, the clearest writing, fe funniest cartoons, the ktngMl

II cue #49
All of the new Beagle Bros Timeout

series of ApyteWorks enhancements are

good. UltraMacros Is incredible, Bui

Quichspeli is a work of true genius. What
makes it so good is Its user Interface.

After checking three dictionaries, it gives

you a list of all words It coutdn t find. You
can select which words to ignore, which
to fix, which to add to your custom dictio-

nary, and which to took at in context, for

more, see the Pebraury I!

Apple page 4.3.

From our fan mall;

"Lee Kaesly directed questions and
added his Input to a panel of four Apple ll

stalwarts.. ..A brief recounting of their

answers may be of Interest Eo many of

you:

Q. What mafluJoes are available?

A. WAF Journal, A*. ApplcWorh* Journal,

Byte, CAII Apple. inCidei. Open-Apple,
nibble. (After WAT Journal Open-Apple
was the unanimous favorite. I'

Washington Appk 11 Journal
Washington D.C., January. 1966. page 10

Try two months free!

APPLE IIGS
* Apple llgs256K Computers

* Two 5.25" Floppy Disk Drives

* Apple llgs Monochrome Monitor
(optional Colour Monitor at extra cost)

* Typically 6-18 months old in excel-

lent condition complete with manu-
als, leads and cables

* Three months Warranty inclusive

* Price: £600 plus V.A.T. including
carriage

Please contact:

ROGER D'ARCY COMPUTERS

Tel. Oxford (0865) 728787
Facs. 0865 726753

COMPUTERDOWN

!

FAST TURNROUND - NORMALLY 2 DAYS
3 MONTH WARRANTY
COMPETITIVE PRICES ON ALL SERVICES
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Moat makes Of COMPUTER. MONITOR. PRINTER

EXAMPLES ALLINCLUSIVEPRICES
APPLE] [ + OR //e Power Supply £32
APPLE] [ + OR //e Motherboard £32
Apple Interface Card (most makes) £25
Disk Drive - cleaned & aligned £25

Please ring for other repair prices or
send equipment for free estimate

Quantity Discounts available

SUPERCHARGE YOUR MACINTOSH
AVAILABLE NOW !

1MB SIMM'S - EASY TO INSTALL
Take your Mact/SE to 2.5MB or even 4MB

Take your Mac II to 5MB or even 8MB
WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

NOW IN STOCK
MacPlus Connectors, Serial fit AppleTalk

Price depends on quantity

COMTEC
UNIT G, SUNDERLAND HOUSE

SUNDERLAND STREET
MACCLESFIELD. CHESHIRE. SKI 1 6JF

TEL (0625) 34691
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Typing Tutor IV

A Review of the llgs Typing Tutor IV

with Letter Invaders by Terry Morris

Introduction
"If you can't type, you can't com-

pute". So says the blurb on the back
of the packaging of Typing Tutor IV.

This may not be quite true but I had
decided that I had had enough of the

neck-ache caused by swinging my
head from keyboard to screen to key-
board during a long typing session,

and so I thought that learning to

touch type would be a great Improve-
ment. So I bought Typing Tutor IV.

The question Is - does it help?

The Program
The program requires a 512k Apple

llgs. A RGB monitor Is recommended.
The single 3.5" Typing Tutor IV disk

comes with an 43 page instruction
book. Tills is perfectly adequate
though it must be said that the pro
gram Is not the most difficult to un-
derstand, and does not challenge the
instruction book writer.

The first instruction to be followed
is to copy the original disk to provide
a working copy (the disk Is not copy
protected). A nice label Is even pro-
vided. As the program writes to the
disk during use this normally desir-
able action Is even more necessary.As
the program runs under Prodos 16
version 1.3 with the Finder and takes
3 minutes to load before each use
there is another good reason to copy
it. I copied it to a disk and ran it with
Prosel under GS/OS and cut the load
time to Just over a minute, though
more memory is required. No doubt a
hard disk would be even quicker.

The First Lesson
Once loaded you are asked to give

your name and choose an experience
level - Beginner. Two-flnger Typist or
Touch Typist. You are then Invited to

choose a target speed, anything from
1 0- 19 words a minute to 90-99. and a
target practice time from 1-2 hours
per Week to 20 or more. All these
selections can be changed at any
time.

The program then selects the first

lesson and away you go!
For a Beginner or a Two-flnger

Typist the program shows the "Home
Keys" - these are the keys "asdQkl;" -

so called because your fingers remain
Just above these keys and all others

are reached from them. Not all the
keys are thrown atyou all at once.You
start with "a", "s", "d", and "f* and do
little exercises until you get faster.

These exercises appear on the high*
resolution graphics screen and you
type below them. A cursor shows the
position and you simply type the let

ter appearing above the cursor. Ifyou
are correct the n nothinghappe nsand
you type the next letter. Ifyou make
an error then the computer bleeps
and a marker shows where the error
occurred. You are recommended to

backspace or to use the delete key to
correct the mistake.
Once you have achieved a certain

level ofspeed (depending onwhat you
chose as your target) with the practice

letters trie computer gives you an-
other letter as part of the lesson and
you continue.

If you are already a
Touch Typist then you
are asked to do a little

test which the pro
gram uses to base the
first lesson on. and
you are given lessons
on all the keys from the
start. There are 64
keys using the defini-

tion adopted by the
program (which
means that all charac-
ters count as keys,
except capital letters
which arc included
with lower case). Exer-
cises are not given on
any of the keys on the
bottom row except the
space bar. nor on the
"special" keys - Con-
trol. Tab. Esc. Lessons are given on
the number pad. however. aB finger-

ing information refers to the standard
"qwerty" keyboard layout. No Infor-
mation is given on the other layouts
selectable from the Control Panel.
Although I was a two-flnger typist

when I got the program 1 did the
opening test (using two fingers) and
found that I could achieve 33 WPM
using the slightly nattering figures
from the program. I also did the test In
handwriting and discovered that I

could write fairly illegibly at 30 WPM.
It seemed to me that exceeding these

figures would be a good later target. I

say "later' because there is an awk-
ward time while you are still learning

onlysome ofthe keyswhen life is more
dil l leu It than before you started - it Is

belter to have some proficiency over
all the keyboard than to be very fast

over some of it - so I set my initial

target to the lowest figure.

Kind* of Practice
There are various kinds of practice

available. There Is the Practice Les-

son, described above, The Practice

Test, Disk Tests. Fingering exercises

and Letter Invaders.

The Practice Test Is a longerversion
of the Practice Lesson and is carried

out in exactly the same way. using
only those keys which have been
practised thus far. There Is a version

of this which will give practice on all

the keys If requested.
The Disk Test Is a longer version of

the Practice Lesson and is (surprise!)
kept on the disk as a separate file. It

Is possible to make your own disk
tests from word processor text files. I

thought this was rather a good Idea
since everyone has a different vo-

cabulary - and special Interest fields

have their own largon - and you can
practise easily tnose things which you
might actually want to type later.

Fingering exercises allow extra
practise on individual keys and show
the correct fingering for any character
you choose.

Letter Invaders is a game where let-

terand word bombs rain from the sky
and destroy the ground unless you

type them at the keyboard
first. Any error during a
word means that the en-
tire word has to be re-

typed. The bombs fall

ever faster and when
you run out of
ground the game is

over. The game
can cope with
one or two play-
ers and will give

only the practice
keys or all the
keys according
to taste. A high
score record is

kept. I had
thought that this

would be a gim-
mick but it Is not.

It has to be ad-
mitted that learning to type Is a boring
affair but the game adds an extra di-

mension to competitive souls and
keeps motivation higher than It other-
wise would be.

The program is American and all

dates are. rather annoyingly I find, In

the American format however your
Control Panel is set. Spellings, too.

are American though this is not very
important. One slight drawback is

that there are plenty of exercises us-
ing the "$" symbol and not many
using the "£\
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Feedback
For all parts of the program except

for Letter Invaders detailed feedback
Is available. The most Important part
of the feedback Is actually automatic.
Learning to type quickly Is not Just a
matter of knowing where all the keys
are without looking, but becoming
familiar with the groups of letters

commonly found in everyday English.
You are given these groups in the
lessons and tests (Hie sentences
given rarely make sense, but they do
contain the right parts of speech and
resemble normal sentences very
closely. Since you do not absorb the
message ofwhat you type this is per-

fectly acceptable). The program
measures how well you type the vari-

ous tests and makesyou repeat most
often the ones where you have diffi-

culty. As the instructions point out,

finding out where you have difficul-

ties any other way is very complicated
Indeed, butyou must know it to make
the fastest progress.
There are charts and tables show-

ing percentage accuracy and speed in

words per minute split by keyboard
character. An overall speed rating Is

available for all your typing and a
table shows this split by letter, by
number, and by "symbol" ie. the
remaining characters.The charts and
tables can be viewed at any time and
the tables turn up at the end of each
lesson or test. When the program is

first run vou are civen a summarv of

progress to date (including whether
you are sticking to your stated prac-

tice time!) and after about a week a
date by when you may achieve your
target speed on the whole keyboard. I

don't know how this is calculated but
atone time Itwas confidentlyasserted

that 1 would achieve 10 WPM some
weeks after I would achieve 30 WPMI

All this feedback is very important
Indeed and very useful in directing

your effort where It is most needed. It

is also one of the key benefits of the
program, since It simplifies measure-
ment of your progress greatly.

Other Features
In addition to the various file man-

aging options there is an instructor
mode with Typing Tutor IV. This
enables an instructor to set up tests

and monitor the progress of up to

eight students on one disk. This op-
tion is password protected and the
tests can be encrypted for security. It

should be noted that the license
agreement permits only one copy of

the original disk to run at once.

Conclusion
Learning to type Is boring and frus-

trating - and useful, 'lyping Tutor IV

simplifies and quickens this process
in a number ofways very difficult to

emulate without a computer and in

my view Is a ve rywo rthwhile program.
The selection and progression of the
lessons and tests have been very well Terry Morris

I

Product : Typing Tutor IV

Publisher : Kriya Systems Inc.

Available from :

MGA Softcat

41 Cinque Port Street

RYE
E Sussex TN31 7AD
(0797) 226601

Price: £39.95 inc VAT P&P
£49.95 (Macintosh)

Value : * *«*
Performance : **#fl
Documentation : 4 * * *

it through. This review was
at about 45 WPM without a

Jance at the keyboard and no neck-
ache. Versions of the program are
available for other Apple computers,
though I have not had the opportunity
to try them.
Finally, lyping Tutor IV has unex-

pected vocabulary-enhancing capa-
bilities - unless you are already famil-

iar with such words as fizgig, zori.

mantilla. .xarithlc and roquelaure!

Drawn bu Jihad Jaafar

Information courtesy of:
Apple I Igs hardware manual
Sony monitor manual
Phillips monitor manual

To hove less wires going from the GS
to the SCflRT connector, all pins
marked GROUND con be connected
together at tht SCflRT, and taken
to a single pin (eg pin 6) on the GS

llgs to SCART connector
|
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A Cheap(ish)
LaserWriter

Jeremy Quinn does a conversion to

full LaserWriter specification from his

common or garden Laser ....

Several months ago. while reading

an American edition of Computer
Shopper. I came across an article In

Don Lancaster's regular Postscript

column about the possibility of con
verting Hewlett Packard LaserJet
printers Into LaserWriters-

This idea attracted my attention

because I own a simple LaserPrlnter

very similar to the LaserJet, a Canon
LBP-8-A1. The article said that basi-

cally there are two types of printers

around, those that contain a Canon
CX engine and those that contain a

Canon SX engine. The SX engine Is

the latest one that tits Inside the

newer printers like LaserWriter 2's,

the SX is not relevant to this article.

The CX engine however goes In the

LaserWriter, the LaserWriter Plus,

and a multitude of other printers

(generally on IBMs) like the LaserJet.
Canon LBP. certain Olivettls etc. The
difference between a LaserWriter and
these lesser beasts Is the circuitry

that controls the Laser Engine. While
the LaserWriter (and the Plus) has
Postscript page description Lan-
guage. 1.5 Meg memory, umpteen
Fonts etc.. others are merely gloriilcd

daisy wheel printers with their Diablo

630 or ISO I nstruction sets, and In the
case of my Canon LBP. 128K of
memory, not enough to do full page
Graphics.As I had become verysick of
the limitations of my old machine,
tills was a wonderfid piece of
news.
The LaserWriter works with all

Apples G(. ](+. He. llgs and Macs).
While the Apple ](gs and Macs have
special LaserWriter Drivers for auto-
matically outputtlng Postscript from
graphics and DTP programs over an
AppleTalk Net. the earlier Apples
require you to send your own Post-

script programs and data to the Las-
erWriter from a Word Processor via a
normal Serial link. The former Is the
simplest but the latter Is probably the
most powerful. Additionally you can
use the ImageWriter Emulator on a
LaserWriter to do simple Printing

from AppleWorks etc. Or use Diablo
Mode on the LaserWriter.
So to the conversion. I will not ex-

plain how to do the actual conversion
because the information was copy-
righted. The Plans were $10 from

Custom Technology in the USA. They
were very good, they covered convert-

ing a LaserJet, but I found the details

were the same for my Canon LBP.
The conversion itself Is surprisingly

simple. It took me two days, but I was
working extremely slowfy and care

fully. Baslcalhr you remove the lid.

take out the ofd I/O Controller board
from inside the lid. Fitting the new
LaserWriter I/O controller Board In

its place required a bit ofmctalwork to

make new supports and exits for

cables.

Making the new Input cable har-
ness anddlsplay panel were a breeze,

requiring a few parts from RS or
Tandy. In fact the most dlfllcult part
was finding an Apple I/O Controller

board. I wasted a lot of time and
phone calls trying to And a Second
Hand one. I eventually got a Laser-
Writer Plus I/O Controller from Pre-

Owned Electronics in the USA. for

$1200.
To get the LaserJet or similar

printer to convert, should
be reasonably
easy.
Try the
dealers

Suppliers:-

Electromall Ltd.,

PO Box 33.
Corby
Nortnants
NN17 9EL
(0536)204 555
Supply Parts from
(Visa/MC/Cheque)

Greg Saulsbury
Custom Technology
192. Lakeshore.
Texarkana.
TX 75501
USA
(0101 214)838 0243 (Home)
Supplies the conversion plans.

(Cash)

Pre-Owned Electronics
30. Clematis Ave..

Waltham.
MA. 02154
USA
(0101 617)891 6851
Supply Used. Recon and New parts
for all Apple Computers. (Vlsa/MC)

Don Lancaster
Synergetics.

PO Box 809.
Thatcher.
AZ 85552
USA
(0101 602)428 4073
Supplies information, Postscript
programs, templates etc. for using
LaserWriters from Apple H comput-
ers. High Quality info. (Only sup-
plies to USA) (Visa/MC)

Personal Com-
puter or similar
magazines or maybe a
computer auction. Make
sure It has a CX engine by
asking the manufacturers. I would
advise you to buy the plans first, so
you can get an Idea of what you are
letting yourself in for. Good Luck!

Jeremy Quinn 4

You can contact me on:
(01)737 6S31 or
(071)737 6831 after 6th May 90

Part Numbers :-

LaserWriter I/O Controller Board
Old Number 661 0270
New Number 661 0436

LaserWriter Plus I/O Controller
Board
Old Number 661 0324
New Number 6G1 0437 «
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Using the Finder
as a Launcher

Gary R Utter looks at the potential of

the Finder to launch programs

Caveats
1. My original intention with this

post was to outline as simply as pos-
sible the manner in which I use Icons
to turn the Finder into a full fledged
program launcher. It turned out that
I could not DO it simply. So what you
are getting here is several different
sections of related information and
opinions. I am sure that I will manage
to leave out two or three things that
your rrallyWANTED to know, so don't
hesitate to ask. either by E mall or on
the board. Be advised that I am NOT
an expert. What I am is a fairly knowl-
edgeable user. But either no one else
is doing what I am doing, or they are
not talking about It in print or on the
electronic services. I have made some
mention of the stuff I do, and people
have asked for more Information.
Since no expert has presented him-
self, it's up to me to take care of It, so
here goes
2 . Unless you have a Hard Drive or

a pretty good sized ROM disk, the
information presented here Is going to

be of only academic interest to you.
3. Attached to the end of this flle is

another (lie called Icon Tips that was
put together by Rob Moore and Jim
Merrit of Apple. They said It better
than I could, so I used llielr words,
(with Robs permission). Uploaded as
a SEPERATE flle. so as to make the
download optional, is a large set of
Icon files, set up as I am currently
using them, together with a set of
directories and sample text flies to
Illustrate theway I have set things up.
Hie Icons are pretty good (and are not
all my creations, by ANY means) and
make up the majority of the file, so If

you are Interested in icons, go get it.

4. Ifyou are not confident that you
have a good understanding of pa-
thnames, you arc probably In over
your head on this stuff. Do a little

studying up on ProDOS and come
back to this later. (You are going to
need to know ProDOS anyway, there
WILL be an exam.)

5. A lot of you will immediately
assume, when I refer to a "text based
launcher" that I am referring to
ProSel. This is not exactly the case.
ProSel is indeed, the MAIN text based
launcher In the Apple world, but it Is

far from the only one. EasyDrlve is

completely text based, has an inter-
face as unique as ProSels, contains
some VERY powerful utilities of Its

own, and Is by FAR the easiest to use
launcher/utility program on the
market. JumpStart uses text on a
graphic screen, follows the Human
Interface guidelines, and has some
pretty neat features all of its own.
There are several other launchers
available that I have not had the
opportunity to look Into. Utiilt-

yworksGS looks very attractive, for
one. A few months back, by circum
stance, and at the request of several
MAUCera. I did a (very superficial)

comparison of these three programs
and Finder. If you are Interested in

reading it. it is in Lib4. Search on the
keyword "Compare".

A Plea for Respect
The Finder gets a lot of bad raps

among experienced users, they call It

slow, they call it clumsy, they call it

buggy, they call It a lot of things.

None of these arc true. It Is slow by
comparison with a text based
launcher such as ProSel. simply be-
cause it IS a graphics based launcher.
It takes TIME to redraw (hose pretty

color screens with the little pictures.
But it takes considerably LESS time
now that GS/OS 5.0 Is out. And with
a Transwarp GS it really DOES fly. It

Is clumsy lfyou don't know how to use
it. but it takes VERY little practice to
get comfortable with it. It has a FEW
bugs. It had a lot more a year and a
halfago. but what didn't? ALOTofthe
complaints about the Finder being
buggy are actually complaints
against programs that were RUN from
the Finder, and that use the same
Interface. If you run. for instance.
Palntworks Gold, and it crashes half
way through the masterpiece you are
creating, you should not be blaming
the Finder, but many do....

Finder was. and continues to be,
developed by some really excellent
programmers, who worked hard to
get It right. They had a specific design
goal, and I think they have achieved
that goal very well. I can't state that
goal in the same way they would, but
here is what I see...

Finder Is intended to be EASY to
use. It is a deceptively simple program

that does a lot ofthings automatically
and easily. It is meant to serve the
needs of first time users while still

being a capable program for experi-
enced "power users". It adheres to

Apples "Human Interface" guidelines,
which are pretty much in standard
use in all GS productivity programs
these days. The Intent of this is that
you do not have to learn new ways of
doing things, and different meanings
for the same action from program to

program. OR within the Launching
Application.Finder.
Think for a moment about what

happens when you open a "window"
In Finder. It gives you a visual repre
sentatlon ofwhat is In the volume you
Just opened. This is actually a PIC-
TURE of the volume directory. In

short, a directory listing. A simple
double click of the mouse on a direc-

tory Icon Is equivalent to typing in a
catalog command complete with pre-

fixes. When you "drag" a file from
directory to directory, it gives you a
visual representation again, of a file

being written to one place and deleted
from another, and at the end you SEE
that your flle is where you want it,

because the cataloging and visual

representation Is a continual process.
Finder accomplishes this actual
PROCESS, of reading, writing and
deleting, Just as quickly as any text

based launcher, and if It SEEMS to
take longer, It is because the user has
LESS to do. thus having more time to
wait for It to happen. Think about
this, a few mouse movements and
clicks accomplishes the deed. In a
text based launcher you must first

enter a command to activate the file

copying utility, then type in the ap-
propriate pathnames for source and
destination directories, (be sure you
don't type In ONE wrong character
while you are doing this, ok?) then
choose the file(s) you want trans-

ferred, and execute. THEN, if you
want to be SURE that it has been
transferred, you have to issue a com-
mand to catalog the destination direc-
tory.

I won't say that Finder is SUPERIOR
to a text based system in this regard,
but this sort of activity makes It a
VERY viable alternative, in my mind.
What IWILL say is that Finder is doing
a lot MORE than a text based
launcher at any given moment. In
addition to redrawing that graphic
screen, it Is presenting considerably
more Information. And just about
ANYTHING you want to do with
Finder, in terms of file management
activities, launching programs etc la

done from ONE place, the Desktop,
with no need to go to adlfferent menu,
or Into a speciflc set of utilities. So
while you may characterize it as
SLOW, that IS a relative and subjec-
tive characlerization.lt is basically a
matter of user preference. Tills Is

especially true for those of you who
started out on Apple //e's and //c's

Text is what you were used to and
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comfortable with, and If that Is your
preference, by all means, go with it.

But PLEASE, stop badmouthlng the

Finder, chances are. most of what you
doon a day to day basis could be done
in Just about the same time with

Finder as with whatever you are us-

ing.

Fine tuning the Finder
Before we get to the discussion of

using Icons, lets talk about getUng
the Finder to work a little faster. First

of all. you should go into the System
directory of your boot volume, and
Inside the Drivers directory, locate

the Appledisk 5.25 driver. After high-

lighting It. draw down the "special'

menu from the menu bar and select

"Icon info", you will be presented with

an information window which will

include a box marked "inactive", if

you click on that box. an X will appear
In it. and the next time you boot the

system your 5.25 disk drive will be

Inactive. NOTE: this "inactive" status

ONLY applies to the GS/OS (ProDOS
16) environment. You can use the
drive freely while in any ProDOS 8
application, and copy flies to/ from It

using Copy 2 + orsome similar utility.

Additionally, you can boot a disk in

the drive any time from the GS/OS
environment by use of a "Boot6" util-

ity. There are several of these around,
and 1 cannot give you a specific loca-

tion to find one. except to look in the

libraries. Of course. If you have
ProSel. a utility to do this is included

in both ProSel 8 and 16. JumpStart
and EasyDrive also feature the ability

to do this. The reason for deactivating

the driver is that GS/OS will poll the
drive at every opportunity, and take a
long and noisy time doing it, and you
really don't have TliAT much use for

the drive in P16. (And if you do. Just
disregard this.)

The second thing you should do is

take a look at what Desk Accessories
you are loadingon boot. The fewer the
better. Desk Accessories not only add
quite a bit to the boot time, but they
alsoconsume a good deal offree RAM.
There is a nice utility called InstallDA
that will let you load any DA you have
on hand, anytime you arc In the

Desktop (It won'twork from within an
application). I recommend putting

OAs in a subdirectory, thus keeping
them available when you need them
without having to actually LOAD
them time after time, finere are also
_DAs_ that will load DAs. but I have
not found one yet that will run on my
system under 5.0 without causing
conflicts with one or more applica-

tions 1 use regularly.)

The third thing you should do is to

pay attention to what Is in your win-
dows, and how the windows them-
selves are laid out. You should go to

the "special" menu again, and under
"preferences" chose "save finder in-

formation to disk" and "hide invisible

flies". This will allow Finder to save
the information about the placement

of icons within the windows, and the

shape, size, position and "view by"

status of all the windows, (This will

also leave lots of little files called

Flnder.Data all over the place. One
individual has referred to them as
"finder turds". They take up only 1

block each, you can spare the space.)

In any given window, files that you
don't have any particular need to look

at should be placed out ofsight below
the bottom or off the side of the win-

dow. lYic window itselfshould be only
as large as needed to see what you
WANT to see. NOTE: A SINGLE click

in the double box in the upper right

corner of a window will expand the
window to full screen, you can use the
scroll bars to move around within the
window, and when you are done.

ANOTHERSINGLE click In that same
box will restore the window to its

original size, placement and viewing
aspect. If you have a LARGE direc

tory. full of files that you NEED to be
able to look at frequently, the best
thing to do is to make the window tall

and thin, and "view" the files In the
directory by Name, (or Date, or Type,
whichever best suits your purposes).

You can easily scroll this window
looking for what you want.
The fourth thingyou need to do is to

pay attention to what you have on the
Desktop, including open windows.
Every time the screen needs to be
redrawn, the directory listing for

every open window has to be checked,
even if It is behind the active window,
and various other ftles have to be
checked for every Icon that Is on the
Desktop. Don't leave windows open
unlessyou are working in them, don't
leave Icons out on the Desktop just
because theyare pretty, Just leave out
the ones you use OFTEN.
The last thlncyou need todo is to go

to the Control Panel and set your
mouse speed to FAST. Believe me, It

aint all THAT fast, wliiplash is defi-

nitely out of the question, but you
WILL get around the screen a lot

faster.

How the Finder uses Icons.
NOW. we start to get to the meat of

the matter. What follows is NOr a
technical discussion, nor is It neces-
sarily technically accurate. Things
work the way I am going to explain,
but it may not be QUITE for the rea-

sons I state. I am going to try to keep
this general, so as to minimize the
exposure ofmy ignorance. This Infor-

mation Is not new. all I did was notice
a couple of implications inherent In

the system.
In addition to the graphic Informa-

tion contained in an Icon file (the

picture that the Finder paints on the
Desktop) thereare three fields ofdata,
referred to as ATTRIBUTES that we
can modify with an Icon Editor. Those
fields are FILE1YPE. FILENAME and
APPLICATION PATHNAME.

I'm sureyou have seen the message
"unable to find an application for this

document". What this refers to Is the

APPLICATION PATHNAME. Every
Icon has an APPLICATION PA-

THNAME (of course. In many cases

that name is blank). When you double
click on an Icon. Finder interprets

that as a command to OPEN the file

that is represented by the Icon. If the

file is a directory. 11 will Just OPEN It.

but if it Is an actual FILE. Finder will

find (thus the name Finder) the appli-

cation that created that file, launch
the application, and pass the name of

the file TO the application with a
command to open tne file. Now. un-
like the MAC Finder, the GS Finder
does not have any resource to tell It

what application created that par-
ticular file. It has to look at the APPLI-
CATION PATHNAME information In

the Icon ille for that particular docu
merit. This Information is NOT auto-

matically available, but must be
manually entered by SOMEONE.
Many of the Icons you see with com-
mercial programs have a pathname
attached. The pathname attached to

the Icon for an AppleworksWP file, for

instance. la /Appleworks/
Applwrks.System. When you try to

open an Appleworks file on the desk-
top. Finder looks at the Icon file, and
follows the application pathname
looking for the application
Applwrks.System. HUs will worklust
fine ifyou havean Appleworks disk on
line, but If you don't you get that

darned message. Think about this,

we will come back to it In a few min-
utes.

Another field of Information in an
Icon file is the FILETYPE. What this

refers to is what TYPE of file Finder Is

going to display the icon for. You can
set the File to almost any valid Type.

The icon editors I am familiar with
present you with a scrolling list of

FileTypes when you are in the "Edit
Attributes" mode. If you design an
Icon and set the FileTypc to BIN, or
binary, and do not enter a name, or
enter an asterisk in the name field,

that Icon will be displayed for ANY
binary file. frhls is not QUITE true,

see Icon Tips, at the end of this file for

belter Information.)

The last field we arc concerned with
is NAME. If you design the aformen-
tionedlcon forBIN files, but only want
it to show for a SPECIFIC file, you
would enter the NAME of that file in
the NAME field. The name does not
have to bear ANY relationship to the
actual program to be launched or the

file It is representing, it can be what-
ever makes YOU happy. Just like set

ting names in a ProSel menu. NOTE:
All this information is pretty general.
If you are going to get into editing
Icons., you need an Icon Editor, and
you should read the docs thoroughly
(I mean it, thoroughly).
Okay, now lets look at the IMPLICA-

TIONS of the last three paragraphs.
You can design a custom icon, or take
someone elses design. (Icon freaks
post em all the time, free for the
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taking.) Using your Icon Editor you
can alter the Information contained In

three critical fields. The effect ofthis is

thatYOU choosewhatTYPEof file will

display a certain picture on the Desk-
top, further, you can NAME specific

Ales of that type, and ONLY flies of

that NAME and TYPE will display the

chosen Icon. When you double click

on that displayed Icon, of the name
and type you have selected. Finder
will look at the APPLICATION PA-
THNAME you have entered, and fol-

low that pathname to LAUNCH THE
APPLICATION YOU HAVE TOLD IT

YOU WANT LAUNCHED FROM THIS
ICON.

In other words, in a most common
example, you can take an Icon repre-

senting the old Apple green box ver-

sion of Appleworks, set It to be dis-

played for a TEXTT file named Apple-

works, and with a pathname of (In my
case) /Hard2 /Appleworks/
Ultra.System, and when you double
click on that TEXT file, it will launch
Appleworks. The actual System file

remains in its proper directory, you
do not need to drag it to the Desktop,
or pay any attention to It whatsoever.
The work is all done with a teeny little

text file and the inherent capabilities

of Finder.

Implication of the Implications
One of the biggest and most valid

criticisms ofFinder is thatyou have to

go digging through directories and
subdirectories to run a program (and
in the process, wait through a lot of
window opening and closing before
you are into your application), or.

alternatively, you have to drag all

your application flies out onto the
Desktop in order to launch them with
any ease. This can get pretty confus-
ing and makes it pretty easy to make
some seriously aggravating mistakes,
too many of them to be worth detail-

ing. Going back to the previous sec
tlon, however, we can now see that It

is not at all necessary. We can. in-

stead, set up a "Launch.Icons- file

that will allow us to access any
launchable application from.
essenUally.a TEXT Ale. This text (lie.

since Ithas no con nectlon whatsoever
with the actual application files, can
be place wherever we want to put it.

with no thought to the pathname,
what other flies are in the same direc-
tory (or aren't in the same directory) or
much of anything else except logical
organization. The TEXT file, inciden
tally, needs to be no bigger than 1 k. In

my case. I went into Appleworks.
typed three lines ofX"s. and "printed"
the flic to a disk. Now I just Duplicate
the file, giving the name of whatever
Launch Icon I want to set up. and 1

can do this easily and quickly. NOTE:
Not ALL programs can be launched
from a TEXT type file. Remember that
Finder is telling the application to

OPEN that Ale. Ifyou run into a prob-
lem (I.e. crash) when trying to run
your favorite program, consider what

type of flie It would LIKE to open, and
try setting your Icon flic to correspond
to that.To date, I have discovered only
TWO programs that do not like TEXT
flies. DIcEd. which works Just flne

with a BIN file, and Iconed. which will

only try to open a file of the type

Finder.lcon. ALSO- Basic flies cannot
be launched In this manner. I'll ex-

plain how to deal with them later.

How to set up your file* to use
Finder as a Launcher

First of all, I have one specific Icon
file, named Launch.Icons. where I

keepALL of these puppies. The rest of

my Icon flies are fairly normal. (They
used to be a tad unorthodox until I

read Icon Tips). Using this system
DOES take up some space on the boot
volume. My ICONS directory is about
150K. Ifyou are working with a Hard
Drive, this Is trivial. Ifyou are working
with a ROM disk.. .well, you can figure

it out.
Secondly, you will need to organize

the TEXT flics that show the Launch
icons. The way I did it (and you are. or
course, free to do it In your own way)
was to set up a few directories which
contain nothing but Launch Icons. I

have one named WORK, which con-

tains Launch Icons for all my produc-
tivity programs, one named PLAY
which contains all my Icons for

games, and one named PHONES
which has launchers for all my tele-

communications sessions. I keep
these directories in the root directory

of Hard, with the window set up so
that they are right at the top. (I click
on Hard, the window opens. I click on
WORK, the window opens. 1 click on
Paintworks Gold, and I am off and
running.) (Remember what I said
earlier about keeping windows as
small as possible, and displaying only
what you NEED to display within
them.) I dragged my most commonly
used flies to the Desktop, and arrayed
them neatly along the bottom of the
screen, out of the way and easy to gel
at.

Thirdly, you will need to pay close

attention to the layout of your directo
ries and subdirectory. Of course,
you need to do this with ProSel or
EasyDrive or JumpStart also, but, as
always. It is important to limit the
length ofyour pathnames as much as
is feasible.

The MOST Important part of this
whole process is the proper setup of
your Launch.Icons icon file, but that

is fairly easy.
Now, I said I would come back to

how to launch Basic files. Basic files

are NOT execable in and of them-
selves. Instead, you need to nun
Baslc.System. The correct applica-
tion pathnam for a Basic file will

always be •/Basic.Launcher. where
•/ Indicates the Root Directory of the
Boot Volume. (If you keep Basic.
System and Basic.Launcher some
place else, you will have to adjust
this. IBaslc. Launcher starts up

Baslc.System. and passes on the

name of the actual Basic file that is to

be run. Since the prefix cannot be sei

to the specific file you want to run.
what you must do with Basic pro-

grams is treat them In the old way.
They have to be run from the directory
they are in. or dragged to the desktop.
You can still display the icon of your
choice, however, and you can also

name the file pretty much whatever
you like, instead of "Startup*.

Conclusion
That pretty much sums it up. A

whole lot of words to express a pretty
simple concept Ifyou have any ques-
tions, like I said, don't hesitate to ask.
On CI$ I'm 7240 1 ,325 1 , on GEnie I'm

G.Utter. Look for the second file with
all the Icons and the subdirectory

setup to have the same name as this

file, with a 1 appended.

Acknowledgements and Recom-
mendations
Dave Lyons, author ofDIcEd was of

tremendous help to me when I was
first learning this stufT. and I HIGHLY
recommend his Icon Editor. DIcEd. It

is available in the libraries here. I

have tried several Icon Editors, and
DIcEd Is the best. It simply will NOT
trash your Icon files. (It will allowYOU
to trash them, but that is another
matter.) I do not mean to imply that
other programsWILL trash your files,

but I have had SOME problems with
everything else I tried, so ifYOU run
into trouble, get DIcEd. Daves sup-
port of this program Is excellent.
Rob Moore has also been helpful. I

had some specific problems and
questions which I took to him. and the

result was the Icon Tips file which
follows. Thanks guys!
Gary R. Utter *

Some noli?on^clns^and the GS
Finder - Courtesy of Rob Moore and
Jim Merrttt.

1. Avoiding the dreaded "Disap-
pearing Trashcan syndrome"

a) Do not alter the GS Flnder.Icons
file in anyway. There are better ways
to accomplish the same functions.

These will be explained later.

b) Do not have any icons assigned to

filenames with wildcards that also do
not have the filetype specified. In fact,

we highly recommend specifying a

filetype for all icons you add to the
icons folder. It's a rare case when you
can specify a nameand not also know
the filetype. The subtype may or may
not be specified.

c) Above all. do not attempt to re-

place the "generic document" icon in

Flnder.Icons. that is used when no
other Icon matches the file name or
filetype. This Icon serves a special
purpose In the Finder icon structure
and must not be altered or move

2. How to properly modify the
Flnder.Icons. (Walt a minute - We
said you couldn't do this!)
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a) Make a copy of the Flnder.Icons

flic and delete all ofthe Iconsyou don't

want to change. You _Must_ delete

the Generic Document icon. It's last

In the file. The Finder gets really upset

If there Is more than one of these.

b) Edit the Icons you want to change
and save the Hie with a new name of

your choice. Your edited Icons will be

used in place of the corresponding

Icons in Flnder.Icons.

c) You can change the Trashcan's
Image but you can t increase It9 size

much. Don't try to change any of Its

other characteristics.

3. Fun with Folders. Want custom-
ized folder icons? It's easy.

a) Open Flnder.Icons and copy the

Directory folder icon - labeled DIR.

b) Open a new or existing Icon file of

your own and save the copied folder

icon there. Close, the Flnder.Icons

file.

c) Edit the icon to add a picture or
whateverand change the filename for

the Icon to the name of the folder you
want this icon to represent.

d) Nowyou have a customized folder

Icon. To do more, use copy and paste

to duplicate the icon in your file and
edit the copies.

4. Some general info:

Other than Flnder.Icons, icon files

are loaded by the Finder in directory

order. If there are multiple Icons that

could match a given file or fldetype. the
last one loaded will be used. This

happens because the Finder loads the
icons files as they're found In the
directory and then searches the list of

icons backwards from last to first

looking for the first match It can find.

If none ofyour custom icons match
a given file, the Finder will always find
a match ofsome sort In Flnder.Icons.

with the Generic Document Icon
being the match of last resort.

So if the Icon you sec is not the icon
you expected, you probably have
more than one Icon that matches your
file and the one shown is farther clown
Ln the directory than the one you
wanted. You can rearrange the direc-

tory or better still. Just delete the
duplicate Icons you don't want. It's

smart to delete any Icons that you're
not using. They're all loaded by the

Finder and each uses a certain
amount of memory, whether it's dis-

played or not. Have fun.

Rot Moore *

Some thoughts on
the Apple II

found on
Compuserve

Never underestimate the

power of a good Idea

•A little over five years ago. Macin-
tosh changed the computer industry

forever. It was the world's friendliest,

most usable, most understandable
computer. The first personal per
sonal computer."
Over 1 2 years ago the Apple IIbegan

the personal computing industry. It

was and Is popular because it is

friendly, usable and understandable.

And. in its unpretentious tradition. Is

referred to in proper English with an
article: "the Apple II". not 'Macin-
tosh".

"...Apple's remarkable success
story — from the garage to the For-
tune 200... Without the first Macin-
tosh software and hardware pioneers,

the world's greatest computing plat-

form would have been nothing more
than an accumulation of silicon and
sweat.

"

The first Mac pioneers weren't ln

that garage! How conveniently sev-

eral years and an entire product line;

an entire culture, are forgottenl

"Today. Macintosh can claim more
than 3.000 soRware applications."

From Apple's own figures, the Apple
II has over 12.000 titles.

"...Macintosh. ..Apple's proven de-

velopment platform..."

The Apple II:

Profitable from day one. (Unlike the

Mac which onlyjust recently began to

actually make money. Instead of sur-
viving solely on Apple II profits.)

Continual survivor of cries ofdoom
and efforts to kill it from all fronts.

Generally agreed to be the easiest
computer to program.

Certainly the most open and ex-
pandable computer available.

fThe Mac is finally beginning to
learn - (he Mac II)

"...developing for Apple is about
revolutionary ideas and evolutionary
ideas - ideas that build on the five

year history and success of Macin-

Developing for Apple apparently
has nothing to do with the Apple II.

"...we believe all developers have an
impact on the continued success of

Macintosh."
True enough. Mac developers have

already started wondering when

they'll be abandoned In the same way
Apple II developers have been.

"Introducing the Apple Developer
Croup. ...people who'll provide you
with the technical and marketing in-

formation you need, and put you in

touch with the technical minds at

Apple who can give you the inside

scoop on developing products for

Macintosh."
Apple II developers need not apply.

"At Apple, we understand that al-

though the thought of getting your
Idea off the ground might be exciting,

the laskofgetting started and getting

up to speed probably Isn't. Especially

if you're coming from another devel-

opment platform. That's precisely

why we created Apple Developer Uni-

versity."

Especially if you're an Apple II de-

veloper - Apple Developer University
remains true to their charter - to

serve Macintosh developers.

There's an equally impressive line

of technical resources and tools for

the Apple II, for those interested In

developing for that platform."
The only mention of the Apple 1 1 In

the entire document is an after

thought.

It's not equally Impressive. The re-

sources available to Mac developers
are far more numerous and far more
powerful.

"AppleLink. One of the best things
about being an Apple Associate or
Apple Partner..."

If you have access to a Macintosh.
The Apple U version of the software
necessary to access AppleLink Is an
embarrassment. It is entirely use-
less.

Q A recent announcement for Ap-
pleLink 5.0 mentions all the new fea-

tures that are. of course, unavailable
to Apple II users, since the Apple II

AppleLink software hasn't been re-

vised for. literally, years. But if you
have a Mac...

The best source of technical sup-
port for an Apple II user Is on other
electronic networks such as Com-
puServe, where concerned Apple em-
ployees offer support on their own
time.

"We realize that ... developing the

product is only half the battle. YouVe
also got to market it."

A lesson that Apple desperately
needs to learn.

The platforms are there...

installed base - more than
million Macintosh computers — Is

there."

Over five million Apple II comput-
ers. Two and one half limes as many
Macs. That's a large installed base to

forget between a few sentences.

"Have you got any good Ideas?" 4
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Applied Ingenuity
Internal Drive

Jihad Jaafar fits an internal hard drive

to his llgs and reports how he did it

Before I start about the drive. Why
do you want an internal hard drive
and what does It offer that an external
hard drive offers?

First It goes faster than an external
drive because it has 16 bus lines so
more data can go faster from the drive

to the GS or the He. The second thing
about an Internal hard disk Is that

you can't see it plus It does not take
more room than the external drive, in

fact It takes less room, saves you on
having an extra power supply socket
and no wires at the back.

I menUon the power supply, and
what about 1L well on my inner drive

it's automatic voltage switching from
80v to 260v and 40hz to 80hz the
Vulcan has a switch at the back of it

to change the voltage. Hie fourth
object is the fan. It comes with one
because it gets very hot. I can say.
mine is very noisy as well. 1 1 Is not all

upand up there la one down side to It.

ifyou fill the drive totally and want to
add another drive to It you can't- You
have to get an external drive. Hie
capacity of an internal hard disk is

from 20mb to 200mb yes 200mb.
access speed at 68ms.
These points are for the Vulcan,

ranging from 20mb to 200mb from
Applied Engineering and the Inner
drive, ranging from 20mb to 100 mb
from Applied Ingenuity who make a
20 and 40mb Inner drive for the He
called CDrtve. Clrtech's Inner hard
disk Is on the board Itself ranging
from 20 and 40rnb. Access speed Is

28ms and uses the same system as
the other two (which might be faster),

but they have a SCSI card as well on
it so to expand you don't have to buy
another card. Talking to Clrtech they
saythatthe 16 line bus from the hard
disk has to be converted Into 8 bus
because the slot's only have 8 bus
lines. On top of that AE and AI don't
menUon that Ifyou take out the power
supply the warranty Is not validated.
As well all of the voltage problem Is

gone and the fan as well, (when this
comes out this will compete very well

with the other two Internal drives).
The hard drive I'm writing about Is

the inner drive from AI. What 1 got
when I opened the box. was the Inner
drive, the control card, a small man-
ual . a warranty card, a repair sheet

.

a plain blue card (this is used for any
onewho has got a card In slot one) and
a uUlity disk. I read how to put the
Inner drive In from the manual and
followed it, and how to change the
start up slot in the control panel (It

missed out a few points mainly how to

get out from the control panel). Uien
came Installing the drive. When I saw
the words 'take out all cards out ofthe
slots' I said straight away 'No way'. I

found out I could do it with out taking
a single card out.

First of all 1 took off the power cord,
then the cover was off the GS, then I

took out the power supply by levering

the tag at the front of the power sup
ply, first to release the power supply
then I pulled It out I was careful
because It was stUJ connected to the
board, there was room for me to do
that and the wire connected to the
board was long enough to do the Job.
Then I took the connector from the
board by pulling It out gentry. I got out
the inner drive and the card it was
connected to it but In the manual It

say's we had to connect it ourself but
when I got the Inner drive It was done
for me. So I got the drive put the wire
to the board then the inner drive was
Installed making sure the two
notches were clipped in. Then I put
the card in slot 7. For the people who
have a card In slot one. use the blue
card so the card Is protected from the
metal case of the inner drive. What
you do Is stick it to the side of the
inner drive facing the card in slot one.
After all that. I close my GS con-

nected the screen, and put It on top of
the GS and then the power cord was
connected up. So at last I was set up
to start using it. When I switch It on I

heard the fan go and then GS/OS
V5.0 was loading In 20scc the Finder
was up (and twice as fast as the 3.5"
drive). There were two inner drive

icons. The reason why is ProDOS can
only see 32mb at one time and be-
cause It was a 40mb drive (actually a
42mb drive) it was split It in half.

I started to look at what I had on the
drive. When 1 was doing that every
time 1 accessed the Innerdrivea small
box flickers at the top right corner In
super hl-res and in the 80 column
mode a block flickered at the top right
corner as well. Looking atwhat I had,

it has got over 3mb of Public Domain
software, shareware software, pic-

tures, and sound samples. On top of

that it has got 800k worth of font's

with over 100 fonts. Plus GS/OS and
that all free. I copied AppleWorks GS
In to Itand ran it, it took only 1 5sec to

load and run and that's fast (In the
manual It said it has got itsown driver

In the system driver s folder which
runs 3 times faster then the apple
SCSI driver. If the SCSI driver from
Apple was used It will work line with
the Inner drive, which show how flex-

ible it is but 3 times slower.

The software on the 3.5" diskwason
the drive anyway. Therewas a format-

ter, park's forProDOS 16 andProDOS
8. anda disk doctor. The information
flics were with the "about" NDA There
is a CDA as well which tells how big Is

the inner drive, how much you have
used from It. where it was formatted
eg factory and when, and the name of

the drive.

In the manual it says how to back
up the drive and bring it back using
the Apple backup program. It ex-

plains as well how to use DOS 3.3 on
the Inner drive which Is a program
called Dos Master CTh Is works with all

hard disks).

When I shut down the Finder it

automatically parked the drive. I use
ProScl as well and that worked 100%
and opumlslng works as well.

My conclusion Is the drive ts a first

class product which works well, it is

fast and very compatible. The soft-

ware for the inner drive is writtenwell.
This drive might be useful for the
people who move the GS about be-
cause It's In the box- I'm for the auto-
matic voltage switching system too.

Tne things for Improvement Is the
manual and the installation of the
inner drive. Plus the fan can be
quieter (It sounds like It's taking ofl).

You can get the drive from MCA
SoftCat They bundle a copy ofCopy
11+ with all hard drives that they sell.

The price shown includes VAT and
Post and Packing.
Jihad Jaafar «

info

Product : Internal Hard D rive

Maker. Applied Ingenuity

Available from

:

MGA Sottcat

41 Cinque Port Street

RYE
E Sussex TN31 7AD
(0797) 226601

Price : E599 20mb inclusive

£799 40mb inclusive

Value : 4444m
Performance : * * * * *

Documentation: 444
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Hot Topics
International co-operation brings us

these extracts from Compuserve via

Andreas Wennborg in Sweden

#: 5231 SI 5/Hot Topic
#: 5231 S15/Hot Topic
15 Dec 89 11:00:53
Sb: ^Meeting with Apple
Fm: Barney Stone 76004.1524
To: All

Subj: Developer's MeetingWlth Apple
From: Barney Stone

OK. I promised a report on the
November 28th meeting between the

board of directors of the now-ofM-
clally-namcd "Apple 11 Developer's

Association" and Apple Computer.
Here it is. written on-line and off-the-

cuiT, since 1 can't seem to tad time to

write it any other way:
The meeting was held at the offices

of Applied Engineering in Dallas. In
attendance were:
John Simonson of Beagle Bros.,

subbing for brother Mark, whose wife
had Just had another baby.
Tom Wcisaar ofA2-Central.
Roger Wagner of Roger Wagner.
Bob Hardman. VP of AE.
Mike Harvey, publisher of Nibble,

and Dan Muse, editor-in-chief of

inCider. both ofwhom were added to

the board by general agreement after

Dan and Paul Boule of Nibble ex-

pressed interest In getting involved.

Nancy Stark, Manager, Apple USA,
Apple II & Peripheral Marketing.

THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT: Nancy is

on our side. Believe it. She's Just
taken over a tough new Job, and she
needs our support. As one of Uie
group leaders on the development of

the IIGS. she obviously has an emo-
tional stake In this. Just as we do. I

have not used her name here before
because she asked us to help avoid a
Hood ofphone calls or letters. PLEASE
GIVE HER A CHANCE TO GET THE
JOB DONE! Time spent responding to

gripes Is time NOT spent on new
marketing plans, or on convincing
her bosses to pay for them. Ifyou have
something you want to pass on to her.
leave ine an e-inail message, or post it

here, and I'll see that she gets it. Or. If

you prefer, contact one of the other
board members.

I hope this doesn't come off sound-
ing like a power play on my part. A
year from now this will not be a prob-

lem, but for know. I think it is

critically important. 'Nough said.

We spent the entire day together,
and discussed a wide variety oftopics.

Unfortunately, some of the most
interesting discussions involved con-
fidential information that I can't go
into here, so I'll have to give you a
general impression, and time will tell

if I'm right or wrong:
The Apple 11 is not about to be

dropped by Apple.

There are new products on the ho-
rizon, although, of course, not every-

thing we would like to see.

Apple knows that there are major
problems with the current marketing
of the Apple II. They are open-inind-
cdly going about designing a new
marketing plan. Changes won't hap-
pen overnight, but they should hap-
pen reasonably soon. What will the
changes be? Will they be soon
enough and dramatic enough to

turn things around? THEY don't
know yet. so obviously neither to

I! Hopefully they will tell us more
in 60 days or so when some
decisions liave been made.

Nothing's ever as easy as it

looks or sounds from out here.

Someday, somebody will write a
book about the history of the
Apple II. Along with the great-

ness will be a history of blown
and missed opportunities.
And perhaps a last-min-
ute recovery from the
brink.
Sorry there Isn't

more meat here.
Perhaps the real

news from the
meeting is simply
thai there WAS a
meeting, and that

the person in
cha rge ofinarketing
the Apple II was
there and actively
soliciting our Input
and suggestions on
better ways of mar-
keting the Apple II.

One last thought:
Now that we have
opened this chan-
nel of communica-
tions, we must also

open others. Time and again Nancy
had to tell us that we were going into

areas that were not In here depart-
ment. We need to talk to Evangelism
and developer support and others,

and Nancy promised to help us make
some other contacts. We will be work-
ing on that, and reporting anynews as
it happens.
Apple II Forever! (Well, at least for a

few more years?)
Barney Stone *

#: 7942 S15/Hot Topic
07^Jan-90 13:42:47

Sb: #Good stufn
Fm: Marc Farnum Rendlno 74040.73
To: All

OK folks.

There are all sorts of "Gloom and
Doom" discussions. Let's take a look

at the other side. Not to be in "igno
rant bliss", but to try to keep from
being so lopsidedly negative.

What's happening that's positive?

What have you seen or heard that's

a _good_ sign or an indication that
something good might happen?

I'll start with a few things I've seen/
heard/experienced lately. (Apologies
to anyone who's seen this elsewhere.)
Reports from all over indicate that

Apple IPs (mostly GS's) have been
selling like crazy over the holidays.
Often. Mac's and MS-DOS machines
have been ignored, even over a sales-

person's recommendation!
The more machines there are. the

more developers will think seriously

of the GS.
Barney Stone, fresh

from the new Apple
II Developers As-
sociation meet-
ing with
Apple, tells
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us that there are good signs from
Apple, and more Importantly, Apple
marketing! That there are some new
things coming. Not everything we'd

like (never the case! :) ), but significant
things nonetheless.
Barney has been at the forefront of

movements to get Apple to pay more
attention to the Apple II. Personally.

I trust him when he says there are
positive developments.

In another discussion on America
Online, Jim Merritt (ofFinder fame, et

al) left a message that I interpret as

saying "If you Skc System 5.0. you
ain't seen nothing yet! You'll love
1990!" (As I say. that's my Interpreta-

tion — read the message yourself.)

Kennect TechnologyCAKAThe Engi-

neering Department, consisting of a
some former Apple II engineers) has a
device called the Rapport which,
when connected to the drive port al

lows both Internal and external drives

to read 720K MS-DOS format disks.

But that's not the half of it.

They also make an external drive

(Drive 2.4) which handles all ProDOS.
Mac. and MS-DOS formats. AND their

own 1.2 and 2.4 Meg formats. (2.4

Meg!)
Kapport and Drive

2.4 were originally

made for the Mac. BUT
the Mac and GS drive
ports are virtually Iden-

tical, As a matter of
fact, apparently, sev-
eral people are using
the combo on OS's
now.
To fully utilise the

hardware may require
a native driver for the
GS. So far IVc gotten
conflicting info on
whether or not such a
thing might be forth-

coming, but it's a rela-

tively trivial program-
ming task.

If enough people ask for It.

#: 7960 S15/Hot Topic
07-Jan-90 15:40:20

Sb: ff7951-Cood etufll

Fin: Bob Consortl. FCP 76004.1523
To: Marc Farnum Rendino 74040.73

Marc.
»but it s a relatively trivial pro-

gramming lask.«
There aint no such thing as a trivial

programming task. Adriver to handle
that drive (and all it's combinations)
would be much more difficult than
most. The Apple 3.5 driver uses an
Ingenious mechanism of not track
caching but track reading on large
block requests to obtain such good
performance underCS/OS. Such a Is

probably possible with the Drive 2.4.

but to make it work with 400K. 800K.
1.4 and It's own >2 meg format would
not be a weekend project. They are
really TED (The Engineering Dept.)

and I have been talking with them on
that subject and a number of other
Items and I might have some good
news regarding that product shortly.

-Bob Consortl, FCP -

#: 7952 S15/Hot Topic
07-Jan-90 13:48:10

Sb: #7942-Good stuffl

Km: Marc Farnum Rendino 74040.73
To: Marc Farnum Rendino 74040.73

Apple Just released (free!) a set of

development tools for the 8-bit

Apples! Yes! Apple I Ies, He's, etc!They
are apparently included In the first

issue of a new technical publication

called -develop!" which is in both
print and CD-ROM form.

(Ifsomeone has better, or more up-
to-date info on this, please add It. or
correct me.)
Look for two or three new products

from Innovative Systems (of FPE
fame) soon. My first guess would be a
hardware debugging device of some
sort. Maybe a
graphics ac-

celerator or
coproces-

sor? Just my
guesses, but

after the FPE.
I'm excited to see

what they've cooked up!
I just got a 45 Megabyte SyQuest

e drive from MlcroTech in

East Haven CT. Virtually every re-

movable system from every manufac-
turer uses a SyQuest mechanism. I

Just happened to pick MlcroTech. but
there are many others, lit was for our
DTP guy who uses a Mac, but hey! I

_had_ to try In on my GS first! :)

)

Its amazing. The SyQuest mecha
nlsm Is well known and well re-

spected, It uses 45 Meg removable
cartridges that are much like 3.5"

disks in Ihelr use. Pop one In and It

appears on the desktop. (I'll use
Finder as an example.) Eject by drag-
ging it to the trash or the "Eject OA-E"
menu item. In the latter case the
dimmed Icon stays on the desktop
which probably means that It's pos-
sible to copy between or duplicate the
cartridges.

Advanced Disk Utilities has no
problems with it at all. Of course, it

maybe partitioned, to take full advan-

tage of the space. I also tested It with
ProSel-16 — no problems.
In the case of a new. unformatted

cartridge, a low level format Is easily

accomplished. Finderand AD IJ allow

the standard 1:1 or 2:1 interleaves.

I also used HDFormat (by Tim
Grams I believe) to play with inter-

leaves between and 30 (0 being the

default set by the manufacturer and
30 being rather silly. :) ). Interleave

didnt affect it much. (I timed with

ProSel-16.) It was of course very no-
ticeable at a certain point, but other

than that, it reported limes that are at

least as fast as my CMS SD60 (a

Seagate I believe, rated around 25ms)
and possibly as fast as my Quantum
40(l9ms. 12msw/cache). Now that's

fast!. The manufacturer claims 17ms
and my tests show that can'tbe far off.

All this with a GS/OS generated
driver. Imagine what kind of speed
we'd see with a native driver. On the

registration card I told them to write a
native GS driver. If enough people
request it...

The equipment and the manufac-
ture r both strike me as very solid and

pro fea-
sional. The
drive
mechanism
has safety

features
(that aren't

bother-
some) to

prevent a
cartridge
from being
removed
while It's

spinning.
There are
power, ac-
cess, and

mounted status lights. The SCSI
connectors (two) on the rear are stan-

dard 50 pin and two SCSI cables (50
pin to 50 pin _and_ 50 pin to 25 pin)

as well as an external terminator are
provided. The SCSI ID is set via two
buttons and a rotating ID wheel on
the rear panel. (One button increases
the ID while the other decreases it —
nice touch.) The Is also an extra
switched outlet on the rear.

The drive mechanism cost under
$1000 and cartridges were under
$100. (Less with a Developer dis-

count.) Think of it as a hard drive with
unlimited capacity; one that, when
the media goes bad (and it will), is

easily replaceable — for under $100!
I think It's well worth It.

Overall I heartily recommend this
drive and this company to any GS
owner (as well asany Mac owner). The
only problem now is convincing my
boss to buy one for me. and my wife to

let me get one for home! :)

I am In no way affiliated with any of

the above mentioned companies. I"m
just very excited about the possibili-

ties!

Marc Farnum Rendino 4
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Apple Finder

Elizabeth Littlewood has been

collating a list of magazines and other

useful source of things Apple

APPLE II SPECIFIC

The Apple Ilgs Buyers Guide
(Quarterly magazine of reviews and
product listings)

The Apple IiCS Buyer's Guide.
5615 W. Cermak Rd..

Cicero.

1L 60650-9884. USA

Subscription rates:

Payable to REDGATE COMMUNICA-
TIONS CORPORATION.
UK lyr $30.00
(US funds Only)

A2-Central on disc.

A monthly disk based Journal (al

though you can subscribe for paper
only) aimed squarely at the Apple )[

series - Apple It He //e and GS.

A2 Central
POBOX 11250
Overland Park.

KS 66207
USA

Subscription rates:

1 year (12 issues) $28 $84 (with

disc)

2 year (24) $54 $162
3 years (36) $78 $234

Comments:
A2 Central also sell bound copies of

their back numbers which runs to 4

volumes (soon to be 5) available at
$14.95 each, or $39.00 for all five, ir

you sec no other Apple magazine,
then at least see A2 Central I lilt's not

half bad.

Also:-

Stack-Central published by A2 Cen-
tral

3.5 disks - 6 times a year
Ncwlcttcr/magazine for HyperStudio
users.

INCIDER (also incorporating A+
magazine).

Subscription Department.
PO Box 58618.
BOULDER.

CO 80322-8618. USA.

Subscription rates:

1 year
Surface $45.97 or Airmail $80.97
(NOTE.. US Funds ONLY)

Nibble Magazine
Monthly magazine for Apple II

Nibble,
52 Domino Drive.
Concord
MA 01742. USA.

Subscription rates:

12 Issues per annum
$89.95 airmail and $39.95 surface -

which usually is about 4 weeks late.

US funds only.

Comments:
It Is Apple II specific, and is very good
for type-in programs both Applesoft
and ML (and they work!).

Scarlett
Magazine monthly (I think) and lots of

PD stulTfor the Apple //.

Big Red Computer,
423 Norfolk Avenue,
Norfolk.
NE 68701. USA

Subscription rates:

$28.00 pa.

Comments:
Some good PD stuff apparently, but
more information required.

MACINTOSH SPECIFIC

MAC TUTOR
P.O. Box 400
Placentia. CA 92670
Phone (714) 630-3730

Subscription rates:

Information required

Comments:
MACTUTOR is a MUST to any one
programming with the Mac.

ASSOCIATIONS

Tech Alliance'

A good association for Macintosh &
Apple ][

programmers.

Address:
290 SW43rd Street

RENTON. Washington 98055
Phone: (206) 251-5222

Publications: Call A.P.P.L.E. (Quar
terly) (for || users.)

MacTech Quarterly

Comments:
IJDelivery somewhatvariable. PreGS
coverage in CallAPPLE now limited,

but very good on GS. There Is a good
bulletin Board which can be called

direct using Bell 300 baud. (Tel (206)
251- 0543)
2)It is great value for programmers,
with a lot of technical info and a
catalog (in the best APDA tradition) to

order hardware, software and books
from TechAliiance.

International Subscription rate for 1

year (4 Issues):

Surface mail: $45 Air mail: $60

NOTE
TechAliiance is no longer taking sub-
scriptions for CallApplc. What Us
status will be in the future is not yet

certain.

A.P.D.A. Apple Programmers and
Developers Association.
For both Apple II and Macintosh Pro-

grammers.

Address:
A.P.D.A
Apple Computer. Inc.

20525 Mariani Avenue
MS: 33G
Cupertino. CA 95014
U.S.A.

Publications:
Quartely catalog with some magaz ine

content.

Comments:
They provide a comprehensive service

to developers of both Apple and third

party products. The latest program-
ming tools are always available.

Rates:

$35 per annum for European mem-
bership payable by Mastercard/Visa.

Notes:
This is the official source of Apple
developer products. They are now run
by Apple themselves, and arc quick
and efficient. Goods are shipped by
and dispatched by TNT carrierand bo
are not mailed in the USA You must
sign a standard US letterofassurance
covering the exporting of goods to

approved countries only. *
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APPLE//
BARGAINS

APPLEWORKS v1.3 £99.95'

APPLEWORKS V2.1 £149.95*

APPLEWRITER ][
£49.95*

ART LIBRARY 1 £9.95*

ART LIBRARY 2 £9.95*

COMPUTER CH ECK-UP £19.95

COPY II* v8.4 (5.25") £24.95

GRAPHICS SCRAPBOOKS each £14.95

GRID DESIGNER £19.95

KERMIT (ProDOS) £4.00*

LETS MAKEomctinos caros £9.95*

LETS MAKE signs i banners £9.95*

LET'S-M CALENDARS ft 3TATKJNE HV £9.95*

NEVADA EDIT (CP/M) £39.95*

NEVADA FORTRAN (CP/M) £39.95*

NEVADA PASCAL (CP/M) £39.95*

NEVADA PILOT (CP/M) £39.95*

plusWORKSII £29.95*

PRINT MAGIC 5.25* £29.95

PUBUSH-ITI VI £69.95*

PUBUSH-ITl DESIGN IDEAS £19.95

P-ITI EDUCATION GRAPHICS £19.95

P-ITI LASER PACK £19.95

P-ITI PEOPLE. PLACES, ft THINGS £19.95

P-ITI SYMBOLS & SLOGANS £19.95

THE LAST ONE (CP/mocOOS) £49.95*

TYPEWRITER £19.95

ACCESSORIES

|[+ 80-COLUMN SWITCHBOX £9.95*

//• ENHANCEM ENT KIT £39.95*

CS-300 JOYSTICK £19.95*

CS-600 JOYSTICK £29.95*

CS-808 JOYSTICK £24.95*

DISK NOTCHER £4.00"

DOS (3.3) USER'S MANUAL £7.00*

MOUSE BRACKET £3.95*

MOUSE MAT (9.25x6.6*) £3.95*

PASTEL PAPER PACK (100) £4.95"

RS-232 D-25 M/F MINITESTER £9.95*

RS-232 0-25M/FsuRacPBOTCCTOR £4.95*

SERIAL GRAPPLER* £49.95

Z-60 CARD £24.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT ft --POftTTnEE

(CURRENT STOCK ONLY)

MGA SoftCat

PEAR TREE, APPLEDORE

KENT TN26 2AR

02W-I3294/I3S7I

MGA SoftCat

have moved to

41 Cinque Port

Street

Rye

East Sussex

TN31 7AD

Tel: 0797 226601

Fax: 0797 226721

MGA 2nd-user

BARGA/NS
//• *4k COMPUTER £149.95

][+ 48k COMPUTER £75.00

ACCELERATOR //• £99.95*

ACCELERATOR ](
£79.05*

DISK ]( 140k 5.25* DRIVE £49.95*

DISK ][ DRIVE (D-19) £69.95*

DISK )[ CONTROLLER CARD £1 9.95

DUODISK CONTROLLER CARD £49.95*

POWER SUPPLY (EXCHANGE) £34.95*

ROBO 1000 CAD SYSTEM £99.95*

MOUSEPAINT// £14.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT A *-POSTFREE

(CURRENT STOCK ONLY)

MGA APPLE*//

EDUCATION
ALPINE TRAM RIDE £11.95*

ANIMAL HOTEL £11.95*

BIKE HIKE £11-95*

CLOWNING AROUND £11.95*

MATHS IN A NUTSHELL £1 1 .06*

PIPELINE £1195*

TRADE <PD) £4.00*

GAMES
ALTER EGO: FEMALE/MALE ©ach £4.95

ALTERNATE REALITY II (Dunqeon) £9.95

ANDROM IDA TRILOGY o games) £4.00*

BATTLE OF ANTIETAM £14.95

BLUE POWDER. GREY SMOKE E14.95

COLONIAL CONQUEST £9.95

COLOSSUS IV CHESS £14.95

COMPUTER AMBUSH £9.95

DEFENDER (PO) £4.00*

DESTROYER (IIGS ONLY) £14.95

ELITE £9.95

FIELD OF FIRE £9 95

FIGHTER COMMAND £9.95

GEMSTONE HEALER £9.95

GETTYSBURG £14.95

HALLEY PROJECT £9.95

HELICOPTER RESCUE (HERO) £9.95

HIGH SEAS £14.95

LANCELOT £9-95

MECH BRIGADE £9.95

MINDSHADOW £9.95

MOVIE MONSTER GAME £14.95

MURDER ON THE MISSISSIPPI £9.95

OIL BARONS £9.95

PHANTASIE II £9.95

RDF 1985 £9.95

REBEL CHARGE at cmk*auauoa £14.95

RINGS OF Z1LFIN £9.95

ROADWAR 2000 E9.95

SHILOH £9.95

SOUTH PACIFIC QUEST £4.00"

SPACE SHUTTLE £9.95*

STREET SPORTS BASKETBALL £9.95

STREET SPORTS SOCCER £9.95

SUB BATTLE SIMULATOR £9,95

the aAMesautJMCKWMTer. eomoNS-wtm.M

TIME AND MAGIK £9.95

TRACER SANCTION £9.96

WORLD GAMES C9.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT & •-POSTFREE

(CURRENT STOCK ONLY)

We apologise for re-running last December's advertisements but our IBM PC has let us down.

This would not have happened if we had bought a Mac!
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Dave Ward rounds up the latest news

AppleWorks BUG
(all versions)

Over Lbe years I have consistently

been bombarded with AppleWorks
problems where a dlskflie has appar-
ently been corrupted by AppleWorks.
The problem always manifests Itself

when t he disk Is nearly full and the file

youVe Just tried to save can no longer
be accessed. I*rovtdlng the user stops
here the file can easily be re-con-
structed by a 'Zap* program such as
Block Warden from the ProSel suite.

Attempting to use the disk further will

lead to the file being no longer recov
erable. It has always been my conten-
tion that AppleWorks by Itself or In

conjunction with I>roDOS has been
the cause of these numerous prob-
lems but have never been able to re-

construct such a disk. Well. 1 recently
received a 5.25" diskette which con-
tained such a corrupted NOTES file

from er .... anyway this diskette had
all the usual symptoms where the
pointer in the catalog to the index
block of the file was incorrect but the
data still resided on the disk: I soon
managed to reconstruct the file.

Since I suspect that readers might
be reluctant to accept my contention
regarding AppleWorks screwing up
flics I have spent some time on this

one and can at last tell you all how to
reconstruct this problem (If you
want):

1} Format a new 5.25" diskette and
copy a few files to it but leave about
90 blocks or so free.

2) Save a Wordprocessor file to It.

Make a few changes and then use
Open-Apple-S to save the amend-
ments.

3} Add a few more flies to the diskette
to leaveJustone or two blocks free.

4} Fire up AppleWorks. Version 3.0
will do just fine, load in the
wordprocessor file and make a few
changes and then use Open-
Apple-S to save it. You will be In-
formed that the disk is full and for

permission to overwrite the old flic.

Ifyou say "no" then all is okand the
old version ofyour file will be intact

and you can save the file onto
another disk. Ifyou say "yes" then

got a corrupted file that

cannot be read again.
5) Now try loading in your

wordprocessor file. My system Just
hangs but you may get other re-

sults. Block Warden (from the
ProSel package) shows the corrup-
tion.

This problem appears with all ver-

sions of AppleWorks that I could lay

my hands on including the latest ver-

sion 3,0. No disks seem immune al-

though I could only try 5.25". 3.5" and
a couple ofRAM disks. My best advice
would be to stop using AppleWorks
data disks when they become nearly
full and if perchance you see the
aforementioned warning then say
"no" and save the file to another disk.
It's a good idea to have a few pre-
formatted disks ready. In fact if you
have a file bigger than half the size of
your diskyou would be advised to use
newly formatted disks each savel

Generally you won't know that you
have a corrupted disk until you try to

load in the file next time. To be sure
you could try re-loading it after you've
saved it just to check.

The authors of AppleWorks have
been Informed so a fix may be forth-

Ifyou ever think that you may have
a corrupted diskette slop immedi-
ately, write-protect it. make a copy
and finally copy over the files you
really need to another newly-format-
ted working diskette. Backup the
other flies ifyou haven't already got a
backup. If the diskette Is corrupted
you've now got the best chance for a
fix. This is because saving another file

could overwrite some of the data you
wantand then onlya3 foot black stick
with white ends will help.

Beagle Compiler
We all know what an excellent pro-

gram the Beagle Compiler Is. How-
ever, version 2.6 and 2.6A had extra
compllcr.system files toallow users to
access the extra memory in the Apple
memory card and the Apple Ilgs

memory card.
Unfortunately these had the follow-

ing problems which were bought to

my attention and confirmed when I

later purchased the product:
11 The CIrtcch plusHAM card which

superseded the Flipper Is not compat-
ible with the Beagle Compiler in any
machine In any slot. Even the pro-

gram diskette will not run properly:

once the first compiled program is run
It Immediately falls into the monitor at

$08 IB.

2} An Apple Ilgs system with an 2
Meg plusKAM GS2 and with
GS.SYSTEM installed gives very vari-

able results :-

1> All variables get lost.

2> Some variables get lost or altered.

3> For-Next loops and GOSUBs do
strange things.

4> Large arrays take literally ages to

load. One string array consisting
of 1317 sets of 10 items took 10
seconds per set of 10! Par time on
an Apple //e with 1.023MHz
65C02 and 256K RamWorks Is 12
seconds for the lot!

3) I tried another Apple Ilgs with a 1

Meg AE GSKAM and this suffered
from 4> above but only took3 seconds
per set of 10!

4) An Apple ilgs with an Apple 1 Meg
memory expansion seemed ok al-

though the loading of string arrays
was still ponderous compared to the
Apple //e referred to above.

51 GS.SYSTEM has one other prob
lem which Is manifested with all the

Apple Ilgs systems I could check out.

When you finish running a program
the memory used by variables is not
released to the system: so altera few
runs of my program which had 85K of
variables. In various anays. I found
that the original 1.6 Meg of free

memory dropped to only 120K!! This
was also reflected in the Control
Panel.

I Informed Alan Bird (the author of

the Beagle CompLler) that these prob-
lems existed and he responded by
sending the Beagle Compiler version

3.0 on a 5.25" diskette. He claimed
that the Apple Ilgs problems were
with the memory management of the
computer and he had worked around
it. This version appears to solve all the
problems except number 5> above.
Siring arrays now load faster into the
GS memory than the auxiliary slot

memory cards such as RamWorks
and MulU-Kam.
The Beagle Compiler now supports

two floating point cards FPE and
Fastmath by patching the system files

appropriaefy. Any member with these
cards and the Beagle Compiler ver-

sion 3.0 might care to produce a re-

view for the magazine.
Note, please, that the Compiler

must be invoked from
BASIC.SYSTEM version 1.1 as this is

the version the Compiler Is written
around. The compiler won't work
from the later versions 1.3 and 1.4.

Dave Ward «
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AppleFest

We thought that this report

was of such interest that we
should take space to print it

n: 62351 S16/Conventions/Parties
22Sep-89 02:56:07
Sb: AppleFest - Day Zero
Fm: Joe Walters 72406.742

Greetings from MAUG Central at the AppleFest!
Present are myself, Larry Miller. Dave Stahre. David

Wlnograd. Peter Chin. Dave Galr. Craig Contardl. Mike
Enarson and Ray Merlin.

The AppleFest continues to shrink. Lots of missing
vendors make for a back wall that, year by year, moves
closer to the front wall. Before long, it's going to be awful
hard lo get In there!
Wandering around the Macintosh (Formerly Apple

Computer Inc) booth, we saw very few things involving the
Apple IL There were a couple of Ilgs's displaying the same
screen we saw in the recent Online Today: "Check Startup
Device." One side of the booth had an entire line of Macs,
the last being labelled "Macintosh Portable." In place
below the placard was a little calculator. Would have made
a nifty picture.

Roger Wagner was setting up his booth, and pointed us
over to Apple's "Hospitality Booth." where a GS with a
touch-screen was In process of being set up. That GS will

be running HyperStudio, and people will be able to walk up
to It and get Information about the AppleFest. Roger said
it was going to have a videodisc player set up with it. so
we're looking forward to checking out that little production
when It* ftred up.
Applied Engineering. Checkmate and Beagle Bros were

still setting up their booths, and there were no new Items
in immediate evidence.
First Class Peripherals. Applied IngenuityandCMS were

aU displaying their hard disks.
There are a lot more Macintosh-related booths in evi-

dence this time around. In addition, companies like Brod-
erbundand Electronic Arts, which make products for both
lines, were featuring their Mac products.
Laser has the same large booth that they had in Boston,

and they have their new Laser 128/EX2 on display hooked
up to a MIDI system. Nice to see someone doingsome Apple
II development!
Overall, the mood Is guarded. There is the usual appre-

hension regarding what Apple haa in store for the Apple II

line, and curiosity surrounding some late hot rumours.
We'll know tomorrow, and we'll pass it on.

As always, the best part of the AppleFest promises to be
the MAUG fun & fellowship!

Hello again! The first day at AppleFest San Francisco "89
has come to a close.

WRAP SESSION. One of the stranger sights we came
across In the Fest during the setup was at the booth
operated by "Computer Selection." They had a huge pile of
boxes, all containing Apple products. As we walked by. a
couple ofguys were wrapping the entire pile In clear plastic
wrap. We ftgured that maybe the Cambridge Security
people were told to "keep this under wraps."

As usual, the first item at the Fest was the Keynote
speech, this time byJean-Louis Gassee ofApple Computer
Inc (Makers of the Macintosh Personal Computer!).
J-L's presentation was a bit strange to say the least.

Apparently somewhat tired from all his efforts promoting
the new Mac units the last few days, he tended to wander
and ramble aimlessly. Recapping the history of computer
development, he spent a long time discussingVisicalc and
its contribution to the way we do things today. He also

went into a lot of his history at Apple France.

He had a few Interesting little zingers interspersed

throughout the speech. At one point, he made reference to

"creatively inspired and argumentative third parties.' and
referred to his first arrival in Cupertino as arriving in

"NicoUno."
He also mentioned the first board meeting he attended,

where the first thing he noticed was a young man in faded
bluejeans sitting on a credenza at the back ofthe room and
picking his toes. "You can guess who that was." he said.

Discussing the development of programming and pro-

grammers, he admonished new programmers. "Don't

leam to program In BASIC." Seems BASIC promotes some
unspecified bad habits and a language like PASCAL Is

more proper for the beginning programmer.
He repeated some ofthe demos we saw at the Boston Fest

that were used to show the difference between System
Software 4.0 and 5.0: he used it to differentiate between
the performance ofthe "original" lifts and the new ROM 03
Ilgs. Later he booted and demoed System 5.0 on the
original Ilgs to show that the same functionality Is avail-

He then showed an input device designed for handi-
capped users. It s a mouse substitute that plugs Into the
ADB port. The cable reaches lo a headset which tracks the

cursor across the graphic screen: a pulT-switch replaces
the button. Using this and a desk accessory, he showed
how it's possible to compose and edit text without using
hands. He received applause for this demo, and mentioned
that this t hlrd- party devicewas not yet available but would
be soon.
From there, he went into demonstrations ofHyperStudio

andAppleWorksGS . He showed how It was possible- and
easy- to Import data from a Macintosh Word processor
into the AWGS spreadsheet and make charts from it. This
was a simple yet effective demonstration of the networking
capability of the two systems.
At this point. Jean-Louis opened the floor to questions.

Microphones were placed In the aisles to facilitate the
process. Here are some samples; the quotes aren't verba-
tim, but as close as I could get them In the dark room!

Q: Are there any plans for a laptop Apple II?

A; "I don't know ofany at this time. The Macintosh Portable
is not a laptop, not a note-taker. I'd like to have one. but
we have no plans for that beyond the llc+.*

Some fellow from AppleLink, or America In Space, or
whatever they're calling themselves this week, spoke on at
length and finally asked how Apple will be promoting the
Apple II with the Macintosh In schools. Gassee answered.
"I'll have to refer your question lo my friends in Marketing.
1 have a hard enough time being the Product Scapegoat."
Asked about rumours that the Apple II line would be

discontinued In 1992. he responded along the line of "Ifwe
did that, it would make a lot of our engineers very
unhappy." Note that this is not exactly a denial.

An unidentified man. probably affiliated with a company
developing the Forth language, asked what Gassee
thought about Forth in light of his earlier remarks about
BASIC. Gassee answered. "I wouldn't recommend it. It's

great for very dedicated applications, but It's not good for

a beginning programmer."

Q: Are you continuing Apple II development?
A- "Yes. in hardware and software."
Q: Can you comment on the relationship between the
Apple II and Macintosh down the road?
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A: "Wc started producing common peripherals four years

ago, and continue to produce common peripherals to-

day. As for a machine like the Bridge, it s difllcult. A
machine that does everything may not do any one thing

well."

Q: Will you be putting GS technology in the //c box?

A: That's technically very dlmcult. The GS Is sophisti-

cated and complicated. It's very challenging to deal with

the thermal issues."

Q: Will you be continuing ProDOS-8 level development?
A: "No. unless we discover a new horrible bug. We do from

time to time- sorry about thai!"

Q: Was the recent new GS the "new CPU" John Sculley

promised us last year?
A: -Yes.-

At this point, he tried to wrap things up. but failed. He
had made mention a couple of times thai GS development

had been held back by their lApple's) Inability to get

reliable high-speed 65816 8. LltUe did he know that Wil-

liam Mensch. the 65-serles CPU designer was in the

audience and couldn't sit still for that. Walking up to one

of the microphones, he held up some little packages and
said "I have here three 12-MHz 65816s. If you'll order

them, we can ship." Or words to that effect; things got a

little hectic here and it's hard to make exact reproductions

of what was said.

This turned into something of a confrontation, with

Mensch saying he s been trying to get Lt through to Apple

that the high-speed chips are available, and Cassee saying

he hadn't heard from Mensch since the GS came out.

Quickly, those freedom-loving fellows from Cambridge
shut offMensch's microphone so that most of the audience

could only hear Cassee s side of the conversation.

Cassee said he didn't want to turn the thing into a public

debate (the rest of us wanted him to!), and Mensch asked

ifthey could meet privately. Cassee told Mensch to call h lm
at his ofllce Monday. About now the Cambridge goons
came and dragged Mensch away from the mike, and
Cassee closed down the presentation.

This turned out to be the hot topic of the day, with
speculations and opinions flying about constantly. If the

high-speed chips are availabfe. why can't AE and ZipTech
and so on get any? If Apple really has been held back by
unavailability of high-speed chips, why haven't they con-

tacted Menach?And so on. There's a lot more to this story

than meets the eye.

Mensch appeared throughout the day in various places,

usually with a mob ofApple II users hanging around and
questioning him.
From the keynote, wc staggered out into the rest of the

show.

FIRSTTHINGS FIRST. We ran to theCMS booth to pickup
bags. Again. CMS wins the Bag Wars, giving out the best,

biggest and strongest bags in the show.
BRIMSTONE ANDVAPOR. One of the first stops we made
was at the Zip Tech booth. The first surprise there was our
discovery that the Zip booth was half-manned by folks

from Lance Taylor-Warrens L&L Productions. They were
giving demonstrations of their software, and the Ilgs we
had seen at the boothwas manned byAndy Nicholas. Andy
was showing the development version of Shrinkll GS.
which L&L Is going to market for $39. This revelation was
met with some surprise, and it's a safe bet that there will

be much discussion of this In the future.
"Shrinklt" is now a registered trademark of L&L.
Thatwas the only Ilgs In the Zip Booth. I went over to one

of the Zip employees and asked to sec the new Zip GS.
Guess what- It's not here. She assured me that it will be
here Sunday. We ll let you knowl

Zip's primary competitor. Bits & Pieces, was listed as an
exhibitor in the show guide. We -went by their numbered
booth, only to find that it was empty and labelled with a
sign Indicating that It now belonged toa local radio station.

Looks like they're a no-show.

NOT NECESSARILY" THE HINDENBURG LEGACY. As
mentioned before, there is no Micol Blimp at this show.

However, the AppleFest skies were not clear! For no known
reason, there were no less than four little inflatable

Goodyear Blimp models floating around various stations

at the show. Why are they here?What do they want?When
will they go away?? The people deserve to knowl We're all

In danger from the explosive helium they no doubt contalnl

GOOD HELP IS SO HARD TO FIND THESE DAYS.
MAUGerBob Sherman, who writes forTime magazine, had
tried lo get into the show early using his press pass, trying

to get some early interviews. Refused admittance, he went
back to the registration booth and somehow wrangled a

Staff ribbon. That got him in with no difficulty. Sleep
secure. America! Cambridge Security Is on the Jobl

BATCHES? The A.P.A. booth was busy throughout the

day. and MALICera drifted by and picked up their

Steenkeeng Batches.
The Press Room contains one each Macintosh and Apple

Ilgs. There Is an ImagcWiiter II printer in there, but It

doesn't work. Though no disk drives have disappeared, at

least one copy ofAppleWorks 3.0 did.

Hie San Francisco InternationalToyMuseumwas doing
a brisk business selling the -Winkle." a little square thing

you pin onto your shirt. Two LCD's blink on the front of it,

driving anyone facing you insane.
Barney Stone was holding court at the Stone Edge booth,

demonstrating DB Master and handing out copies of the

new Issue of II At Work.

Q Hello agalnl From MAUG(lm) Central (Larry says I have
to use the "tm" thing from now on), it s the DayTwo report

from AppleFestl
Again, we start with some unfinished business. Forgot to

menUon in yesterdays report that once again the highlight

of the enUre AppleFest was the Apple Ilgs Buyer's Guide
panel. Hosted by MAUCer Joe Kohn and featuring such
distinguished luminaries as MAUCer Merry Perry.

MAUCer Peter Chin. MAUGer Larry Miller. MAUGer Joe

Walters, and Mike "I really prefer the Macintosh
- Markow-

itz. the paneldrew an estimated 23.000 attendees. Includ-

ingsucn diverse Ilgs-speclflc topics as software, hardware,
games. PollyWogs GS. freeware/shareware and network-
ing with Macs, t his was the only event in the entire Fest to

not only make the National network news, but to actually

knock all hurricane reports off the headline spot.

And I managed to completely crush the microphone with
my bare hands!

I may have exaggerated a little up there.

One more thing: I mentioned that Jean-Louis Gassee
had referred to Cupertino as "NlcoUno" yesterday: I'm told

today that several others heard that word as "MeccaUno,"
Okay. fine. Whatever!! I might ask Gassee myself, but I'm

afraid of being beaten up. More on that later.

Again we arrived at the Fest this morning In time for the

keynote. As In the last Boston AppleFest, the second day
keynote speaker was Bernard Gifford. Apple's VP of Edu-
cation.

Apparently Intending to avoid any chance of a repeat of
yesterday's confrontation at the keynote, the Cambridge
Security experts came in and removed the microphones
from the aisle before the keynote began.

Gifford was introduced In a bizarre manner by a female
assistant who came out and talked endlessly about her
new business card. Finally he appeared, and the keynote
got under way.
He had a pair of Ilgs's set up and used both to demon-

strate some Interactive video.

The firstdemo featured the use ofthe Video OverlayCard
in conjunction with PaintWorks Gold. Some of this demo
was previously seen at the Boston show, especially the
sequence with the kids on the see-saw showing the
mathematics of moments, and the cute little basketball
video featuring Bemie "Dr. B" Gifford.
The second involved a video of an archeological expedi-

tion involved with digging up some dinosaur bones, and
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showed how Interactive video can be used to turn a simple
documentary-type report Into a full Interactive educa-
tional experience.
He also used a -VidCIip Remote" NDA to control a VCR

device. The NDA resembled the controls of a standard
VCR and he was able to program It to rewind and fast

forward as desired to show a couple of video clips in

sequence.
Referring to Cassee's demonstration ofthe handicapped

input device from the day before, he compared the use of

such devices to the ones used by the famous physicist

Stephen Hawking. Unfortunately, he continually referred

to him as "Brian Hawkins." Wefl. some people can ferret

out the secrets of the universe, and some can slam dunk
a basketball.

From there, we went to the show floor to see what was
what
PUBLI-WHAT? TimeWorks was demonstrating Publishlt

3. and It bears a lot of resemblance to its predecessors.

Again, it runs on any 12SK Apple II. and operates in

double-hl-res. One fellow asked If they would be doing a
Ilgs-speciflc version, and the rep answered. "No, well
always support the entire Apple II line. Besides, changing
the resolution and graphics is a lot of work."

FRIDAYNIGHTAT THEFIGHTS I The subject everyone
was talking about today was yesterday's confrontation
between Jean-Louis Gassee and BUI Mensch. There's a lot

more to this story than meets the eye!

Dave Stahre asked an anonymous source at an anony-
mous Hgs-accelcrator manufacturer about 12-MHz accel-

erators, and was told that they'd be able to make them
"when Bill Mensch can't carry all the 12-MHz 65816's in

the world in his pocket."
A new outfit called ASIC Enterprises announced a

breakthrough in 65816 speed capabilities. The/re calling

their CPU (take a deep breath) the "AE 165C8 1 6P-20." and
say It will run typically at 20 MHz.
We talked to ASIC president William (not Bill!) Hayes,

and he said their primary Interest Initially will be makers
of llgs accelerators. He said Apple hadn't shown much
Interest in It as yet (though some Apple engineers had),
and that an anonymous maker of a popular Ilgs accelera-

tor card has shown Interest.

We were surprised to learn that they aren't making
65816*8 as licensed from Mcnsch's Western Design Cen-
ter they basically looked at the 65816 Instruction set and
reverse -engineered the concept. Basically, they designed a

65816 from scratch, and ended up with a faster aesign
than the original. If they can pull this oil, it could make
some changes Indeed!
He did say they're still In the prototype stage, and have

produced no actual chips as yet. However, Hayes Is one of

the original designers of the RocketChlp. so he has pro-
duced results in the past against the odds.

Later in the evening, we learned that there apparently
was another confrontation between Gassee and Mensch
later on Friday. As the story goes, the two of them met
privately and the conversation wasn't going well. Gassee
got up to walk out. Mensch tapped him on the shoulder,
and Gassee physically pushed him away. After that, some
Apple security types (not to be confused with Cambridge
security types) bodily removed Mensch from the scene , §o
the story goes. We have no idea as to how accurate it is.

There does appear to be some bad blood developing (or

Increasing in Intensity, as the case maybe) between Apple
and WDC. It may be difficult for any headway to be made
In improving relations between the two companies any-
time soon.

I'M GAME IP YOU ARE. In the afternoon, the llgs
Games session drew a big crowd of people. MAUGer Peter
Chin represented the Apple Ilgs Buyer's Guide, and Jeff
Cableand LafcLow were there from InCider. Also speaking
were Bill Helnemann (who wrote Battlechess, Tass Times,
Neuromancer. Crystal Quest and the Bard's Tale series).

John Brooks (Tomahawk, Hunt for Red October, and the

forthcoming Rastan for the llgs). Brian Lent (Xenocide).

and Greg Thomas (the forthcoming Task Force." which
will be released under a different name for some unspeci-

fied reason).

Several demo disks were shown, to great audience
approval .

Itwas discovered that Xenocide. Nucleus and one or two
other packages do not work with the new ROM revision 3

Ilgs. Micro Revelations promised that an update to Xeno-
cide is beingworked on to correct the incompatibility. One
ofthe Xenocide folks said that the incompatibility springs

from Apple not following their own rules In some of the
changes made in the new machine. Is It really possible that

Apple might violate their own rules???

NOT VAPOR. Wally Bradford dragged me over to the

Quality Computers booth to show me a stack of 10 MHz
RocketChips that they were selling. They're shipping!

VAPOR. On the other hand, a Zip Tech rep told me that the

8 MHz Zip Chips are NOT shipping yet. but... you guessed
it... they will be shipping in a month or sol

I asked about the Zip GS. The rep told me that they
"couldn't get it to the show." Just what does that mean? I

asked If the thing d ldn't work- She said Itworks fine, they
just can't get it to the show. She did not elaborate on what
that could possibly mean, but did say that, contrary to

yesterday's statement, they won't have it here tomorrow
either.

But don't wonyi She assured me that the Zip GS will be
In full production by November! They don't even have a
functional prototype to show, but they'll be shipping them
In Novemberl Place your bets, place your bets. Pete Rose
is giving odds of 100 to 1 against.

KACHE BASH. On a sort-of-related-to-accelerators note,

an engineer at Ohio Kache gave me some serious hell

about Larry Miller's review of their Multi Cache in the
recent Apple Ilgs Buyer's Guide. Therewas an unfortunate
misprint In the article, resulting In an incorrect low rating

in the performance category, so this fellow picked me to

upon whom to vent his spleen.
Many Fcstgocrs were happy to see that CMS was not only

exhibiting here, but they are also showing an aggressive
commitment to supporting the Apple II line. They were
demonstrating their new 45-meg removable cartridge

SCSI drives, which are pretty impressive. This drive does
not work with Apple's SCSI card, but uses a proprietary
interface card instead.
Shawn asked them about the ROM upgrade for owners

of existing CMS drives using Ilgs System Software 5.0.

They said that the new ROM will be shipping October 1.

Synnovatlon was set up today, and were showing their
new video card for the Apple Ilgs. Sort of.

They're basically doing market research here, trying to

see if there Is enough interest In a VGA-class card for the
Ilgs to Justify carrying it to full production.
They had two monitors set up showing some very

impressive moving graphic displays, but told some con-
flicting stories about Just what was driving the screens.
There were no computers visible in the booth, and the
monitors were sitting atop stands which were wrapped
with curtains that concealed whatever was underneath.
Sort of like the display at the Zip Tech booth at the
AppIeFest two years ago.
They told us three different stories:

Larry: The one on the left was run by a VCR. and the one
on the right by a computer (containing a wire-wrapped
prototype card).

Shawn: The one on the left was run by a computer, and
the one on the right was run by a VCR.
Joe: Both were run by VCRs.

Larry and I were surprised to notice at the Applied
Ingenuity booth a sign proclaiming "the first internal hard
disk for the Apple //c." We took a close look, and they
Indeed had one set up. They had removed a //c internal
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5.25 drive and replaced It with a 3.5" 20-meg hard disk

unit We didn't see any specs, but the rep did tell us that

the "CDrtve" does not use the SrrtartPort for data transfer.

TTils was also obvious from watching the thing- it moved
too fast.

AI Is also promoting the CKeeper, a multifunction card

for the //c: up to 1.25 megs of RAM, battery-backup for

RAM. Internal clock and some type of debugging aid.

They were also advertising several other products. In-

cluding a VCR Hard Disk Backup, external hard disks,

and IBM-to-Apple keyboard translators that let you use
IBM keyboards with Apple II computers.

Hello again from MAUG Central. West Coast Divislonl

Some of the few MAUGers who remained after the show
ended drifted In and out through the evening, so therewere
still some contributors to all this. Including myself. Dave
Stahre. Shawn Goodin. Larry Miller, Loren Damewood. Ed
Floden and Craig Contardi.

Q Well, they say all good things must come to an end...

AppIeFest San Fran %9 is over, and if anything It left us
with more unanswered questions than wehadwhenwe got

here.

KEY HOLE. There was no keynote address today. In-

stead, they had InClder running some sort ofgame show
thing. No one knows why Woz didn't show for this one:
Cambridge certainly didn't mind running his photo on all

their pamphlets hyping the show.

I'M AS MAD AS HELLAND I'D RATHER NOT TAKE IT
ANY MORE BUT SOMETHING TELLS ME THEY'RE
GOING TO KEEP SHOVELLING ITTO USANYWAY. Let s

take a moment now to discuss Claris' 'presence" at the

AppIeFest
As you no doubt know by no. Claris for some inane

reason decided not to exhibit at this show. Zillions of

reasons/excuses have been suggested, and probablynone
of them are on target. Whatever the reason, Claris did
announce that theywould have a PRESENCE at the Fest.

in the form of representatives demonstrating their prod-
ucts at other vendors" booths.
On Friday, there were indeed several Clarlsites floating

around the floor, but by Saturday they were hard to And.
I finally got a look at one of their rotation schedules, and
atno time from Saturdaymorningon were there more than
two people from the company present & on duty at the

1 spoke at some length with one oftheirAppleWorks GS
folks, and found that the peoplewho came to the Fest were
all volunteers, not sent by the company.
On the GS side at least, this resulted in their not having

any tech support people present at all. I am told thatJohn
Kinderwas there from theAWGS tech side, but I neverwas
able to track him down.
On the 8-bit side, Elisa Nakata (Product Manager for

AppleWorks 3.0) was at the First Class booth throughout
most of the show. Urelessly giving demos and answering
questions from curious passersby. A shiny spot In a dirty

AppleWorkswas the first program to knock Lotus off the
top of the software charts. Even today, AppleWorks and
AppleWorks GS are two of the highest sellers in the Apple
II market. For the company that produces these packages
(and makes so Incredibly much money doing so) to not
bother showing up at either ofthe year's only two national
Apple II trade shows can be nothing less than a deliberate
and personal insult to every one of us.

'Ihe actions of the volunteers who did take their own
personal time to come to this show are commendable;
these folks may well be the only friends the Apple II users
still have at Claris. It's the policies set by the company's
management that are to be condemned.

Claris is transparently following the example ofApple in
using the Apple II to make large amounts ofmoney and In
ignoring the users entirely. And they damn well ought to

be ashamed of themselves.

EXCESSIVE DECIMALISATION. Also on the subject of

ThatWhich Was Not There, there was much talk through-
out the show of Apple Ilgs System Software 5.0.2. an
apparently Imminent update to the buggy 5.0.

Apple themselves, of course, wouldn't talk about it. I

spoke with a rep demonstrating the Ilgs. and he didn't

want to say anything. He referred me to Apple's Informa-
Uon booth. I went over there to ask about it, and the fellow

said that 5.0.2 was indeed under development and to be
released sometime soon, but he didn't want to give any
specifics. He asked to be excused to find a PR person who
could state the official line on 5.0.2. and 1 told him not to

bother. Who needs to hear "We can't comment on..." one
more time? I didn't want the official statement. I wanted
the real story!!

Well, as we'll see. at leastone product is planning to ship
with 5.0.2 this week (they almost released it at the show,
but there's always One More Bug), and the new System
was in some forms orothers present in a few places around
the Fest
An anonymous rep at an anonymous hardware com-

pany tried to find It for me. and finally located It In the
hands of another company rep: this copy was in a sealed
envelopewhich he said was bound by their non-disclosure
agreement with Apple to remain sealed until Monday.
That's right. Apple doesn't want it talked about until

everyone at the Fest goes home. They couldn't even
announce the thing while we were there.

Keep your eyes and ears open; there is sure to be some
talk about this update in the next several days.

SHAWN SEZ. . . The surprising ignorance ofsome Festgo-
ers showed up nicely at the A.P.A. booth. We can't believe

the number oftimes that peoplewith Macintoshes stopped
by. trying to buy an AppleWorks-based product for use on
their Macs. I suppose that if they used "// in a Mac,*" It

might work. Then again, they'd probably blame the slow-

ness of"// in a Mac' on the Apple // software.

Other common questions:

Q: "Does ProSel (-8 and - 1 6) run under System Software
5.0?" A Yes
Q: "Is Alpha Check available for the Mac?" A; No
Q: "MyMac is an Apple, sowhywon't <lnsertname ofany

Apple / 1 software package hero work on my Mac?" A:

Don't bother. Sell your computer and buy a chicken farm.

Shawn referred folks to other booths whenever possible,
if that boom had a product that a customer needed. He
should've received a commission from Quality Computers,
Beagle Bros. Applied Engineering and Roger Wagner for

the sales they made.

UNSUBSTANTIATED RUMORS AND INNUENDO. At
least one well-known company that heretofore has been
selling products only for the Apple II has already quietly
moved over half of their R&D to Macintosh development.
One of the no-shows may have been "absorbed" by one

particularly prolific advertiser; in any case, they're at least

developing a fast little product for the big guys.
And lastly, we have an eyewitness report of a machine

seen running the Ilgs version of Mean 18. This machine
wasn't built by Apple.

INTRACRANIAL VACUUM. An early morning session
was Utled "Desktop Publishingon the Apple 11." I have been
trying at every AppIeFest since 1987 to see an actual Laser
printer actually printing something from an actual Apple
II, and hoped to actually see it happen here.

I walked into the room, noted that the equipment
consisted in entire tyofone Macintosh and oneApple Ilgs-
no printers at all— and left

Can you be taught to fly without an aeroplane? Will a
class on woodcraft teach you anything If there's no wood?
Good grief.
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In the afternoon, several MAUGersJoined a small crowd
attending a session "To get the most out of AppleWorks
GS" run by MAUGers Craig Contardi and Ray Settle.

BARK FOR THE BEAGLES. You can tell that Dave Galr
has been awfully busy these last few days, because he
hasn't Jumped all over me for not mentioning TlmeOut.
Starting Friday at the Fest. TimcOut packages with the
version 3.0 update were being sold.

Further, TlmeOutTeleComm has been released, as have
all the new Beagle versions of the old StyleWare packages.
Head Beagle BuddyChuck Newby tells me that with his

own activities at the Fest. and considering that there are
now over 200 Beagle Buddies, we should not expect the
BBuds to receive their upgrade packages right away; he
est!mates itwill take him about twoweeks to assembleand
mall all the packages. Patience!
AA FROM AE. I neglected to mention that on Friday.
Applied Engineering began selling the long-awaited Audio
Animator over the counter. It's finished, and It's shlpplngl
Watch for a review of the beasUe by MAUGcr David
Wlnograd in the next issue ofthe Apple Ilgs Buyer's Guide,
only two and a half months away!
WAS. NOT WAS. Quality Computers continued to sell the
10 MHz RocketChips from the absent Bits & Pieces today.
At $189 a shot, upgrading to the fastest Apple II that can
be purchased (and taken home) seems pretty reasonable.
Meanwhile, the Zip Tech booth looked deserted most of

the day. over half their booth was used by L&L Produc-
Uons. with only two or three Zip reps In the thingat anyone
time.
Hie lady who assured me Friday that the prototype Zip

GS would be shown today was nowhere to be seen. The
lady who told mc they'd be in "full production" on the
things by November was there. The Zip GS prototype was
not.

CLIP JOINT. Over at Roger Wagner s booth, we were
pleasantly surprised to see a display by Unlimited Soft-
ware, which has been turning out some great Macintosh
clip art for several years. They've now entered the Apple
Ilgs market, and have already made large quantities of Ilgs
clip art available to us. suitable for use in any clip-art-

appropriate application.
We hoped to nave some great news from Roger Wagner,

as we had been told by Pam Wagner on Friday that
HyperStudio— the fully implemented version- had been
completed the day before.

Unfortunately, there were still a couple of little insects
lurking about in the software, so it's not QUITE out yet.

Pam told us that the Add Text Object function didn't
work due to a problem with System Software 5.0; System
5.0.2 enables them to Implement this function, and Roger
told us he Is hoping to have those nasty bugs out of there
and all functions implemented sometime this week, at

which point he'll start shipping the updates out.
Please remember the nature ofbug-fixing operations on

complex programs, and don't hold him to that!

But rest assured that it is truly close to completion and
that it will ship— maybe this week— with System Software
5.0.2 on the disk. IfyouVc sent your registration card in.

you'll automatically receive it.

DRIVER NOT INSTALLED. A Hewlett-Packard dealerwas
operating one of their ink-Jet color printers from a Mac II.

It was turning out some incredibly vivid and precise color
printouts. Beautiful. Selling at the show for under $1000.
this Is amachine that could generatesome serious Interest
in the Apple II world. IfH-P wouldjust write a driver for It...

I keep remembering something Don Lancaster once said,
along the line of: "They make some ofthe best hardware in
the Industry, but Hewlett-Packard never sells more than
six of anything." Something like that.

CRASS ACTION? First Class Peripherals angered Applied
Engineering (and a couple of Apple Ilgs Buyer's Guide
writers and management types) a bit by posting a side-by-
sidc display of the GSDG reviews of the Sider D9 and AE's
Vulcan hard disk units. Larry Miller had rated the Sider

V5

drive at an overall 9.2. and I had given the Vulcan an
overall 8.8; FCP was touting tills as some sort ofvindica-

tion and confirmation of a major victory over AE.
As it's really not that meaningful to compare those

overall" values between Internal and external hard disks,

several of the GSBG folks involved wished they hadn't
indulged In this little bit of possibly deceptive paper-

hanging. Some bad feelings were needlessly generated.

GRAPHITEWRITER. There is no question that one of
the busiest booths at the Fest was the one operated by
Chuck's Big Pencils. No kidding. As Dave Stahre pointed

out. Chuckwas never seen sitting still. He had continuous
business throughout the Fest. selling Big Pencils ranging
from several Indies In length to a few feet in length, and all

a couple of inches in diameter.
It was really strange to see Chuck s, which we expected

to be the Joke of the Fest. turn out to be a serious htt

exhibitor. I have a feeling this isn't Chucks last AppleFest!

SATURATION POINT. After three days of Intense Ap-
pleFestlng, most of us were ready to pack it up and head
away from It all.

While it wasn't a great Fest, it was absolutely a good one.

All the MAUGers who came will tell you It was more than
worth the effort and expense.
And most will agree that the high point of this show

occurred about two hours Into the show and Jean-Louis
Gasscc found himself in that unplanned tete-a-tete with
BUI Mensch.
This one was sort of a "Dark AppleFest" ifyou will, due

to the near-complete lack of truly new product announce-
ments and the absence of such notables as Claris and
McdlaCcnlc.
The show continues to gain In the number ofMacintosh-

related exhibits and activities, and simultaneously contin-
ues to shrink In size. I can't produce incontrovertible

evidence that those two facts are related, but I can feel it

In my bones.
This was the first AppleFest at which I couldn't And Roy

Einreinhofer. the president of Cambridge Marketing. He
usuallywanders about the floor at these shows and is easy
to talk to; I wanted to ask him politely If he'd consider
starting up an Apple II show. Alter all. when they used to

do those, they were quite successful.
What all tills portends for the future of the Apple II Is

anyone's guess, but we're sure getting a lot of clues about
how to make that guess.
One thing's for certain-- Apple has not been honest wit h

us. They have stood up on the stages and made promises
to us. and Immediately forgotten them completely. And
they show every sign of Intending to continue to do just
that.

A year ago. at the previous San Fran AppleFest. John
Scuficy promised us increased support for our line, an
Immediate end to using the Apple II as a resource to

generate Mac development money, and a new Apple II CPU
within twelve to eighteen months. See what weVe really
gotten from that.

On those occasions when you come across this attitude
from Apple, don't feel that you have to put up with it. Let

yourself be heard.
On the bright side, there was a lot of fun and fellowship

for most attendees, espec lally those affiliated with a group.
I feel safe In saying that no group had any more fun than
did we of MAUG. This widespread family of ours seems to

delight In the occasional reunion, and there are always the
new faces along with the old to match to those little glowing
names that flow across our text screens.
The next AppleFest is scheduled for May 11-13 in

Boston. Uiere Is no telling yet how many or which vendors
will be the re. but it's a safe bet t hat the MAUGerswhocome
will enjoy themselves thoroughly.
And as always, there will certainly be SOME surprises!

=» UVEI From the ApplcFestl =< Joe Walters >=
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The
Nibbler

usable? A new
program. Repair-

Works, will sal-

vage what it can
for you. It will not

repair all dam-
aged flics, but
will recover many
that would other-

wise be lost. You
could also tiy

using Ramup 4.0
to allow you the

next best thing to

multi-tasking on
the Apple
uses

Well, here we are well In ta the

second decade of microcom-
puting. It has been an fascinating

time for us all so far. and no doubt
the next ten years will be little

different.

Our old friendsMGAfound their

existing premises were Just too

small and so have moved house to

Pye in East Sussex. As Jon points

out. Apples from Ftye does not

quite cut as well as Apples from
Appledore, but never mind Jon,

take a slug of Rye and keep on
supporting the Apple fraternity.

The people at Bidmuthin tellme
that AppleWorks 3.0 is now sell-

ing like hot cakes. However those

ofyou with lessthan lmb memory
will find that AW 3.0 is not really

or them. The original AW 2.0 can
be had complete with a TlmeOut
enhancement of your choice for

£1 13.85 all in. This Is a chance to

get AppleWorks at a very reason-
able cost, either for those of you
who do not own it yet. or those
who are still using AW 1.0!

As the going rate for AW 3.0 is

around £206 all in, and the up-
grade from AW 2.0 is around £75
total, it would pay you to buy this

offer ofAW 2.0 and then upgrade
to AW 3.0. The AW 3.0 enhance-
ment does not include full manu-
als, so this way you would have
the complete set! As well as the
usual dealers, you might try

Clocktower for AppleWorks up-
grades as well as other products.
Alan also tells me that there is a
new release ofThunderscan soft-

ware for the Ilgs. The full window
environment is now supported.
For an upgrade, or for AW 3.0.

contact: Clocktower, Alan Finn.
86 Weston Park. Crouch End.
London. N8 9PP (01) 341 9023.
Have you ever had your Apple-

Works files suddenly become un-

II. It

your
RamCard to store programs in

theirworking state simply switch-

ing instantly between them at

will. Both these programs are

£39.95 all In from MGA.
Still on the subject ofAW 3.0. it

was mentioned in Peter Davis'

review that If you had enough
desktop memory, a printer buffer

was automatically enabled. With
over 500k of clear desktop. I have
not yet seen this happen. Can
anyone enlighten us on this one?
On a similar front. Bill Rees

asks if there are any fonts for Fon-
trlx that Include the pound sym-
bol. I cannot remember if Fontrix

uses standard fonts or not. Can
anyone help with this one as well?

Bill concludes his letter by point-

ing out that comms programs like

Data Highway/Antelope are ideal

for packet radio!

Just to show the Macintosh
brigade that I have not forgotten
them, a tip for users of the Apple
CD Rom. Some owners have been
having problems with these
drives. The official cure believe it

or not is to disconnect the fan! It

seems that someone thought it

would be a good idea to lit a fan to

keep the thing cool, however this

sucks all the dust and other

nasties over the works! Discon-
necting the fan and dusting out

the insidecures the problem, I ask
you, has your CD sound player

got a fan?
The new System 7.0 software for

the macintosh gets nearer. It is

now expected to be shipping to

customers In the summer. There
has been great confusion about
which computers will be able to

use this revolutionary interface.

We nowhave the full specification,

and put quite simply it will work
on all machines from the Macin-
tosh 128k upwards as long as

they have a minimum of 2mb
memory. Thismay seem a contra-

diction, but if you upgrade your
128k to a 2mb MacPlus, then
System 7.0 will run! All features

but the virtual memory will work
on all the machines. You need to

have the 68851 PMMU fitted to a

Macintosh II. or have an SE/30.
IIx . Ilex or IIcI to get the full virtual

memory available.

Those of you who bought the
Apple scanner as being the best

value for money at the time, may
now regret It is limitation of 16

grays. Abaton who make the
scanner for Apple, have now re-

leased an upgrade board that is

easily fitted to either their own
Abaton Scan 300S or the Apple
scanner. This provides 256 grays,

ample for a high quality half-tone.

The controlling software is in the

form of a desk accessory allowing

use from within programs. Con-
tact Acme Computer-Distribu-
tion Company on 0246-221394.
Cost is around £650 all in.

Elsewhere in the magazine you
will see the Microtech/SysQucst
removable hard drive mentioned.
I have been using one of these for

a few weeks now, and can report
that they work beautifully! Why
did not anyone really sort this

kind of thing out before. For the

cost of a normal 45mb drive, you
can fit as many 45nib cartridges

as you like at around £70 a time.

The cartridges themselves are

only five inches square by half an
inch thick. How vulnerable they
will be in long term use goes
through my mind, but no doubt
time will tell. The access time is a
respectable 28ms. so they are no
slouch. In practice you need a
fixed drive to act as your boot
drive and general program stor-

age. A removable drive then acts

as your main file storage, your
fast backup system and your
program cache as well. The cost
per megabyte is not much differ-

ent from floppies but one of these
cartridges takes up much less

room than 56 Hopples!
The Microtech drive will also

work on the Apple ll's as well of

course, though it needs its own
SCSI card for some reason. It can
be partitioned to give two 2 1 .5mb
sections and is very fast to use.

We have mentioned the older

hard drives that are coming on the
market for the Apple II. Most of

these will not run the newer ver-
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sions of ProDOS. but it Is

reported that the Symbiot-
ics drive will. If you are
having problems with
these drives, try Eric
Sausse on 0724-855795
who might be able to sup-
ply you with software or

manuals, orAndy Harring-
ton on 0922-693593 for

further help.

Having got back to the II

line, we now have the first

reported bugs In System
5.0 and 5.0.2 for the Hgs. It

seems that if you have
been running a P8 pro-

gram and return to GS/
OS. then a SAVE AS can
trash a file ifyou save over
one that already exists. I

presume that we shall see
a bug fix soon, though I do
hear rumours that System
6.0 is on its way. We shall

soon have overtaken the
Macintosh In System ver-

sions!

I mentioned a source of
power supplies for home
brewed SCSI drives a few
months back. I had of
course forgotten about
that other source of such
things, and was pleasantly
reminded that they still

exist , and thatyou can still

order products on their

very own bulletin board.
Call Distel on 01-679-
44 14 voice orbymodem on
01-679-1888 at 300 baud,
01-679-6183 at 1200/75
or 01-679-8769 at 1200/
1200.
Ifyou are still hankering

after an Apple Ilgs and
can't quite afford the price
asked in the UK* try Bren-
dan Jordan. Budget Com-
puting Services Ltd. 120
Malahlde Road. Dublin 3.

Ireland. Brendan has
taken advantage of the
lower price of the Ilgs in

Ireland, and is selling the
things all over Europe. He
can be contacted on O0Q1 -

33-23-58. Remember that
the a 3.5 drive that fits a
Macintosh also fits the
Ilgs, that you can use a
standard RGB monitor or a
television with a SCART
connector as your display,
and that you can use a
Macintosh keyboard and

The sparkling new storage solution

Diamond hard disks

Diamond high capacity SCSI hard disk drives have been

developed by Cirtech especially for the Mac and Apple

II computers.

These super slim, fast drives are supplied ready formatted

for immediate use and give you the top performance and

value you've come to expect from Cirtech. Their stylish

good looks in colour-keyed platinum grey prefectly

complement your system.

Available in 32, 48 and 100 Megabyte sizes.

High performance drive system - 28 mS average access time

•k Dual SCSI connectors for simple daisy chaining of other SCSI

devices

Supplied complete with fully shielded SCSI cable

Slimline case is fully screened for minimum radio interferente

Has the same footprint as the Mac SE and Plus

Whisper quiet drive system with very low power consumption

Mac Versions:
Connects directly to the SCSI
port on the Mac SE, Plus or 13

.

Supplied ready formatted for

instant use.

Apple II Versions:
Supplied pre-formaticd and complete
with a Cirtech SCSI interface for use

on the IICS, //cor II t , Support soft-

ware included for up to four SCSI
devices. Fully compatible with GSOS
ProDOS. DOS 3.3, Pascal and CP/M.

Diamond drives for flawless performance!

32 Megabytes 48 Megabyte* 100 Megabytes

Mac £475.00 £545.00 £845.00

Apple II (including SCSI interlace) £520.00 £590.00

(Prices quoied exclude VAT)

Check your Apple 2000 Catalogue for details of special members offers

ClftTECH IUKI LTD. Curria Road Industrial Estate. GALASHIELS
Selkirkshire. TD1 2BP. Scotland Telephone: (08961 57790

Teton 9312130256 (CI G> Maflwiar 84:CPOO01 (Telacom Gold) AAH555 (Soutcul

mouse as well. All you need from
Brendan is the CPU! However, don't
forget you may have to pay duty and
VAT as you import the thing.

Finally, Ifany ofyou Apple II enthu-
siasts thinks like I do that Apple is

just not supporting the Apple II. and
would like to write directly to John
Sculley to complain we publish his
personal address in Cupertino. If we
can persaude the powers that be that
there is still a great deal of life in the
old dog yet. they might take a more
enlightened view of its future. Even
with the reports that the development

of the II has not yet been killed off it

is still necessary to convince the
management ofApple Inc!

John Sculley

Chairman CEO
Apple Computer Inc.

M/S 38-A
20525 Mariana Avenue
Cupertino
CA 95014
USA

I hope to see you all in person at the
AGM. The Nibbler *

February 1990 Apple2000 SPSS 39



Utilities & da's
Acta Advantage (OuWner includes DA version) 95.

After Dark (user definable screen saver) .... 20

Calculator Constructor 2 (06* OA calculators) M
Top Honors (Design PostScript certificates) 69

Calendar Maker (customise calendars) 29.

jtitCan Opener (w.w tela wimu^ltaariplicatton) 75

Capture- (screen image capture) 45

Copy II Mac (backup protctled software) 23

Disk Express (speed up. unfraoment hard drives) 44

xxOlskleek (data security)' 125

Disk Quick (caiaJogues floppy ana hard discs) 32

Disk Tools Plus 19 essential DA'S) 39

*xDisk Top4(usetut DAcolleclion) ; call

DynoDei (di^ry with lilolax (HiiHuul) ..
.

89

Fedlt Plus (lite and disc editor) 29

xxFlleGuard (data encryption) 135

Font/DA Juggler (multiple OA's & flints) 44

Botor (search key words on multiple text tiles) 54.

HF5 Backup V3 (old faithtut HD backup) 63.

Hyper DA (read HyperCard tiles from a OA) 39

Icon M (design flexible icon menu bars and more) 49

InllPlckBT (choose startup Inits) 30.

MacinUse (register lime speni on applications)
.

59

Master Juggler (Suitcase tl rival) 59

MultlCltp (miiltipff> copies & pastes) 55

MultlDhsk (best bard disk partmoner) 44

On Cue (switch between progs avoiding linder) 39

QuicKeys (macro maker, lime saver utility) 69

QuIckDex (lightning fast OA database, essential) 35.

xxOulcKUck (lock out prying eyes from your data) 75.

Redux (Desi backup program on tne market) 59

Retrospect (most sophisticated arcnival backup) 1 50

Screen Gems (i:a1fwn utilify colleclion) 49

Stepping Out 2 (software big screen extender) 65.

Smart Alarms (OA reminder/diary system) 55

Smart Alarm* 1-4 uw (rnirfti iwr flary vers ) 120

Smart Alarms 1-8 war (more users still) 180

S.PAM.M.(soft^arenialhscc-oroassw). ..' ... 57

xxStopWatch (time usage of applications) 69

Suitcase 2 (manage 100 s OA's & ton» 49.

SupeiSpool (test IrnageWriter spooler) - 59

SuperlaserSpoel (Laser & ImageWriter spooler) 89

SAM (Symantec's anti virus utility) 55.

SUM II (eKssnitat otiiiiies plus ouartl wiinsi a^hes) 89

Tempo II (the most powerful macro maker) 85.

(top spelling checker) 59.

(best virus tracer & eradicate* of all) 59

Word Processing
Acta Advantage (Outliner includes DA version) 95

Expressionist 2 (DA equation processor) 79

155.

155.

195.

220

59.

MtndWrtt* (-imping inrllun WP)

MacWrite II (ma|0< update handles graphics)

Microsoft Word 4 (the new standard)

i
(fullest featured WP wiih gtaphics)

1 H (the best spelling checker around)

Vantage (excellent DA WP that was MacSmk)

Wordfinder (220.000 word OA Thesaurus)

Graphics
Canvas 2 (amazing power, colour paiffl & draw) .

165

Comic Strip Factory (create your own comics) 49.

The Curator (graphics uaiatosi & mganisei) 85.

Claris CAD (slate of the art CAU) 475.

Desk Palat (full paint/draw progs m a OA) 75.

(new generation CAO) 249

I tPostScnpl art and text) 365.

Illustrator 88 Unto trace, colour, blending...) 415.

Irnage Studio (grey scale image control) 415.

MacDraft (biggest selling Drafting tool) 175.

MacDraw II (the classic draw program) 275.

MacroMind Director (state of art animation) 450

Pixel Paint 2 (top class colour paint) 235

Pixel Paint Professional [32 bit state of the art) 385.

. Streamlhao (Adobe autofracer) 299.

SuperGlue 2 (save and transfer any file or image) 69

Super 3D ver 2 (colour Mac II support) 299.

I (anwing B&W animation and painling) 75.

I I (new colour paini program) 255.

II (animated presentation) 210.

150.

595

385

125

425.

Desk Top Publishing
xxColouiStudio ( 32 bit photo retouching)

xxDeslgnStudio (yet another page layout program)

UtnSbidifi (font manipulation DTP)

MacKera (timid ynur own tables (or any font) ..... .

PageMaker 3 (the most intuitive)

PageMaker Studio (collection of templates) . 89

Publish ft (most features, exceptional value) 250.

Quark Xpress 2.1 (the most powerful) _495.

Quark Style (mini Xpress with templates) 235

Ready ,Set,Go 4.5 (the second most features) 399

Sinart Art 1,2,3(10x1 manipulation DA) each 99

vxTvpeStyler (UN) (manipulate text & fonts) call

«r xTypeAllga (allows curved text wiih ATM) 79

PSION MOBILE
COMPUTER
The MC400 is a remarkable new
laptop with built in Word Process-
ing, spreadsheet, diary, calculator
and terminal emulation. It's
600*400 screen is very high quality
and it has a full size QWERTY key-
board. It is book sized,weighs less
than 5lbs and comes with a cable
to hook up to the Macintosh.

£795.00
Fonts
Adobe Fonts (full range al discount puces) call

Adobe Type Manager (outline screen fonts) 69

Art Importer (turns PostScript into fonts) 05.

Blanco (new display face includes grey versions) 45.

Fancy Fonts (64 new versions of Duin m fonts) 45

Fraction Fonts (in Helvetica & Times laces) 45

Fantastic Plus 2 (bitmap turit ueatui/edilut) 65.

Fontographer 3 (laser ion! creator/editor) .295.

Fluent Fonts (2 excellent discs of bitmap fonts) . 36

Fluent Laser Fonts iquallty laser fonts) 59

Monotype Fools (full range at discount prices} can

World Class Fonts \2 disc sets o! good loots) ...each 49.

"The Onginais". 'Tne Stylish". The Giants'

and now "The Triples" useful lor LQ and IISC printers

Clip Art
Visual Arts (10 MeoaBytes of PostScript Art) . ISO

MacAtlas EPSF (nigh quality salable maps) 1 15

WetPalot (the best bil map art by miles) each 49

•Classic Clip Art', •Animal Kingdom'. 'Printers Helper*.

-Old Eanri AimarW. -industrial Revolution-. 'For Publish-

ing-. "Special Occasions'. "Island Lite". -Pcopto-.

Business
101 Macros Excel (diverse and useful macros) 49.

Cricket Graph (tup giaptltito tool) 120

Cricket Presents (presentation tool)
,

,273

Extend (Qualify simulation otogram) . ... .320

MacMoney 3 UK (nome. small business accounts) 75

MacProject II ( superior new version) 325

Microsoft Excel (the power spreadsheet) LL' 195.

Microsoft Works 2 (5 integrated programs) 159.

Microsoft Office (Excel. Word & PowerPoint >n one) 425.

Mori II (planning, writing, desk top presentation) 225.

Persuasion (Aldus' log end presentation tool) 365.

PowerPoint (desk top presentation program) 19S

xxRagTlme 3 (OTP. Sprfcrthect. WP in one package) 350.

SmartFarms Designer (Claris' trams package) 275

True Forms Set Up (forms design 4 layout) 165

True Forms Fill Out (forms till out) 215.

Visual Business Ho. a (business graphics) 299

Wall St. Investor (analysis and database New vers
) 395

VYIngz (best spreadsheet available) 245

Programming
lasertalk (PuslSuiul language editor) .. .

Programmers Online Companion 35.

QuIckBasIc (Microsoft's version)
. .. 59.

Ttilnk'sC 4 (with MxiitA level ikdXKjnjKi) 135

Ttilnk's Pascal (top rated) . 7b.

TMON (superb debugging tool) 90.

True Basic (by me original author ol Basic) 65

VIP 2.B {programmable How charts) 89

5 <the lastess Basic ava.lable) 125

Databases
C.A.T (conlacts. activities, time-sales aid) 235.

OAtabase (new lull featured DA database) 'b

Double Helix II (easiest man* database) 350.

niaaoker U (versatile and powerlul. superb) 19f>

Foxftase.Mac 2 (now even taster than before) . iJ9U

Foxbase* Multiuser (Network version) 550
Omnis Accounting (all 5 modules) 395

3 Pro* (now the best value by tar) 1 75

5 (last & PC compatible) 425

Panorama (spreadsrieet like database) 225.

QuIckDex (essential lightning last DA database) 35.

HyperCard
DTP Advisor (lips and advice on layouts) 59.

Icon Factory (2000 icons plus editor) 35

HyperAniniator(sync sound and animation) fi.5

HyperComposer (create sound & muse Scripts) 45

KyperBlble (King James versJun on a slock) 150

HyperTutof (slack leaching stack) - B
Pies (takes HypeiCard into a new dimension) 119

Reports!
i
repons designer plus improved pnnting) 75

Script Expert (HyperTalk in a stack) „. . 49

Silver Screen (mcwie database, oscars actors etc) . 49

SuperCartl icolour HyperCard & more) 125

PC Compatibility
MacUnk Plus (oort PC-Mac wifh codes) 135.

MacLink Plus Translators (4 SC/30/llx range) . HQ
Soft PC Mac OS (PC emulation in software) 250

Tops Flashcard (LooaFTaik PSctcatO for PCs) ... no
Tops 00S IPC sottwaie lor TOPs network) 9!.

Communications
OaynaTalk (rival I rcalTalk accelerator* 125

Interfax i Brilliant combined tax & modem) JbO

Timbuktu 3.0(operate networked Macs) .... 95

Timbuktu Remote (operate remote Macs) 130

TOPS (low cost and efficient networking) 120

TOPSFIashbox(srjeeduploralTalk3iimes) 100

V (com 3 (triendiiest & best comms software) 140.

WS3000 Modem (300 &1200 baud) 235

WS3000 V22 BIS (up lu 2400 baud) 335.

Hardware
Cables (ring us with yew lequtiemenls) caB

DO Floppy Disks (Sony unbranoed)

HO Floppy Disks (Sony unbranoed) 150

ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE SOURCED FROM THE OFFICIAL UK DISTRIBUTOR WHERE ONE EXISTS. THIS ENTITLES

YOU TO FULL BACKUP AND SUPPORT IN THIS COUNTRY, NOT THE UNITED STATES. ACCEPT NO LESS. THIS MAY

BE MORE EXPENSIVE IN THE SHORT TERM BUT CONSIDER WHAT HAPPENS WHEN AN UPGRADE IS RELEASED?



MacLine Policy

'Credit catos win not ot charged until inc order is sntwea

'li a Mrtiai order * oepatcnwl. ine naunce r pfrtiM

free ol additional postage charg*.

'Ail goods are sent by Recorded First Class Mail or By a

courier service A signature u required on delivery

Same day motwcycie rjetwry in London area is avaiUDie

IteiKliw wnware « mniacM tmmeflialWy

' Rotunds wiH only be given on unopened partages that

are returned wtih.n 7 days of rece.pt

'Prices are correct at time of ooing to oress.

imageWrlter Ribbons (to t* Of not (0 be)

And (AopteTalii set al half the price)

MacNet (PtmiieNel set al hall lite pritt)

Antl Glare Screen 110 HI St'bf Pius) —
SIMMS 1 1Mb low profile 80 nanoseconds}

Business Laser Printer (;ts gmi as Apple's )

Personal Laser Printer (non postscript 300dpi)

HP SaskWrhw (300dpi ipkieipr^r)

HP PaintJet (low cost colour printing) .

MacPlus Mouse (opt >cal mouse, smooth-)

SE & II Mouse (turner, never gets dirtyl

Mac Recorder II (brii lian| audio fligiliseO

Mas II Stand (vertical iioor siand wilh long cables)

Joystick MacPlus IsorwUiing you've ..)

Joystick Mac SE or II
(
always warned)

v*Cravls MouseStiek (lop class joystick)

Kurta Graphics Tablet (precis to/CAD inpul)

Mac carry Case (Dag lor St or Plus wtn ext kybd)

Toolkit (open your Plus or SE safely)

Tort Screwdriver (open your Mac relatively safely)

Radius Accelerator (for Pius or SE)

Irwin 68000 16Mhz (double speed Mac SE)

Irwin 68020 16Mhz (a Mac II inaSE)

m MacUtaiportaDiewnnMacLinK).

Childrens

3/5

19

75.

7100

1296.

. 750

850

55

69

165.

69.

45.

59.

95

.295.

55.

15.

. 5.

.545.

...150.

299

i (interactive HyperCard story) 47.

Kids Time (5 fun oames lor 3 to 7 year olds) 29.

xxKios Math (sister io above lor antfvnetic) 29

Tho Manhole (suitable from ages 4 84 )
3*

xxMath Rabbit (talking arithmetic lulor) 39.

Humber Maze (learn to count and nave tun) 29.

Puppy Love (game lor 3 to 5 years (Plus only)) 19

Reader Rabbit (good leading trainer) . . .. 39

Talk ing Tiles (retting warning witn voice) 35

in World is CSDIego? (10. geography advf) 32

in Europe is CSDieyu' 35

Training
OTP Advisor (tips mi advice mi layouts) 59

PageMaker College (tutorial lessons) . .160.

Typing Tutor IV (excellent way to learn) 39.

Learn FileMaker II each 39

(4 modules lor FileMaker II) - all 4 tor £140

Learn'88 each 39.

(4 modules lor Illustrator 88) . all 4 tot f 140

MacTeach (specity Mac and N HO or floppy) each 39.

(2 modules Macintosh training) ; „ both lor £72

TEACH YOURSELF GUI0EST0:

4th Dimension 69

Microsoft Excel 69.

Microsoft Word 4 69.

PageMaker 3.0 69

HyporCard 69.

IUIOKLAND leach Yourself guides are irte best and most

educationally sound I rai ning courses we have ever seen
.
Learn

your software *ep-Dy-step though example The 1 60 In 200

page tutorials have a consistent layout, giving a complete ex-

planation ol each concept (one per page) followed by clear,

practical instructions Dispense with manuals, books and

expensive live (raining. You and your stall will quickly under-

stand even the most complex o! Mac software

Music
Coacertvare* (8 voice composer player) ..

Concertware + MIDI (new features)

.49.

99

CALL FOR OUR CATA-

LOGUE IF YOU DON'T

ALREADY HAVE ONE.

Jam Session (play like a professional)

KxPractlca Muslca (learn music principals)

Super Studio Session (now works on Mac II

HyperCompocer (sound and music scripts) ..

Scanning
(handheld 4' wide 32 halftones) ...

Thunderscan (amazing guahly lor low cos!)

xxColorseL (lum B&W scanners into colour)

RettfWt 2 (OCR software lor most scanners) .

Read-It Personal (for ScanMan & Thunders

Data Storage
Western Digital 20Mb

minidisk

mlnlQIsk 1

Rodime 45Mb

Rodime 60Mb
Rodime lOOMb

x*Toshiba CD I

Microtech IMS

Irwin Tape Streamer

265

180

275

325.

430

4ft

535

7?n

496

560.

720

696

795

mr are our now

products this month.

All prices are exclusive ol VAT.

Books
Apple Macintosh Book

Or. Macintosh

Inside Mac Vols 1,2,4,5

Inside Mac Vol 3

Inside Mac X Ret

Macintosh Family Hardware Ret

Macintosh Bible 2nd Edition

Macintosh Font Book

Macintosh Rovealed Vols 1 & 2

MacLANs
Understanding Hard Disk Management

Complete HyperCard Handbook

Guide to Omnis 3

Eicel Advanced User Guide

using Excel 1.S

Mastering Eicel 2.2

Mastering Adobe llluslrntor 88

SuperCard Handbook

Using Aldus PageMaker 3.0

4th Dimension

Guide to Omnia 3

Design tor DTP

Quark XPress Companion

Using Microsoft Word 4

Flying in PageMaker

19.95

1795

each 23 95

192S

895

23 35

.
.24 95

... 19.80

each 23 95

19.95

2195

2745

21 45

17.95

9.95

2295

21.95

23.95

2295

19.95

21 45

12 fW)

1250

1995

Games
Ancient Aft 01 Wtf (Quality *Sf simulation) 29

Ancient Art of War at Sea (sally war simulation) 29

Allernato Reality (swee tote playing fantasy) 27

-Arkanold (adOictive game ol Breakout) 2 '

Balance of Power (use strategy lo keep peace) ,
24

••Balance of Power I990(geopolrtics.stritlecjy) 24

Bridge (from novice to advanced player levels) 2ft

Ordering & Payment
To Older tall Monday - Friday. 9 00 inj IO 6.00 pm.

Ann f? mi per order under U5Q m value lor Recoroed

Delivery On oroers over £ 1 50 m value add CS OO lor

Hht delivery OR £9 00 lor 24hr delivery.

'Add VAT ro the total price, except on books

'PaymeiH ii ov citdil md. itieoue or money order

Governmem oepts Educanonai estaDlisnmenis. and PLC

companies are welcome io purcnaw witn an oflioai wrier

l»m»m l'"-' ' ^ - — Bi'i -— jn *--»
iniernanonai oroers. accepioa wnn crrau cam oniy.

Postage added al cost

-Beyond Dark Castle (more ol the classic game)

ChmMasler 2000 (Desi Cness ga^e) .

Chuck Yeeger Flight Trainer (colour1
)

Crystal Quest 2 (Britain's tavounfcl game)

Crystal Quest with Critter Editor

Colony ("Best game 1988- MacWorld)

Dart Castle (the classic Mac rjarne)

oeje Vh (p'lvaie aeteciive adventure)

De|a Vu II (Lost m Las Vegas) . -

Flight Simulator (ire tarnous MKiosoli one)

+4th and Inches (American Football) ..

Falcon 2.0 inehvorkable 'light simulator)

Ferrari Grand Prli (torrnulaone simulation) ...

Fofcker Triplano (WW1 Night simulator)

;
(colour arcade game)

Strike Mission (jump jet comtai action)

Hunt For Red October (sub simulabon)

Leather Godessas (witly adventure!

Ufa and Death (perform actual operations!) ...

MacGotf (superb flrapbics, highly realistic..)

MacGoll Colour i and highly addictive)

MacCourses (extra courses lor MacGoll) -

Moan 18 {new colour GoH game)

MetTrak (network space warfare)

Patton vs Romrrwl (strategy war game)

Pintail (also indudes construction kit)

P51 Mtrslaog (Hsi K luriom Hying)

-PT 109 (p3trol boat graphic simulation)

- QuarterStaff (role playing with colour)

-Reach For The Stan (galactic war game)

-t-Shadowgate (text/graphic adventure)

-Shufflepuck (air table ice hockey)

Sim Ctty (design and run a city) ....

Sim City Colear (design and run a city)

Itrtafcl (9 diHerenl patience pam»)

Solitaire Colour (waulitul grannies)
.

Super Hang On (motorcycle racing)

Star Wars (ureal shoot em uo oaine)

Strategic Conquest 2.0 (war simulation)

Tetris (aware

Telris Colour (bcl

Trust & Betrayal (intuition, ethics

Uninvited (text/Qraphic adventure) .

Wlrardrf (orafjhlcadvfintiire)

-+2ork (classic adveniure now in colour)

Works on Plus & SE only

-» Works on Mac II, Plus, SE

Works on all Macs inc CX A SE30

Educational
Soocal very low Education prices are available on the tot-
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MacChat
Norah Arnold looks at updates of

three Claris™ products.

Update on Claris™
Claris Corporation, one of the top
two vendors of Macintosh soft-

ware. Is a subsidiary of Apple
Computer Inc. and develops,

markets and supports applica-

tion software for Macintosh and
Apple 11 computers. It began
shipping Claris-labelled products
in January 1988 to business,

government, education and tech-

nical markets. The company's
product line includes productivity

applications for word processing,

graphics, data management,
planning, CAD (computer-aided

design) and EFP (electronic forms
processing).

Claris, with headquarters in

Santa Clara, California, and its

UK and European headquarters
in Stockley Park, Uxbridge, is

currently making the transition

from Apple subsidiary to inde-

pendent company.
Claris is now well ahead with
plans for implementing a file

translation strategy across its

core products for Macintosh
computers. The strategy, which
incorporates a new Claris open
architecture technology called

XTND. includes file transla-

tion capabilities that will al-

low users to directly im-
port and export word
processing, graphics,
database and spread-
sheet files across mul-
tiple platforms.

Claris Corporation's strategy

offers the first complete solution

for environments where multi-

vendor computing systems exist,

allowing free exchange of data

across networks or other elec-

tronic media. Users of future

Claris products that include this

technology will be able to easily

perform tasks such as importing

and exporting word processing

files in a wide range of formats,

inserting IBM or other graphics
files into various Claris applica-

tions and mail merging with IBM.
VAX and Macintosh database
files.

The company demonstrated its

first step in this process with an
update to its popular word proc-

essing programme, MacWrite 11.

The update. MacWrite 11 1.1.

supports 30 file translation for-

mats that allow users to transfer

data files directly with most popu-
lar Macintosh. IBM compatible,
mainframe and mini-computer
application formats. Additional
file translators are available from
independent file transfer special-

ists.

"Customers have been trying

to cope with installations which
include several types

of comput-
ers and many

types of soft-

ware," said Steve Johnson.
UK managing director. "Now we
can oiler file transfer capabilities

across different varieties of hard-

ware and software. It's a seamless
connection; it's what the industry

has been waiting for."

•"Claris' file translation strategy

is a great example of the Macin-
tosh's advantage in network envi-

ronments." said Don Casey, vice

president of networking and
communications at Apple Com-
puter. Inc. "MacWrite 11 1.1

shows how Macintosh transpar-

ently gives networked customers
the benefits ofsharingdocuments
and files among all users, plus the
unique power of the Macintosh.
These types of products will in-

crease the acceptance of more
Macintoshes on more multiven-
dor networks."

MacWrite 11 1.1 makes the
process of Importing and export-

ing documents considerably eas-
ier than with other Macintosh

word processors. In-

stead of us-
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ing time-consuming cut-and-
paste operations or file transla-

tion utilities, MacWrite 11 1.1

users simply use the "save as."

and "open" commands to directly

translate a document from one
format to another. And by using

the "Insert file" command,
MacWrite 111.1 users can Insert

a multitude of word processing,

database and graphics files di-

rectly into MacWrite 11 docu-
ments.

In addition, the file translator

technology Included in MacWrite
1 1 1. 1 is designed to allow Claris

or third-party developers to add
even more file translation formats
in the future.

Other new features of

MacWrite 11 1.1 include a 100K
reduction in the size of the pro-

gramme and a performance en-

hancement that increases the

speed of the programme by 1 5 to

50 percent on Macintosh Plus and
SE systems, depending on func-
tion. The programme also in-

cludes built-in virus protection

assistance and improved Hyper-

Help capabilities that allow users
to copy and paste from the help
system or linked HyperCard
stacks directly into MacWrite 1

1

documents.
MacWrite 11 1.1 is available

immediately from authorised
Claris dealers with a suggested
retail price of£175 plus VAT. Free

updates are available to regis-

tered owners of MacWrite 11 1.0

upon request.
In a related move, two new

specially-priced bundles of best-
selling Claris software, both in-

cluding MacWrite 11. are also
available. MacDraw 11, the
world's best-selling graphics pro-

gramme for the Macintosh, and
MacWrite 11 are now available

together at a special recom-
mended retail price of £395, a
reduction of £105. FileMaker 11,

the world's best-selling database
programme for the Macintosh,
and MacWrite 1 1 are now avail-

able together
at an

RRP of £295. also a reduction of

£105.
The majority of new custom

era need word processing soft-

ware together with cithergraphics
or database packages", said Steve

Johnson. "This special olTer,

available until 31 December
1989. is designed to offer these

customers the maximum value
possible, and at the same time

encourage them to take advan-
tage ofthe benefits of standardis-

ing on the Claris range."

Registered owners of MacWrite
5.0 can upgrade to MacWrite 1

1

1.1 for £45 plus VAT; owners of

earlier versions of MacWrite or

other popular Macintosh word
processingprogrammescan trade

in their existing software for

MacWrite 1 1 1 . 1 for£55 plus VAT.

Foreign language dictionaries
— for checking the spelling of

documents written in French,
German and Spanish — are avail-

able for £35 each plus VAT.
Claris will begin shipping

Claris Graphics Translator in

early September, a software pro-

gramme that allows Apple Macin-
tosh personal computer users to

share and import computer-
aided-design (CAD) drawings cre-

ated with a wide variety of hard-
ware and software systems.

Claris hope that the pro-

gramme, which allows the inter-

change of graphics flies between
Claris CAD. Initial Graphics Ex-
change Specification (IGES), Au-
toCAD Corp.'s Data Exchange
Format (DXF). MacDraw 11 soft-

ware and PICT formats, will accel-

erate the success of Claris CAD
and Macintosh integrating into

CAD environments.
With Claris Graphics Transla-

tors users can transfer docu-
ments originally created in Au-
toCAD, VersaCAD, CADAM. Com-
putervlsion, Intergraph or other
computer aided design pro-
grammes that support either

DXF or IGES formats,
directly to Claris CAD
and vice versa. Al-

though the primary

market for Claris Graphics Trans-
lator will be users of Claris CAD,
users of MacDraw 1 1 and other
Macintosh graphics software pro-

grammes can also purchase and
use the translators.

"Claris Graph ics Translator

allows users to integrate Claris

CAD into virtually any CAD envi-

ronment." said Steve Johnson,
UK managing director. "Not only

do the translators protect previ-

ous investments inCAD drawings
and future investments in Claris

CAD documents, but also enable

users to integrate their 2D work
from Claris CAD with 3D design,

modelling and analysis software,

and share their designs among
users with different 2D CAD pro-

grammes."
Claris Graphics Translator

includes productivity enhancing
features such as interactive pre-

view and geometry Inspections,

translation of selected geometry,

multiple file translation and auto-

matic translation report genera-

tion. Claris Graphics Translator
will operate under Macintosh
system software 6.0 or later and
on all Mac SE or Mac 1 1 family

computers.
The ClarisGraphicsTranslator

package supports files in IGES
v3.0 or v4.0. DXF release 9 or 10.

Claris CAD, MacDraw 11 and
PICT formats. The programme
has a suggested retail price of

£225 (+VAT1 and is available from
authorised Claris dealers or
Frontline Distribution.

Claris will begin shipping
SmartForm Designer 1.1 and
SmartForm Assistant 1.1, up-
dates to its electronic forms proc-

essing products for Apple Macin-
tosh personal computer users,
beginning in early September. The
updated versions feature higher
performance, improved forms
management capabilities and

stronger integration with data-
bases, spreadsheets

and other ap-
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plications.

The updates to the
Series demonstrate Claris' goal

to simplify forms man-
agement and informa-
tion flow for forms-in-
tensive environments.

"Forms play a cru-
cial and fundamen-
tal role in almost
every kind of busi-

ness transaction,
and the SmartForm
Series has helped to

revolutionise the way
forms are designed and
completed." said Steve
Johnson, UK managing director.

The 1.1 versions of SmartForm
Designer and SmartForm Assis-

tant demonstrate our progress
toward integrating forms man-
agement with all other aspects of

business so users can intuitively

and simply manage their Informa-
tion flow."

SmartForm Designer is a pro-
gramme for designing profes-

sional-quality forms using a
Macintosh computer, and Smart-
Form Assistant is a companion
product for electronically filling

out forms created with Smart-
Form Designer.

SmartForm Assistant 1.1 In-

cludes a number of new features
that make it a more powerful
forms completion tool. For ex-

ample, users can manage their

electronic forms more easily by
grouping "similar forms" into a
single file, creating "form sets."

Users can then perform database-
like searches within a form set.

such as "find all the forms com-
pleted between 1 January and 31
January." or"find all the expense
reports filed in the last three
months that exceed £100."

In addition, users can export
entire form sets to standard for-

mats such as SYLK. DIF. DBF and
WKS to share form data with data-
base or spreadsheet applications,

including FileMaker 1 1 , Microsoft
Excel. Lotus 1-2-3 or dBase.

Another SmartForm Assistant
1.1 feature, called "collect,"

streamlines the process of im-
porting information from existing
forms into a single SmartForm
form set. "Collect" eliminates
many export -then-import steps
traditionally necessary to collect
information from multiple
sources.

This feature will And particular

favour with users who regularly
gather information such as ex-
pense reports, time sheets or

sales forecasts from many people.
In addition, "collect" performs the
data transfer automatically, so
users do not have to specify field

names or file formats.
SmartForm Designer 1 . 1 offers

users greater variety and flexibil-

ity in the forms that they design,
primarily through support of
Encapsulated Postscript (EPS),
the Postscript interchange stan-
dard.

Users can add sophisticated
drawing effects — such as free-

hand illustrations and logos,

graduated screens or text on an
arc — imported from Postscript-

based drawing programmes such
as Aldus Freehand and Adobe II

lustrator. These drawing effects

can appear either on printed
forms, or on electronic forms to be
completed using SmartForm As-
sistant 1.1.

Users can also designate entry
fields in an electronic form to be
filled with pictures. Instead of

words or numbers. In this case,
EPS- or PICT-based graphic disk
files are entered directly Into the
picture fields using SmartForm
Assistant 1.1. SmartForm De-
signer 1.1 also recognises addi-
tional date formats, such as dd/
mm/yy and Julian calendar
dates, for more flexible reformat-
ting of date fields in forms com-
pleted with SmartForm Assistant
1.1.

SmartForm Designer 1.1 and
SmartForm Assistant 1.1 are
available from authorised Claris

dealers or Frontline Distribution.
The suggested retail price of

SmartForm Designer 1.1 is un-
changed at £295 (+VAT), which
includes a single-use copy of

SmartForm Assistant 1.1. Addi-
tional copies of SmartForm Assis-
tant 1.1 can be purchased for£35
(+VAT) each or £299 (+VAT) per 1

O-pack.

QuarkStyle™
QuarkStyle is a derivative of
Quark XPress which is desigened
to provide instant publishing
capabilities. QuarkStyle contains
designer created templates to

enable the less experienced desk-
top publisher to produce better
quality documents.

It combines a powerful word
processor with handy page layout
capabilities and over 75 tem-
plates, which range from letter-

headings to memos and newslet-
ters. The templates will give docu-
ments a professional and consis-
tent look. QuarkStyle is com-
pletely compatible with Quark
XPress.

FileGuard™
FileGuard is a programme which
is especially for those who are
concerned at the security and
integrity of the data stored on
their Macintosh. FileGuard has
three protection features; encryp-
tion, introduction ofan access key
when the system is started, and
the locking of the disk driver.

FileGuard encypts files, so that
even if they are copied, they arc of
no use without the key which you
have chosen. Once installed on
the system, you no longer need to

wony about protecting your
documents, the protection works
from within the application you
are using.

This program is probably of
more interest to business users
than to anyone else. 4
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Publish It!

We take a look at the latest Desk Top

Publishing program to appear on the

already crowded scene ....

The Desk Top publishing
revolution started with the
introduction of Aldus PageMaker
on the Macintosh. Some few
years later, there is now such a
plethora of applications that can
assemble text and graphics Into

the multiple pages necessary in

the production of a magazine or

book, that it is difficult to know
quite which one to get. To
confuse the issue further, word
processors have now expanded
to allow column layout and word
wrap round inserted pictures.

The original PageMaker has
gone through several revisions,

and Xpress, Ready Steady Go
and RagTime have appeared as

serious rivals. Publish it!

promises all this and more. But
does it deliver its promise?
However complex DTP

applications may have become,
and Xpress and PageMaker are

the yardsticks, they are still at

their best when used to
assemble text and graphics
generated from outside of the

main application, in practise text

will be generated from many
sources. Pictures may be scans,
drawings or PICT files. Normally
you will therefore also need a

word processor, a paint
application and a drawing
application in addition to your
DTP application. It is true that

you can word process directly in

most DTP applications, but it is

not recommended for any large

amounts of text as word spelling

and other facilities are usually
missing, something Publish It!

has Included! You can also do
some basic line and box drawing
as well, but this Is mainly limited

to very simple work indeed,
complex drawings must be
imported from outside. Text
rotation is usually impossible

from within a DTP application so

rotated text must again be
imported as a PICT file.

Most of us have got used to

these limitations, and use the
powerful clipboard and
scrapbook of the Macintosh to

move text and graphics around
between various applications.

However, for the beginner
starting out on the DTP road, the

cost of a clutch of programs like

this may well be prohibitive.

Publish It! attempts to solve this

problem by incorporating within

the main application everything

that you will need! At Just over

half the cost of Xpress. and
bearing in mind everything it

claims to do. it has to be taken
seriously indeed.

It Is not a program for the
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dedicated and serious
typographer. It Just Is not in the

same league as the big boys. But
for the beginner on a slim budget
who cannot afford a spread of

applications. Publish It! will save

hundreds of pounds and give you
access to many of the features

you would expect from
PageMaker. SuperPalnt and
FreeHand combined. The crux is

that it does work!

The TimeWorks Saga
Publish It! from TimeWorks

already exists on many other
computers and has been familiar

to the Apple fraternity for some
time now as the most powerful

DTP application available for the
Apple //e. Whether we shall see
the ability to move documents
from one version to another is

not clear. Certainly the Apple II

version Is quite different, and I

could not see any way that it

could work with the kind of files

that the Macintosh can produce.

However the IBM version is quite

another matter. It will be
interesting to see what happens
on that front.

The Challenge
To give myself a real challenge,

and to really test the application

out fully, I used it to produce and
print the four pages making up
this review. I normally use
PageMaker for my DTP work,
and when that is not sufficient,

use Xpress. so it is a real

comparison that I make. It

meant of course that I could use
some of the features in the
program to great effect.

The first impression that you
get when running Publish It! on
a small screen is the cluttered
display. There Is so much going
on. and the menus have so many
pop up boxes, that it is all really

too much. I keep getting the
feeling as I work with the
application that they have tried

to bite off more than they can
chew. Some more attention to

detail might have cured some of

the anomalies and quirks that

kept bedevilling me. Just setting

up the master pages was a bit of

a trial as I could not find page
size and margin settings on the
same menu! It took about three
or four separate actions to get a
3 column default page set up.

It is difficult in a review, which
must always by definition be
done in less time than you would
like, to not list the things that

either do not work, or are not as
good as you would like. All

applications can be criticised in

this way however. It is the
balance of the good and the bad
that matter. Whether in total the

application works and is

therefore worth consideration, or

whether It would simply be a

waste of time for anyone to even
attempt to use it. In the case of

Publish Itf I must consider the

price tag as well, and the
promise of all its many options. If

I was on a budget. I would buy it

... with money no object, there

are better options around to be
had. Bearing all this In mind. I

shall give you a taste of Publish
It! and what it can do.

The compleat package!
Publish It! comes on four disks

accompanied by three spiral

bound manuals. As well as this

there is stuffed Into the box a
host of special offers, slips of

paper, latest revisions etc. It all

slots into a heavy duty library

box. and looks very impressive.

The manuals comprise a User's
Guide, a Reference Manual and a

Quick Start Guide. The disks are

not protected and as well as the

program disk, there is a
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dictionary/thesaurus disk, a

quick-start mini-manual with
artwork and a sample layout
disk-

To install Publish It! It is simply

a matter of creating a sub-
directory and dragging the files

over onto your hard disk to get

the thing up and running.
I have shown

some sample
screens to give

you a flavour

of the menus
(before anyone
asks how I

managed to
capture screens
with pull-down
menus, let me
say I cheated
and used
Timbuktu to

control Publish
It! remotely,
and then made
standard
C ommand-
Shlft 3 screen
dumps), These
screens show
how many
options are available. I am
dubious that you would ever use
them all. but it is nice to know
they are there.

There are a few things that
simply do not normally exists on
standard DTP packages. Vertical

justification for instance, and
shaped text blocks. However, the
main difference from standard
packages is the inclusion of a
spell checker, thesaurus and a

full paint package. Most of the
commands you would expect on
a program like MacPaint are
available. Any paint features
applied to the page, are placed
within a bit-map frame in much
the same way that text is placed
into a text frame. There are a
selection of tools to allow you to

create custom boxes for graphics
or text.-

The object orientated drawing
Is also very powerful and
Includes many tools not normally
seen in DTP. Line control is very
flexible, with the shape of the
pen being controllable in both
directions.

The flexibility allowed in
manipulating graphics is very
powerful. Imported graphics can
be cropped, moved, scaled and
have their excess white space be

4"

Te^t "Wrap

Z5

automatically

carried

roundopaque

objects

stripped automatically as well. If

two graphics overlap, the frame
overlap tool allows you to control

how the two will interact. This

means you can have transparent

or opaque overlaps as well as the

more unusual EOR and XOR
interaction.

Text wrap round pictures is

fairly
comprehensive
but only within
a fixed offset.

This does not
give the precise
fitting of
PageMaker for
instance, but at

least it is
automatic.
Comprehensive
aligning of
selected items Is

also available.

The main
limitation I found
with the graphics
was that only
eight colours
could be
specified.
There Is not

access to the colour wheel or any
other way of adjusting colour. In

practise this is not too much of a
limitation if you limit yourself to

spot colours, but you have to

remember what colours you have
actually used. The screen will not
be WYSIWYG, and imported
colour scans will show as black
and white only.

Column Control
Columns can be created not

only vertically, but horizontally

as well, and a text box can itself

be given columns, allowing very
complex arrangements Indeed.

Columns once created can be
adjusted manually in size. Text
of course can be linked from one
column to another by means of a
link tool very similar to the one In

Xpress.
Once text boxes have been

created, the wealth of
adjustments to line spaces.
Indents and other facilities is

really Just too much. However,
very powerful automatic kerning
and horizontal dimensioning is

available, and perhaps the most
powerful of all, text boxes can be
rotated. However, you do not see
the actual text rotated on screen,
only an outline, but it is rotated

on the print. The
rotation is
controllable either
by fixed settings or

by typing in the
degrees required!
The horizontal
dimensioning ranges
from 20% to 800%,
an enormous range
indeed.

Viewing Pages
It is possible to

open multiple
documents,
something Xpress
also allows and
PageMaker does not.

The various ways
you can display the

page are also too
numerous to
mention, but viewing

can be seen up to

800%. Perhaps the
nicest option is the
ability to fit to page
which will show
thumbnails If they
have been selected.

However, the rulers

are clumsy as there
are no pull down
guides, only a single

guide that can be
moved as needed.
There are movable
rulers though. You
will now begin to see
why I feel
alternatively that
Publish It! is very
powerful and then
very confusing and
over the top!

Dislikes
Now for some of

the things I did not
like.

When I began to
use the program.
Moving objects or
text boxes only
shows you the
outline till you
release the button. I

suppose this is the
trade off we have to

accept for greater
features-

Publish It! does
not use all the
standard Apple
commands and so
key presses you are
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so used to giving. Just do not do
what is expected (are they in

league with Microsoft?).

When I copied a text box to the

clipboard, the first time I pasted
it came back fine, the second
time it had changed size and
gathered a visible line round it.

Having told Publish It! I was
using centimetres (no
millimetres!), it would not let me
put a measurement without a 'c'

after it. Very clumsy that and
after I had said what
measurement I was using as
well.

Text editing is very fast, much
faster in redrawing then
PageMaker, and you seem to lose

no text by typing ahead.
However, the cursor does odd
things when you least expect it.

The up and down arrow keys
move you to the beginning or end
of a paragraph and not line by
line. It is also diiTicult to hit the
right line as you are editing, an
odd feeling.

Text scrolling seems to jump
an odd amount, never quite what
you are going to expect.
When you switch pages, it does

not remember the size you last

viewed the new page. This is very
frustrating and slows you down
considerably.

Flipping Boxes
At the right of this page are a

few of the ways that a text box
can be turned, flipped and
rotated. The ability to actually
turn text is very useful indeed.

The usual way for me to do this is

to go into FreeHand and generate
it there.

These boxes were generated
from a single master at the top
right. This was copied on to the
clipboard and pasted back. An
annoying feature of Publish It! is

that text boxes always seem to be
created with a line round them. It

gets tedious removing this. I did
not explore fully the defaults
available, and it may well be that
this could be changed and saved
to disk so it became the new
default.

Word Processing
It is not usual to get powerful

word processing features within
a DTP package, but Publish It!

has it all! Spell checking as you
type, comprehensive checking
facilities, and a Thesaurus are all

available to order. As I have
mentioned text entry seems to

lose nothing in speed or dropped
characters as you type ahead,
and combined with very fast text

scrolling. It is almost as good as

a stand alone word processor,

Final Thoughts
Finally, there is a very

comprehensive Help system
available online. We are
becoming used to this these
days, but it is nice to know they
did not leave it out.

All in all so many features
packed into the program it would
take many pages to list or
describe them all. Certainly
everything you could wish for!

Conclusion
This has been a flavour of

Publish It!. As I mentioned at the

beginning, it is not possible to

thoroughly work out all the
features In such a review. I must
repeat that this Is not a program
for the serious typographer to

consider even though at first

sight the features are extremely
impressive. It is however a very

useful and powerful program for

the beginner to the world of DTP.
It will do all that one would wish
of it at that level, and probably
much more than ever would be
expected. Its quirks are livable

with once you have got used to

them, and don't forget that
Xpress and PageMaker have
their quirks as well.

Taken as a whole, I would
seriously consider this as a
complete package suitable for

the beginner or small publisher.
Ewen Wannop

info

Product: Publish It!

Publisher : TirneWorks

Available from

:

MGA Softcat

41 Cinque Port Street

RYE
E Sussex TN31 7AD
(0797) 226601

Price : £395 inc VAT P&P

Value:

Performance : 4444
Documentation :

The control of text boxes Is very
powerful. They can be rotated.

Hipped, and generally displayed
In ways one would not normally
think of. Whether these features

are your bag or not. is up to you.
The array of features Is

certainly mind boggling!

The control of text boxes is very
powerful. They can be rotated,

flipped, and generally displayed
in ways one would not normally
think of. Whether these features
are your bag or not, is up to you.
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The control of lext boxes is very
powerful. They can be
rotated, flipped, and
generally displayed In
ways one would not
normally think of.

Whether these
features are
your bag or
not. is up
to^you.
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Friendly Solutions at your AppleCentreSM

Celtip Computers has been in operation for almost ten years and in that time has built up an enviable reputation

as ihe Apple™ Macintosh™ dealer in Worcestershire.

The Macintosh's legendary system of easily understood words and pictures simplifies its operation and with

the full backing of Celtip's sales, support, and training facilities you can be sure of

an efficient friendly solution. Come in for a demonstration today.

Celtip Computers : AppleCentreSM
Kidderminster

Lower Mill Street, Kidderminster, Worcs, DY10 2JG. Tel : 0562 822222
Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are trademarks ofApple Computer Inc AppieCenlre is a service mark ofApple Computers Inc.



Z88-to-Mac
A review by Norah Arnold of the

transfer link between the Z88 and the

Macintosh

BB¥5¥l K
a

ZSS-to-Mac

The Cambridge Computer Z88
weighs less than two pounds and
Is 11.5x8.25 Inches while being

less than one inch thick. This
means that it really is portable for

someone who does not wish to

cany a heavy weight around. It

turbing others with the noise of

the keyboard as you can very
easily disable the keyboard sound
and type with no noise at all. I

found that even in a dimly lit hotel

bedroom the screen was still able

to be read easily, something

Transfer

eaEHamples Z88

D UIKS

\ran\tt>r >T)

O:RRM.0
Q:RflM.1

cdH080SC IZ88

fits very easily into a briefcase and
has travelled with me to confer-

ences in a sports bag.
I found it very useful to be able

to type a report at the end of a

day's work at a conference while

the material was still fresh in the
mind. There was no fear of dis-

which really did surprise me be-
cause the screen Is only 8 lines x
80 characters.

I was using the machine fitted

with an 128K RAM pack and I

found that I was able to type suf-

ficient pages of my reports into

PipeDream, the resident word

Ml ll'l III

D OIKS
MocWrlte»PlpeOreom :

vspipeOreom»UJK$

WKS»PipeDreom

BBC Bfl$IC»Z88 BASIC

288 BflSIOBBC BASIC

L2D

CD :RBM.O
0:RBM.1

HOBOSC 288

processor without running out of

memory. When I got backhome it

was extremely easy to fit the cable

between the Macintosh iix and
the Z88 and run the MacLink
transfer program on the Z88 and
the Z88-to-Mac software on the
Mac Iix. Once the transfer

screen appeared it was child's

play to pick out the files you
wish to transfer.

Anothergood feature was that

the formulae are also trans-

ferred when sending spread-
sheet data between, for ex-

ample. Excel and the Z88. It is

Just as easy to transfer the

spreadsheets as it is to transfer

text between PipeDream on the
Z88 and MacWrite.
The Z88-to-Mac package con-

tains the Z88-to-Mac program,
a user guide, a serial cable for

linking the Z88 to a Macintosh
Plus. Mac SE or Mac n. and a

Z88 Link ROM Card which con-
tains the transfer program for

running on the Z88 itself.

For someonewho wantsa cheap
portable and transfer facilities to

the Mac, the Z88 is a good buy.

info

Product : Z88-to-Mac

For more information and the

name of your nearest stockist

contact:

Cambridge Computer
Bridge House

Bridge St

Cambridge CB2 1UE
Tel: (0223) 312216

Value :

Performance :

Documentation

«««««
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Apple20000^
at the BETT Show Piw;
Reports from two committee members
who "manned" the User Group section

of the Apple (UK) stand

EWEN WANNOP - Chairman
It is not very often that Apple
Computer (UK) Ltd are to be
seen at computer exhibitions

these days. Admittedly, there

are rather a lot of these things

spread around, and it would
be impossible for Apple to at-

tend them all. It was with great
interest, therefore, that I

heard that Apple have always
attended the BETT (British

Education and Training Tech-
nology) Show at the Barbican
in London. Although I am in more schools

education myself. I had never
attended this show as I

thought that it was Just for

school teachers! The trigger
that got me there this time
around was that Apple had
asked us ifwe would, as a User
Group, act as one of the Infor-

mation Providers in the Apple
village.

The BETT show is. in fact,

aimed at all of those who work
in education — at whatever
level that may be. As there are

indeed, much bigger

than I was expecting,
and it filled both the
Red and Blue Halls at

the Barbican Exhibi-

tion Centre. This is a
much closer and
friendlier environ-
ment than the usual
vast and echoing exhi-
bition halls and so I

did not have to raise
my voice to be heard
over the din of the

than colleges,

this obvi-

o u s 1 ymeans
more of
the former
are in evi-

d e n c e

around
theSho

w

stands.
The BETT
Show is

very large

other stands as is usual.

The Apple village was spread
over two large stands and con-

sisted of over

thirty sepa-
rate displays.

Each display
was Hmanned"
by represen-
tatives from a
third-party
developer of
products
linked to the
Macintosh. As
Apple2000.
we were repre-

senting the
User Groups,

and we provided information
and help on all things related

to Apple computers. It was
pleasing for me, therefore, to

have both Macintosh and
Apple II questions to field!

Apple provided us hand-
somely with an SE/30 and a
Mac Portable to grace the
stand. The Mac Portable was
the real hit as far as we were
concerned, and attracted
many people of all persua-
sions. The SE/30 was hooked
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Irene and Norah manning the

up to a CD-ROM running the

BMUG ROM. and there was a
large sign above us, advertis-

ing that we were giving away
PD software to those who
brought their own disks!

Claris predictably took up
the largest area of the main
stand, but there were also

many smaller displays show-
ing such diverse applications

as interactive video, robot in-

terfaces, music synthesizers,

emulation of BBC computers.
Intergraph MicroStaUon CAD
and much, much more.
What struck me most was

the interest shown by every-

one in the Apple computers.
Many colleges I know are using
Macintoshes, but it was sur-

prising to me how many
schools also have the things

these days. Of those who were
not yet using them, almost all

said that they wished they
could use one instead of the

assorted Nimbii. Arc's and
other blue tinged machines
that proliferate these days.

Of course, as we were repre-

senting Apple2000. we were

Norah and Irene debating with a visitor

| not only
providing
an infor-
m a t i o n
service, as
the Show
gave us a
chance to

spread the
'Apple2000'

gospel to a
whole new
and un-
tapped
section of

the Macintosh community. It

was surprising how many
teachers had not heard of the

Group or even knew what a
User Group is! Many who
stayed and talked to us have
promised that they will Join up
without delay. All in all. a very

successful
event and well

worth attend-
ing.

I bring back
many memo-
ries from BETT
1990. There
was the Apple
stand in its

COOl white liv-

ery, being the
most impres-
sive by far.

With all the
fancy screens
and displays of the Commo-
dore and Acorn stands, they
did not seem nearly so friendly

as the open architecture ofthe
Apple interface! There were
the enterprising people who
took a double stand and set up
a wine bar serving delicious

cool wine and sal-

ads piled as high as

you could manage
on the plate. There
was the look of des-

peration on the face

of the chap who
tried to drag the
whole CD-ROM
icon onto a floppy

disk, only to be told

that he needed an-
other 300.000.000
bytes or so to copy
all the files he had

selected! There was the frus-

tration of all the others who
Just simply did not know
which of the thousands of files

to copy on to the single disk

they had brought with them!
The BETT show was an en-

joyable experience. Next year I

shall be back .... *

IRENE FLAXMAN - Treasurer

I was rather surprised, when
we were approached by Apple
(UK) to "man" a part of their

stand at the BETT Show. After

all. our relationships with

them have been somewhat
varied in the past, and we have

often criticesed them (con-

structively, ofcourse). We have
enjoyed their help at times.

e.g. by providing technical in-

formation and by advertising

with us. At other times, we
have come across the "stone

wall" syndrome, and have felt

really isolated. This has gen-

erally been attributed to inter-

nal organisational changes,

but it has left us somewhat be-

reft of essential information at

times.

When Derek Baker Joined
Apple (UK), it was with the
stated intention that they
would improve relationships
with the User Groups and we
sincerely hope that this will be
the case. We are determined to

retain our independence, and
we shall still criticise the Com-
pany if we feel that it is war-
ranted, but we look forward to

a new era of co-operation and
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Ewen. Nlorah and Irene — all sporting the Group's Sweatshirts

sharing of information.

We were delighted, therefore,

when Derek invited us to Join

them on the Apple stand at the
BETT Show — seeing this as
an indication of the closer liai-

son with Apple (UK) which we
hope to enjoy in the future.
My impressions of the BETT

Show differ from Ewen's, be-

cause I am not involved with
education. 1 was unaware that
such a Show existed, until we
were approached byApple UK.
This was my first visit to the

Barbican, too. so I didn't really

know what to expect.

1 was surprised by the size of
the exhibition, and also by the
general atmosphere. It was
much larger, and much friend-

lier, than I had expected.
The four days passed

quickly, but they were tiring

for someonewho is used to sit-

ting at a desk all day as I am
(what a way to spend our holi-

days!). However, we met many
potential new members, which
made it all worthwhile. We
were also surprised by the
number ofApple users in edu-
cation — although many oth-

ers could
only cx-
press
their de-
Sire for the
Mac, as
being a
computer
which
they all

regard as
being the

ideal tool

to achieve their various goals.

An unexpected bonus was
the portable Macintosh which
was placed
in our care
— this gave
us an ideal

opportunity
to try out
the new ma-
chine. It

certainly
generated a
great deal of

enthusiasts for no finan-

cial gain!). He seemed to be im-
pressed by the quality of our
magazine, too — after all, it is

a prime example of the results

which can be achieved without
any training but with the aid of

the Mac.
I was exhausted after the

four days on my feet, but 1

thoroughly enjoyed the Show,
and I hope that our presence
there will lead to many new
members.

I hope that Apple will invite

us back, next year. •

interest and
many ques-
tions, so we
had to learn about it— fast!

The variety ofquestions leve-

led at us was also surprising.

Some visitors simply wanted
to take advantage of the free

PD software, but many took
the opportunity to ask us for

technical assistance — relat-

ing to all types of Apple —
including ITs, IIgs and the
Macintosh series. Needless to

say, everyone on the Apple
stand automatically chan-
nelled any Apple II queries to

us, but we also had our fair

share of Macintosh queries to

answer.
I was really taken

aback when H.R.H.
Prince Michael of
Kent decided to make
an unscheduled stop
at our stand, to talk

with me. He seemed
to be really interested
in the aims and objec-
tives of the true User
Groups, particularly
as they are non-profit
making organisa-

d;d ; ,. cj::c . c ; k
ti0nS ^* °Perated W

HRH Prince Michael of Kent makes an unscheduled stop

Photographs
The photographs on these
pages were taken with the new
Canon ION still-video camera.
The images were imported

Into the Macintosh via the
Neotech Image Grabber, saved
as TIFF files for placing into

the PageMaker file, then
printed on the LaserWriter at

300 dpi.

The Image Grabber was
loaned to us by Computers
Unlimited. Look out for a full

review of this great new tech-

nology in a future issue.

C3
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Being "MultiFinder Aware"

Making your programs "MultiFinder Friendly" (part 1)

by Rick Thomas

This is thefirst part ofa two-part article. The second
part wtiL be printed in the April issue.

MultiFinder Is Apple's newest System Software
wrinkle for the Macintosh. The major new function-

ality available under MultiFinder Is the ability to run
multiple applications at once, all ofthemsharing the
same screen or display world. MultiFinder thus
provides the closest thing to multitasking available

yet on the Mac, except perhaps for A/TJX (Apple's

own UNIX for the Mac) which is Just getting off the
ground. Apple seems to have done a great Job in

introducing this new functionality without greatly

altering either the familiar Macintosh environment
for the user nor the programming model for the
developer. Indeed, many applications run correctly

under MultiFinder. but many do not. Moreover, as of
this writing only a few applications take full advan-
tage of MulUFinder's background support and are

fully -MultiFinder Aware".
If an application's developer has been good and

followed the rules laid down at various times and in
various fashions by Apple, chances axe that the
application will run correctlyunder MultiFinder and
that it may be modified relatively easily to take full

advantage of MultiFinder. The most common fea-

tures an application developer may want to utilize

include proper window display when suspended,
background processing, temporary memory alloca-

tion, and new goodies such as the Notification

Manager. Hie NotificationManagerwillbe discussed
briefly at the end of this article, being relatively new.
Temporary memory allocation has not been utilized

by this author, and so it will be mentioned only in

passing. However, the first two items mentioned,
which are in themselves "noble aspirations", are
relatively easy to accomplish, and should be consid-

ered minimum requirements for "MultiFinder
Awareness", ifan application is already 'MultiFinder
Friendly."

But sometimes a programmer will takean undocu-
mented and/or unapproved shortcut. Some ex-

amples of these include fussing with various low
memory variables, using CopyBits to save and re-

store a portion ofthe screen while a dialog or alert is

up, drawing directly to the screen rather than in

windows or other grafports, messing too much with
the trap table, changing status bits in memory
blocks without using the proper Memory Manager
calls, and assuming the size and location of the
application and system heaps. Now, if youVe done

some ofthese so-called "bad things", youmay still be
ok. In fact, ifyour application is already compatible
with Switcher (which is no longer supported by
Apple), it is probably reasonably MultiFinder
friendly, since the application environment differ-

ences between Switcher and MultiFinder are mini-
mal.

Some General Rules of the Game
First, let's discuss some of the do's and don'ts of

being "MultiFinder friendly". Then, 111 describe some
of the new things (WaitNextEvent, temporary mem-
ory allocation, and the new version of the SIZE -1

resource), after which I'll present some of the tech-

niques I used in Pro-Cite as an example ofhow one
might provide some level of "MultiFinder Aware-
ness". The rules fall into one of four categories:

General/Global (pun intended). Window Manager,
Event Manager, and Memory Manager. I will not
present an exhaustive list, but Just hit the big ones.
For a complete set of guidelines, you may want to

acquire the MultiFinder Development Package from
Apple.

General/Global Rules
• Don't access low memory more than you have to.

Things which are clearly documented in Inside

Macintoshor inTechnical Notes are probably ok, but
Apple could dec ide tochange them In the future, too!

• Don't change the Apple menu except through the
proper ToolBox calls. MultiFinder basically feels it

owns the Apple menu and could get nasty if you
change it directly rather than using more "normal"
methods.
• IVe always felt that patching traps was an ignoble
thing, but maybe that's Just due to my own limited

experience! Anyway. Ifyou're going to engage in this

activity, use the SetlrapAddress calls rather than
writing into the dispatch table in low memory and
place your patch receiving routines in your applica-
tion heap, not in the System heap. You "11 be glad you
did . Also, remember to unplug all yourpatched traps
before exiting your application, in case you're not
running under MultiFinder. MultiFinder keeps a
separate trap table foreach application and switches
the patches for you, so it really shouldn't be neces-
sary to unplug your patches on suspend events.
• Don"t access your global data from within an
interrupt handler, a patch receiving routine, an I/O
completion routine, or a VBL task. It Isn't even safe

to presume that the value in CURRENTA5 is correct!
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Instead, save a copy ofyour A5 In some data struc-

ture you're sure you can find (such as a parameter

block that's passed in) when your routine is called.

See Technical Note #180 for an example ofhow to do
this best.
• Use the Scrap Manager to access the scrap, rather

than manipulating either the low memory scrap data

or the Clipboard file itself directly.

• Don't assume that at exit time (when you call

ExitToShell. or otherwise fall off the end of your
program) anything goes. Don't clear the screen with

a second call to InitWindows orwith PalntRgn. Don't

blow away system data structures like the WindowL-
ist before exiting.

Window Manager Rules
• Don't modify certain Window Manager data struc-

tures [such as the vlaRgn, updateRgn and other
Window Manager-owned fields, plus any low mem-
ory goodies) directly, rather use the proper Window
Manager ToolBox calls. You can do whatever you
want to with off-screen GrafPorts.
• Do all drawing to the screen within the bounds of

a window your application has created with appro-

priate ToolBox (QuickDraw) calls. But you can do
whatever you want with GrafPorts for off-screen

drawing. Most game programs are notorious for not

doing this (Try Crystal Quest. V. 2.00. under Multi-

Finder... first click, and you're switched out with
only "some" of the Finder display surviving!).

• Don't bypass the proper techniques for updating
windows obscured by a dialog or alert after It's

dismissed. Some applications use CopyBlts to do
this, but under MulttFlnder they might Just end up
putting back "old" bits from the Finder display or

from another running application.
• ConsidertheWindow Manager port tobe off-limits,

or at least read-only. Don't draw on the desktop (at

least, not In a destructive manner. . . zoom effect lines

and such seem to be ok, for now) . See Technical Note
194. "WMgrPortabllity" for the gospel on this.

Event Manager Rules (it certainly doesl)
• The most important thing to do is handle update
events correctly. When an application is running in

the background (or at least switched out/sus-
pended: even those applications which do not sup-
port background processing will often find them-
selves in this state), it will receive update events
whenever the foreground application has obscured
and then exposed one of its windows. Applications
should not Implement deferred window updating
schemes but should respond (in otherwords. DRAW]
directly upon receiving an update event.
• Null events are used by MultiFinder to provide time
for background applications (assuming the can-
Background bit is set in the SIZE resource.) Hence,
timeconsuming activities such asgarbage collection

should not be performed on every null event re-

ceived. UseTIckCount to arbitrate use ofnull events,
except for cursor tracking.
• Don't call SystemTask on every (null) event, but
rather call WaitNextEvent. which handles functions
previously supported by SystemTask. Docontlnueto
call SystemTask and GetNextEvent for non- Multi-
Finder situations. See the Pro-Cite code examples.
• Support suspend/resume events. They can elimi-

nate most of the time required for a switch, since

MultiFinder performs the same desk accessory

charade that Switcher did. if the application doesn't

indicate (via the SIZE resourcel that it supports
suspend/resume events. Besides, supporting these

events Is the only wayyou can keep track ofwhether
or not your application is suspended (and you will

want to do that!)

Memory Manager Rules
• Don't make assumptions regarding application or

system heap size or location. In fact, your applica-

tion should be written so that it doesn't care where
the heap is or what size it is (except when it runs out

ofmemory . ofcourse!). Use GetApplLimlt to get at the

maximum size ofyourheap and use SetApplUmlt to

resize your stack.
• Allocate additional heaps within your original

heap as non-relocatable blocks or else within your
stack. Consideryour application's available memory
to be the application heap and stack only.

• Don't assume into which heap a particular re-

source Is loaded, unless it Is a resource you loaded
from a file you opened directly. MultiFinder dynami-
cally loads resources from the System file and from
printer resource files into structures that It main-
tains In the system heap.
• Try to use MultiFinder's temporary block alloca-

tion calls for unusual needs such as copy buffers,

and thus keep the normal memory requirements of

your application smaller.
• Support the size (SIZE -1) resource to describe

your application's memory requirements and capa-
bilities to MultiFinder. The minimum size should be
sufficient for the application to perform some useful

work while the maximum size should be no larger
than that which the application useswhen exercised

under normal circumstances. Let the user set the
size larger if needed . A preferred size of 2 megabytes
Is probably excessive. Maybe the FulIWrite program-
mers would disagree...

New Wrinkles from MultiFinder
MultiFinder introduces some new system function-

ality in the form of background processing and
temporarymemory allocation and enhances existing

functionality with the WaitNextEvent ToolBox call.

This section is also a good time to cover the new
version of the SIZE -1 resource.

WaitNextEvent
By far the most important change, and the focus of

providing real MultiFinder support in an applica-

tion. Is the WaitNextEvent trap. An application can
perform properly under MultiFinderbyjust continu-
ing to use GetNextEvent, but true background task
support can only really be achieved with WaitNextE-
vent. The prototype for this trap is

FUNCTION WaltNextEventfVAR theEvent :

EventRecord;
IheMask : EventMask;
YieldTime : INTEGER;
MouseRgn : RgnHandle) : BOOLEAN; INLINE
$A860;

The first two parameters (the event record and event
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mask) are identical to those in the familiar GetNex-
tEvent call. The YieldTlme parameter (also called the

"sleep" parameter) indicates how much time to "give

up" to any background applications. It may be
thought of as howmany ticks for the Event Manager
to "go away and visit other applications" before

returning a null event to allow this application to do
garbage collection type activities or possibly back-

ground processing. A value of zero will cause the

Event Manager to "return" immediately after still

providing some minimal time to any other processes

currently active; this is essentially equivalent to the

GetNextEvent case. When the time specified by
YieldTlme elapses, WaitNextEvent returns a null

event and a return value of FALSE. If a "real" event

(e.g.. update event if in the background or anything
else including an update event if foreground) occurs

before the YieldTime value elapses. WaitNextEvent
returns the event immediately, along with a return

value ofTRUE.
The last parameter, MouseRgn. is a handle to a

region that describes the area in which the cursor

may maintain its current setting, as desired by the

application. If this parameter is not NIL, MultlFlnder

will generate a special type of an event, called a

"mouse-moved" event, whenever the cursor has
been moved outside of the given region. The applica-

tion may then change the cursor and generate a new
MouseRgn to pass to WaitNextEvent. I found that

some of the regions I needed to describe were rather

complex and thus I passed NIL for the MouseRgn
parameter. This meant that no mouse-moved events

would be generated . While the purpose of the mouse-
moved events is to improve performance by allowing

a larger value of yieluTime for background applica-

tions. I found that Pro-Cite's cursor-tracking routine
was simple enough that it could be executed on each
event provided by MultiFindcr (except when sus-

pended, of course) and still provide adequate per-

formance to other processes.

Background Processing
MulUFinder allows for a new class of applications

called background tasks. A background task is an
otherwise normal program that can use null event

processing time to perform useful activity, for ex-

ample sorting a database or recalculating a spread-
sheet. There are even "background only" applica-

tions (such as the Backgrounder, which provides

background LaserWriter printing in System 6.0 and
later} which have no real user interface but exist only
to perform some regular task "behind the scenes.' To
truly understand how this might work, we must
digress and discuss the MultiFinder programming
model in a little more detail.

Without MultiFinder. most applications spend
much of their time receiving null events, "waiting for

something to happen." Under MultiFinder, only the
currently running (foreground) application receives

all user events. When the foreground application

calls GetNextEvent or (more preferably) WaitNextE-
vent, it can be switched out "temporarily" to provide

lime for other running applications or "permanently"
(well, suspended) when the user wants to switch to

another application, as indicated by clicking on
another applications^ window or via the menu bar
or Apple menu.

Be aware that there are two exceptions to "perma-
nent" switching (i.e. suspension):

L If an application has put up a modal dialog

window (dBoxproc). it will NOT be suspended, al-

though it can be temporarily switched out to provide

time for background applications, and
2. An application will not be switched out even

"temporarily" (i.e.. to give time to background tasks)

if the file system is busy, for example, in the case of

pending asynchronous file system requests.

Device manager calls do not delay task switching,

however. Task switching with regard to the file

manager and device manager is subject to future

change.
Applications that are running in the background

will not receive user events, but only update events
as they become necessary when foreground activity

uncovers portions of the background application's

windows. But instead ofJust feeding null events to

the foreground application. MultiFinder can feed

processing time to any background applications, as

long as the foreground application has no events

pending and no unprocessed window updates.
However, since there is currently no provision for

•preemptive multitasking", the background applica-

tion must be sure to call GetNextEvent or WaitNex-
tEvent at regular intervals so that the foreground
task can keep up a responsive "feel" for the user. User
events for the foreground application will not be
handled until the background task calls GetNextE-
vent or WaitNextEvent.
The foreground task is not obligated to return the

favor to background tasks; the needs of supporting
the user are most important. Thus a background
task can not expect to receive any processor time at

ail! This fact should be considered when deciding
candidate activities for an application to perform in

the background.

Temporary Memory Allocation
MultiFinder provides a temporary memory alloca-

tion service to help reduce the memoryrequirements
for an application's heap. It provides the ability to

allocate and release blocks and to lock and unlock
handles to blocks within a special MultiFinder heap
zone. This service would be particularly useful for

graphics or animation buffers or for disk/file or

resource copying buffers. In fact, the Finder now
uses these temporary memory calls for copy buffer

space during file copy operations. In Pro-Cite, I

found little need for this service and so did not make
use of it. See the MultiFinder Development Package
for full details on the temporary memory allocation

features of MultiFinder.

The New SIZE -1 Resource
To be truly MultiFinder Aware, an application must
include a SIZE - 1 resource, as introduced in the time
of Switcher. The SIZE resource both indicates an
application's memory requirements as well as Us
degree of MultiFinder compatibility. The format of

this resource is:

resource 'SIZE
1

(-1){

boolean saveScreen ("reserved", for Switcher com
patlbillty).

boolean acceptSuspendResumeEvents.
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boolean enableOptionSwitch ("reserved", for

Switcher compat.).
boolean canBackground.
boolean multlFlnderAware.
boolean onlyBackground.
boolean getFrontCHcks.
unsigned bitstrtng[91 = O ("reserved")

unsigned longint (Preferred Size).

unsigned longint (Minimum Size)

We'll Just ignore the bits marked "reserved". Bit 11
indicates that the application is aware of MultiFin-

der, if set. Some current applications may function
properly only when this bit is off. If this bit is set.

MultiFinder will not generate activate/deactivate
events for th e frontmost window at resume/suspend
event times, but will expect the application to do this

Itself, which is the most efficient way. Bit 14 Indi-

cates support for suspend/resume events if set (an
application will not receive suspend/resume events

unless this bit is set), while Bit 12 indicates the
capability of supporting background null events for

background processing (remember, ALL applica-

tions should be capable ofsupporting update events
at all times!). Most applications should eventually
provide support for suspend/resume events while
only a few initially will be capable of background
processing under MultiFinder.
Two other switches. onlyBackground and

getFrontCHcks. are relatively new and are discussed
in Technical Note 205. Set onlyBackground TRUE
(along with canBackground) for a "faceless" back-
ground task that has no user interface, like the
printing Backgrounder. Set getFrontCHcks TRUE If

you want to receive the mouseUp and mouseDown
events which occur when an application Is switched
to the foreground. The Finder has this switch set
TRUE, so th at when you click on a Finder window or
icon to switch the Finder to the foreground, the
object clicked on becomes the active selection. I

personally don't like this behavior formy application
since It might change the current text selection.

The preferred memory size is no easier to deter-
mine under MultiFinder than it was for Switcher. It

is something best determined by "Inspection" (a eu-
phemism for "trial and error.") The minimum size

should be chosen such that the application could
provide the user with a minimal amount of useful
work and should never (well, almost never) give a
"system error". The preferred size should be chosen
such that 90% ofthe application's functionality may
be utilized without memory problems. The applica-
tion In any case should never be too greedy with its
memory requirement. Remember that the applica-
tion may have to exist in harmony with a number of
other applications at the same time. An application
with a large preferred size Such as 1024K will be
looked down upon by users and developers of other
applications alike, unless it's a development system
(or perhaps it's Just FullWrite.) Provide a SIZE -1
resource In your application, but NOT a SIZE O
resource. The Finder will create a SIZE resource by
copying the SIZE -1 resource the first time a user
makes changes to the Application Memory Size with
the Get Info dialog.

Pro-Cite has the three options multiFinderAware.

acceptSuspcndResume. and canBackground all set

to TRUE, a preferred memory size of 384K (which

actuallycanbe considered an operational minimum)
and a minimum memory size of224K (which is really

left over from earlier support for Switcher.)

To be continued in the next issue.

This article Copyright 1989 by TechAUiance. a
computer cooperative. All tights reserved. Authors
are responsible for the accuracy of their submitted
material. Opinions expressed do not necessarily

represent those of TechAlliance. Non-profit Apple
usergroups may reprint editorial material contained
herein for non-commercial purposes, provided au-
thor, title, and publication credits are given. The
address and phone number of MacTech Quarterly
should also be given: 290 SW 43rd Street. Renton.
Washington 98055 Tel: (2061-251-5222 «

Division by Zero

Tliis information has been supplied by Blyth
Software for users of Omnia 3 plus, Omuls 5 and
Quartz.
Division of a number by zero will cause an

answer of infinity. In most cases this answer is

not wanted and a zero would be preferred. The
use of the calculation A'(BoO)/(B+(B=0)) In place
of C=A/B will produce the answer zero if B=0. and
not Infinity.

To help explain how the calculation works, here
are some examples.

1. The values used are:

A=6 B=3
The calculation used is: C=A*(BoO)/(B+(B=0))
Replace the variables with values:

6*(3<>0)/(3+(3=0))

Change boolean statements for 1 (true) or (false)

6-( l )/(3+{ o ))

Answer to either side of calculation: 6/3
Answer to calculation:

C=A/B C=6/3 C=2

2. The values used are:

A=4 B=0
The calculation used Is: C=A*(BoO)/(B+(B=0))
Replace the variables with values:

4*(0<>0)/{0+(O=0))
Change boolean statements for 1 (true) or (false)

4*( )/(0+ ( 1 ))

Answer to either side of calculation: 0/

1

Answer to calculation:

C=A/B C=0/1 C=0

3. The values used are:

A=9 B—8
The calculation used Is: C=A*(B<>0)/(B+(B=0))
Replace the variables with values:

9*(8<>0)/(8+(8=0})
Change boolean statements for 1 (true) or (false)

9*( 1 )/(8+ ( ))

Answer to either side of calculation: 9/8
Answer to calculation:

C=A/B C=9/8 C=1.125 •
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Flying in PageMaker

Irene Flaxman reports on a new book,

full of tips for the PageMaker user

As a frequent user of Page-
Maker, I And the program easy
and intuitive to use. I use it for

preparing many different
types of document and publi-

cation— Including this maga-
zine (although Norah and
Ewen do more of the pagina-
tion than I do), membership
application forms, order
forms, catalogues, mailshots
and many other documents.
There are times, though,

when I feel really frustrated
because the program seems to

take too long to process my
commands — in particular,

screen refreshing can seem to

be painfully slow at times!
When I consider Just how

much the program does for

me. I really should not com-
plain. However, I am only
human— so I expect miracles.
My particular "pet hate" is cus-
tomising the text-wrap around
irregularly-shaped graphics. I

really like the effect, but it

takes so long to achieve, as the

screen refreshes after every
movement of the border (no
matter how small the change
may be!).

I need suffer no more, be-
cause a new book has come to

my rescue! This little paper-
back book contains Just 40
pages, A5-sized — but I feel

that this one Up has already
saved me so much time that I

have more than recovered the
purchase price of £6.95.
The book is subtitled as " 10

1

tips to save time & money",
and it lives up to its claims. It

is packed with time-saving
shortcuts, hints and tips —

something for every Page-
Maker user. It even includes
an Indication of how much
time you can expect to save by
using each technique, and
also whether this is a tip which
will generally apply to other
Macintosh software.
Maybe they are all included

in the software manual? I don't
know, because I have to admit
that I have never read the
manual (does anybody read
the manuals for Macintosh
software?). Incidentally, that
is the subject of one of the first

tips!

I had already found some of
the tips for myselfby trial-and-

error techniques — but there
were many little gems of
whiach I was not aware. Basi-

cally, it comes down to under-
standing how the program
handles various functions and
commands.
The book is very easy to read,

being well-organised and in-

cluding a useful index to help
you find that Up you need right

now!
I did not take long to read

right through the text, but now
I can use it for reference when
I need it. The contents, are all

useful, but written in a very
friendly style so they are easy
to understand and to use.
Itseems that the potenUal for

the book is obvious, and I'm
pleased that Roger Long took
the initlaUve to go to print.

I am delighted to recommend
It to all PageMaker users.
Maybe you already know all

the shortcuts, etc. — but I

certainly found many ways to

improvemy effecUveness. even
though I had considered my-
self to be an experienced user
of the program. *

Written by Roger Long. Pub-
lished by Hi Resolution Publi-

cations. The cost of the book Is

Just £6.95 (Including P&P).
and it can be purchased from
Shop2000 in the usual ways.
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Your Authorised Apple Dealer for all

APPLIED ENGINEERING PRODUCTS

SPECIAL WINTER SALE PRICES !

PC Transporter with 768K (640K PC) E329.00

Installation Kit for Apple IIGS 29.00

Installation Kit for Apple lie 29.00

TransDrive 3G0K Single-Drive 149.00

TransDrive 360K Dual-Drive 229.00

360K Half-height TransDrive mechanism 79.00

IBM-style Keyboard including Cablemm 9 89.00

Digital RGB adaptor cable lie 15.00

ColorSwitch Analog RGB adaptor 29.00

S087-2 Math Co-processor Chip 149 00

GS RAM 512K 169.00

GS RAM Plus 1MB 199.00

Butter Pro 32K 69.00

Parallel Pro 69.00

Serial Pro 89.00

RamFactor 256K 135.00

RamFactor 512k 175.00

RamKeeper IIGS 99.00

Audio Animator IIGS 119.00

Sonic Blaster IIGS 85.00

TimeMaster HO 69.00

Phasor 99.00

A/D + D/A Card 119.00

16 Channel. 12 Bit A/D 159.00

I/O 32 Card 59.00

High Output Power Supply (Not IIGS) 69 00

Transwarp IIGS 279.00

Vulcan Internal Hard Disk Drive 20MB
Vulcan Internal Hard Disk Drive 40MB
Vulcan Internal Hard Disk Drive 100MB

APPLE ME

RamWorks III 256K

RamWorks III512K

RamWorks III 1Meg

TransWarp Accelerator Card 1 1 9.00

Vulcan Internal Hard Disk Drive 20MB 345.00

425.00

545.00

995.00

139.00

229.00

299.00

(please add VAT
\ to all prices

>LDENS COMPUTER SERVICES
nsions, Chapel Lane,

n, Preston PR4 5EB
FAX (0772) 61 591 9 TEL (0772) 61 551
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Network News
The latest news, tips and gossip

from the networks.

Subject: Can I run IBM PC soft-

ware on Mac n?
From: Anthony J Sticber @ Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Alex Nghiem writes:>With ref-

erence toyour suggestion to buy a
clone in addition to the Mac in-

stead of a DOS coprocessor or

DOS software emulation:- >The
disadvantage of this setup is that

you can not have DOS and Mac
process the same files simultane-
ously. With the AST coprocessor,
you can network the D: drive to a
Macintosh folder.<

Not neccesarily. You could get

a LocalTalk board for the PC.
TOPS or Applcsharc would allow

you to use flies from either ma-
chine. For greater speed. Ether-
net cards could be used instead.

This configuration will give you
5.25" conversion for nothing.
Since the Mac can be used as a file

server all you need is a cheap
clone

i
these can be had for as little

as $500. For even greater speed
you can get a 386. This still will

not make for the easy cut and
paste that the AST board has.
Tony Stieber

Subject: Can I run IBM PC soft-

ware on Mac II?

From; Alex Nghiem @ The Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin, Austin,
Texas

[Discussion: to use local talk

adapter or ethemet adapter with a
clone to network folders/ directo-

ries between PC and Mac. instead
of an AST coprocessor]
The limitation here would be the
transfer speed?
Alex

Subject: Can I run IBM PC soft-
ware on Mac II?

From: James Beard MD @ Wash-
ington University in St. Louis

Yes. you can run IBM PC soft-

60 WM

"

ware on a Mac II. The program
that does this is SoRPC. It offers

performance no better than that
of a PC/XT. due to the fact that a
single 80x86 command may take
multiple 68020 commands to

emulate. Reportedly itcanhandle
the great majority of applications

(as distinct from TSR utilities).

Unfortunately I don't know the
publisher (but felt obliged to re-

spond in view of a reply that sug-
gested there was no software-only
way to run MS-DOS programs on
a Mac II).

If no one on the net names the

publisher for you. try paging
through a recent MacUscr maga-
zine. AST manufactured an IBM-
PC emulator card for a while (I

think they have very recently

stopped), but the software
method is far less expensive and
obviously much easier to install.

James Beard

Subject: SIMM pricing
From: Trent Lange O UCLA Artifi-

cial Intelligence Laboratory
Speaking of the Mac IICX with

the 25 Mhz processor, you can bet
your bottom dollar that It will be
more expensive than the normal
Ilex. The best we can hope for is

that they'll lower the price of the
normal Ilex. All computer makers
seem to do this. The relative

prices oftheirmachines are based
on their relative "power", and not
on their production cost.

I believe that the Plus and SE
are good examples of this. The
Plus, from what I've heard, is ac-
tually *more* expensive to manu-
facture than the SE. because of
the SE's newer design that was
optimized in part particularly for
low production cost. But obvi-

ously if they charged more for the
Plus than the SE. they wouldn't
sell any of them... So by substan-

Apple2000

tially cranking up the cost of the
SE. they kill two birds with one
stone (the other bird being their

profit margin on the SE). Another
example is almost certainly the II

versus IIx. Besides the Super-
drive, the two machines are Iden-

tical - except that the IIx'smother-
board is much less complicated,
since it doesn't need to worry
about thePMMU. Butwe allknow
which machine Apple charges
•substantially- more for. . . It's all a

charade, but they'll do it as long
as people are willing to pay extra

for extra power, which will be
always,
'n-ent Lange

Subject: Email for Macintosh
From: John Felleman @ Agfa
Compugraphic Division,
Wilmington, Mass. USA

I am looking for information
about email for the Mac. We have
an environment which mixes
Sun's, a VAX, and Macintosh's.
The Unix stuff is all enet'ed to-

gether, the Macs are mostly Ap-
pletalk'ed using Phonenet. Some
Mac's have serial connections to

the VAX as well, and at least one
has ethertalk. along with TOPS,
which sort allows it to talk to a
Sun.

I am looking for an email sys-
tem (commercial or PD) that will

allow everyone to send mall every-
where, painlessly and quickly, of

course. The two that I have seen
references to are Microsoft Mail
and CE Software's Quickmail.
Any information on these or other
packages would be appreciated.

Standard deal: reply by email,

will post...

Thanks,
John Felleman
AGFA Compugraphic
200 Ballardvale St.

Wilmington , Mass. 01887

Subject: Email for Macintosh
From: Richard Ewing @ Apple
Computer Inc. Cupertino. CA

Run. do not walk, and get

Quickmail from CEsofware. This
is probably themost flexible pack-
age to date. Is very fast, handles
large groups over multiple servers
with ease, and due to its open
architecture, can be modified to
handle Compuserve, MCI Mail.
Genie, and a variety of other
sources. In addition. Star*Nlne.
the A/UX enhancement people
have introduced a Quickmail
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called mall'link SMTP which al-

lows any Macintosh uses TCP/IP
and SMTP protocols to send mall
directly to Unix machines, vaxen,

or anything else that suppors
SMTP. Localtalk machines will

need a KlnetlcsFastpath or Cay-
man Gatorbox or some equlvelent
IP/DDP router.

Rick Ewing
Apple Atlanta

Subject: Email for Macintosh
From: Philip Wong @ The Johns
Hopkins University - HCF

But will this solve the problem
with addresses bouncing? I know
how to use the mail system, but
the addresses never get to where I

want them to go. Docs this pro-

gram somehow find out a valid

path so I will get no more
bounces?
Philip Wong

Subject: Email for Macintosh
From: Robin Goldstone @ Califor-

nia State University, Northridge
I have done some testing of

Quickmail and found it to be
much slower than Microsoft Mail
in terms of communication with

the mail server. For example,
system startup takes nearly 30
seconds longer than normal while
QuickMail queries the server

Quickmail has some nice features
such as conferencing, but 1 found
the product to be anything but
'quick'. StarNine has announced
support for microsoft mall and
tops mall in the near future . I will

hold out until then since our
iisers are committed to MS mail-
Robin Goldstone

Subject: Clean Computing
From: Owen M. Hartnett @ Brown
University Department of Com-
puter Science

Let me speak to you a moment
about a problem that plagues all

of us:

Dirty Mac Cases.
That's right. Those formerly

nice platinum (or beige) casings
are now (or will soon be) Impreg-
nated with some real Imperme-
able crud (even thought there's no
smokers or anyone who would do
such a thing as dirty a Mac case
on purpose.) It seems Macs Just
seem to attract dirt from the air
and revel in it, resulting in some
nasty streaks and stains.
Here's a test: (I know this will be
hard!) Take your eyes off your
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Mac's screen Just for a minute.

(Only Just for a minute, you can
put them back right away.) Now.
look at your case. Wretched, isn't

it? OK, Mac hackers! What do
•you* use to cleanyour M ac case?
(Given that you do clean it.) What
works the best? Also, what did
you use that reallymessed it up. if

you so did?
This Is really valuable Informa-

tion, not available in stores, so I

await

your contributions!
Owen Hartnett

Brown University Computer Sci-

ence

Subject: Clean Computing
From: Larry Prince O UCLA Com-
puter Science Department

Depending on the type of crud.
we use one of several cleaners in

our repair lab. on virtually any
equipment, including-but -not

-

llmlted-to Macs.
1) A spray cleaner such as 409 or

Fantastlk (spelling?).

2) A contact cleaner, available In

any electronics supply store (yes,

this works great on EXTERIOR
dirt and smudges).
3) Isopropyl alcohol.

NOTE: Wc recommend the fol-

lowing "don'ts":

Don't spray solvents or cleaners

directly onto the equipment - use
a clean (pref. static-free) nonabra-
sive cloth.

Don't use strong solvents like

acetone or MEK!
Dont leave the equipment turned
on while cleaning.

(Maybe I'mbeing fussy, but better

safe than sorry...)

Larry Prince

Subject: Clean Computing
From: Chris Cleeland @ Com-
puter Science Dept., Tulane
Univ., New Orleans. LA

I use the wet terminal wipes
that came with my Macintosh (it

wasbundled with the systemfrom
the store). They seem to have
some sort ofalchohol- based solu-

tion in them, and it takes off the
dirt quite well. If you can't find

these (they should be available at

your local neighborhood business
computer store), try using some
Windex.
Chris Cleeland , Tulane University

Subject: LogicWorks for Mac
From: David B. Pakman <3> Whar-
ton Computing, Unlverislty of PA

Has anyone heard of

LogicWorks for the Macintosh? It

is a digital circuit simulator, not

unlike DlglSim. Any comments? I

am looking to evaluate any digital

circuit simulators, emulators, or

design tools available.

if you know anything about
these or where one could obtain

them, I would appreciate hearing
from you.
Thanks.
David Pakman
Apple Student Rep
University of Pennsylvania

Subject: LogicWorks for Mac
From: z8my @ XYNE knowledge
structures

I found laying out circuits in

LogicWorks to be too much work.
YouVe got to layout all the compo-
nents. then route all of the wires
yourself (every Uttle comer you
care to turn) It's far too easy for

crossed wires to become logically

connected, and several cycles of

deletions and additions seem to

confuse it— some wires become
connected internally, though the

display shows them uncon-
nected. Usually, at that point,

you've start up a new worksheet,
and rebuild the circuit...

Also, there isn't a whole lot of

debugging support. You can start

and stop the circuit. That's it.

It seems to me that a program
of this type should allow multiple

views of the circuit, I remember
spending a lot of time scrolling

around . oradding some wires and
logic probes to bring all of the
relevent signals and switches
onto one screen.

Also, the component library is

rather small (though tt does have
a way to add "libraries" of black
box components)

Finally, the hardcopy output is

horrendous. Black box compo-
nents from "libraries" are bitmap-
ped objects- Single wires can
become disconnected on the
printout.

This may seem harsh: other
people seemed to think it was the
next best thing to sliced bread
(oohh. what an awfull cliche...)

But some of these complaints
were In common.
Sam Palk
P.S. I used it in a class here at
Cornell.

Subject: More on Jasmine
From: Blake Sobilolf 9 St. Olaf
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College, Morthfleld, MN
It's sad to see Jasmine taking
suchabeatingonthenet. All Ican
say is that they have been excel-

lent in their dealings with me and
that I won't hesitate to recom-
mend Jasmine the next time
someone asks for recommenda-
tions on hard drives. BTW, the

reasonmy drive went inyesterday
was because of the controller, not
the drive mechanism itself. Oh
well...

Blake

Subject; More on Jasmine
From: Chuq Von Rospach

I should point out (for people
who haven't been around long)

that I'm a long-time fan of Jas-
mine. Two ofmy drives had three
digit serial numbers (the one that
failed monday was #244 of the
new Driveware style 20 meg).
They took good care ofme as well

the last time I needed help. That's
why I find all ofthis so depressing.
Knowing what they used to be
capable of, seeing their lack of
caring for me this time and hear-
ing the horror stories out ofCom-
puterWare (and others) makesme
sad. I've been a strong fan of Jas-
mine — but Jasmine has con-
vinced me to take my business
elsewhere in the future by their
actions.

Chuq Von Rospach

Subject: Mathcmatica and
Memory,
From: Paul Fons

First ofall letme say that Iwork
part-time for WRI. the makers of
Mathematlca. I have been using
Mathcmatica for quite some time
on my home Mac II with 5MB of
memory with no problems.

In addition, to the best of my
knowledge, Mathematica does
not "crash" at all when memory
runs short, but rather puts up a
dialog box warning the user that
memory Is running out and al-

lows the user to save. The mini-
mum memory advised for the
current version of Mathematica
(as opposed to 1.2 which Is com-
ing out shortly) is 2.5MB. It is

possible to do meaningful work
with only 2.5MB, but memory will

fill quickly.

As memory prices are pretty
much under control these days. I

would suggest at least 5MB on a
Mac II as a reasonable platform. 1

don't believe a suggested rnini-
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mum memory figure has been
made for 1 .2. but I doubt it will be
different.

The code segmentation Is opti-

mized to the extent it can be, thus
the real memory limitation
(whether you need 8 MB) really

turns about the question what
sort of data are you going to be
storing during a session. Obvi-
ously if you use lots of compli-
cated 3D graphics and large data
sets, 8 MB will be more appropri-

ate.

To wrap up I would say try

5MB, and in all likelyhood it will

be fine, you can always add more
memory later or use the virtual

memory in V7 of the operating
system- yes Mathematica is "32

bit clean".

Paul Fons
University of Illinois

Coordinated Science Laboratory
1 101 W. Springfield Av.

Urbana, Illinois 61801 U.SA.

Subject: Vanishing Laser n NTX
From: EXZ Perm State Univer-
sity - Center for Academic Com-
puting

WeVe had a problem with Las-
erWriter II NTXs vanishing from
the network; suddenlythey are no
longer visible a9 network devices.
Power cycling the Laser brings it

back.
Our configuration is as follows:

PhoneNet-based AppleTalk inter-

net consisting of4 networks, each
inifsownzone. linked by InterBr-
idges.

Starcontrollers are used to link

nodes: each branch has 1-6 de-
vices on it. each branch Is termi-
nated with a resistor. We have 2
LaserWriter II NTXs that are van-
ishing. No problem with NTs.

Has anyone seen this problem?
Please reply by email & 111 sum-
marize.
Steve
Perm State University

Subject: What Is the Best de-
compiler program
From: Dave Long

Another book you may want to
look at is called .Macintosh Pro-
gramming PRIMER: Inside the
Toolbox Using THINK's
LightspeedC. by Dave Mark and
Cartwright Reed/This has Just
come out from Addison-Wesley- I

haven't had a chance to read It

yet. but it looks like a good start-
ing point for someone who knows
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a bit about programming, but
doesn't know how to deal with the
mountains of Inside Mac.
(at least not yet! :-)

)

Dave Long
Computing Services Office
University of Illinois

Subject: 150MB Tape Backup
Software/Hardware
From: Frank Malczewski @ Uni-
versity ofSouthern California. Los
Angeles. CA

I am interested in owning a
150MB tape drive for (using the

TeacCT-600N tapes). This is pri-

marily due to a recent Disk Ex-
press catastrophe (fortunately
flxable. but a real pain).

There are currently five differ-

ent drives available via mall order
(as advertised In the "big two"),

one of which I have been using
(evaluating under a 30-day
money-back guarantee). These
are

Shamrock's Orchard [the one I

am trying out— available "locally"

to me]
Everex s EMAC 150T
MacCrate's
MicroNets
Dolphin's Flipper
I am somewhat unhappy with

the software accompanying the
Orchard drive (but I have onlyhad
the drive since yesterday, and am
waiting on the software manual to
arrive next week sometime). It

provides for an image backup
capability, that can only be re-

stored to the drive it backed up (or

perhaps a drive with the same
name with the same or larger size
[77 where 77 indicates haven't
tried yet). In either case, it appar-
ently only backs up the non-free
space files, but I wasn't quite
brave enough to restore it until I

am completely prepared.
It also provides file by file

backup, but I have not had any
success yet: it has crashed very
near the end of the restoration

phase twice - each time being
preceeded by an individual
backup (perhaps the tape Is defec-
tive - I'm not sure what error -

1024 means (yet ??)). I am at-

tempting to backup approxi-
mately 100M and move it to an-
other partition on my drive. The
crashing behaviour may be the
cause of some of the folders/files

ending up in the wrong place
folder-wise, but the most irritat-

ing characteristic is that the
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modification dates of all restored
illcs are of either (all of this was
discovered yesterday) the date the
file was backed up or the date the
file was restored (same day. so
can't quite tell); In any case. It is

not the date on disk.

The file software Is script

driven, so will supposedly backup
whatever file(s) you want and any
subset thereof, although It ap-
peared to avoid backing up my
[bracketed! folders (ala DlskFit).

The drive Itself appears to be
pretty nice though. Anyway. I was
wondering whether any of the
other four drives provided a better

piece of backup software; to me
this means:
1. files will keep their original

creation/modification dates
2. folder hierarchy structure will

be retained and view preferences

3. backup sets can be placed on
any disk/partition as long as
there Is sufficient space for them.

IVe also read that (no real de-
tails) some of the popular backup
utilities that we all use and love

will be providing support for the
Teac-based drives real soon now.
Is anyone aware ofwhich applica-

tions these might be. and whether
they will support the 150MB
density? And when exactly (more
or less) such versions willbe avail-

able? I use a combination of
DiskFit/ floppies and still more
floppies to keep a complete
backup set (+/- a few files here
and there).

Also, any opinions on the over-
all reliability of the 150MB Teac
hardware
platform?
Thanks...
Frank Malczewski

Subject: Users of MS Excel ->

Wlngz
From: Kevin O'Gorman
>I have been using Wlngz on my
Plus, and it is perfectly useable,
andmuch faster than Excel. Then
only problem Is when you do 3D
graphs - these are real slow, and it

updates them (redrawing the en-
tire graph) much too often.<

Well, I Just got my copy of
Wlngz. I was a bit tired of MS
software, and it was worth it to

take a peek at an alternative.

My impression: a neat tool, but
I can't use it without a significant
change to how I do things. Forone
thing, I use a number of spread-
sheets in different folders, with a

couple of master sheets that are
linked to the scattered detail

sheets. As near as I can tell, you
can't link spreadsheets at all in

Wlngz. 1 really like having
changes to my bank balances or

receivables charts show up imme-
diately in the Net Worth spread-
sheet. 1 could do this with one big
sheet in Wlngz. but then I would
lose some of the flexibility 1 now
enjoy about how the sheet looks,

and where It is.

The other thing Is that some of

my spreadsheets are HUGE. Of
course, Wlngz can handle the
size, but when I'm in the midst of

the sheet. I can't see the row and
column heads. In Excel, I handle
this by splitting the window. I

can't see away to do that In Wlngz.

So it looks like it's a tool IH use for

presentations, which is where it's

got itself positioned. Too bad, I

don't do that very much.
I keep hoping for the one tool

that will do it all for me. I know,
dream on....

Kevin O'Gorman

Subject: Users of MS Excel ->

Wlngz
From: Kevin O'Gorman

David Cortesi writes:

>It may not be exactly what you
want, but any expression may
refer to the value of a cell in any
other open spreadsheet, so that

"Sales:C20" is that cell in the
sheet named Sales. The catch is

that the other sheets have to be
open at the same time: Wlngz
won't go get them. But If a group
was always used together you
could start work by dragging a
Finder rectangle around them
and double-clicking.. .<

Not a solution: remember my
sheets are In different folders, and
you can't do that trick across fold-

ers. Besides, there's quite a few of

them scattered about, and the
whole reason this looks like a
useful thing to do Is that I don't
have to think about where the
other sheets are or what they are
unless I'm working with their

data. Also, where Is this docu-
mented? I can't find linking in the
index, and I'm not sure what else
to look for.

David Cortesi writes:

>Again it's not exactly the same
thing, but you can open multiple
windows onto any sheet and drag
and resize them, so you could
open a window showing just col-

umn heads and then overlap it

with a window in which you scroll

to the detail rows. (And other
windows on other sections ofyour
HUGE sheet, in sizes & shapes as
you want...)<

Oh. I didn't try that. It still

sounds like an awkward soluUon.
though, because the headings
won't scroll as I navigate in the
"entry" window. Plus. I would
need two windows of headings so
that I could navigate independ-
ently along both margins. Tne
size of the toolbox means this

would cost a lot of real estate, but
I do have a 19" monitor, so it sort

of fits.

Overall, it's a possible kludge.

Without a solution to the first

problem, though, I'm afraid Wlngz
goes on the shelf for now.
Kevin O'Gorman

Subject: A question about Sys-
tem 7 and the 68000
From: MurrayKarstadt@ Rutgers
University, Newark, NJ
We have several older Macs,

both Mac+'s and SE's. is there any
advantage in upgrading memory
forusewith system7.0. Can these
older Mac's take advantage of

outline fonts in system 7.0

Thanks in advance.
Murray

Subject: A question about Sys-
tem 7 and the 68000
From: Chuq Von Rospach
The only thing a non-PMMU

system can't take advantage of
with System 7.0 is virtual mem-
ory.

Chuq Von Rospach 4

Info-Mac digests consist of sub-
missions by individuals on the
academic computer networks.
Submission and distribution of
these digests is by network, mod-
erated by volunteers at Stanford
University.

Usenet is a loosely-coupled net-
work of co-operating academic
and commercial computer sys-
tems. It is a non-proflt network
whose primary aim is the sharing
of technical information and the
spreading of research results.

Delphi is a commercial time-
sharing and bulletin board sys-
tem. The Delphi Digests are made
available thanks to Jeffrey
Shulman of Rutgers University.
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Macintosh Technical Note #245
Font Family Numbers

#245 : Font Family Numbers

Written by: John Harvey August 1989

This Technical Note discusses the range ofnumbers
available for identifying font families, how they are
allocated among script systems, what numbers
should be used for fonts that were designed to be
used as a tool In an application, and Apple's font

registration program.

Introduction
ThetxFont field in a GraflPort record isa signedword.
This means that there are 32,768 positive numbers
that can be used to identify font families (0 through
32.767). Currently these numbers are broken into

groups and assigned to different script interface
systems.
Apple has also created a pseudo-script called

smUnlnterp. This pseudo-script provides a range of
numbers that can be used to identify fonts that are
used as tools in an application. An example of this

is the font used byMacPaint® for its palette symbols.

A Brief History of Font Family IDs
Font families are identified in two different ways.
When the Macintosh was first introduced, fonts
were grouped into font families by storing the family
ID in bits 7-14 ofthe font's resource ID and the font's

point size in bits 0-6. The family was named by
including a 'FONT resource with a point size ofzero.
This method is documented in Inside Macintosh. I-

234, The Font Manager.
Since the font family ID had to fit into eight bits, the

range of numbers available was only 0-255; 0-127
were reserved for Apple, and 128-255 were available
for third-party developers.
The second way that font families are Identified is

through the 'FOND* resource. The 'FOND* resource
is a resource type which describes a font family. It

was introduced with the 128K ROMs, which also
introduced a new resource for storing font data, the
'NFNT resource. An 'NFNT resource has the same
internal format as the old 'FONT resource.
'FOND' resources group fonts into font families

with a font association table (Inside Macintosh, IV-

39. The Font Manager). A font association table
contains a word to hold the font's point size, a word
for its style, and a word for its associated 'FONT or
'NFNT resource ID. This new mechanism meant
that 'NFNT resources could have any number for
their resource ID. In addition, since font families
were now identified by a "FOND', and not by bits 7
through 14 of a 'FONT resources' ID. the range of
font family IDs was now through 32,767*

Scripts and Their Ranges
As stated in the introduction, each script interface
system that can run on the Macintosh has a range of

font family IDs assigned to it. A script's range can be
calculated (see Technical Note #242, Fonts and the
Script Manager), but a table of scripts, their script

IDs, and the range offont familyIDs assigned to each
script are provided in this Note.

Roman On
Obviously, there are a lotmore font families available
forRoman systems than any other. This situation is

fortunate, because there are a lot more fonts de-
signed and sold for Roman languages than any
other. In fact, there are so many fonts available that
many of them are using the same font family IDs.

This creates the infamous problem of font ID con-
flicts. If you never heard of font ID conflict before
now, consider yourself lucky.

In an attempt to alleviate the font ID conflict prob-
lem. Macintosh DeveloperTechnical Support imple-
mented a font registration program in early 1989.
The registration program provides ID numbers for

font families that are entirely composed of 'NFNT
resources.
Families which consist of 'FONT resources and

'NFNT resources are not registered. The registration
numberforeach familymustbe used as the resource
ID of the 'FOND' which identifies the family.

The registration program has further delimited the
16,384 IDs available for Roman systems in the
following manner:

to 255
Font families which are named in the method
described in Inside Macintosh Volume 1. The
Font Manager. These IDs should no longer be
used. Please note that Apple's system fonts
(e.g.. Chicago. Geneva, New York, etc.) will

always retain their old IDs. Also note that IDs
and 1 are especially inviolate, as the system

has the right tomap any font family from any
script system to these IDs.

256 to 1023
Reserved numbers. These numbers should
be thought ofas reserved space that the Font/
DA Mover can use to resolve past and future
font ID conflicts. Numbers in this range
should not be used as a font family's original

ID.

1024 to 3071
Non-commercial (i.e., public domain) fonts.
Non-commercial fonts are not registered.
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3072 to 15999
Commercial font vendors'

fonts. These numbers are
assigned in descending
order. There arc currently

8,165 unasslgned num-
bers In thisblock, and most
large commercial font ven-
dors have already been
assigned large blocks of

IDs.

16000 to 16383
Reserved. These numbers
should not be used.

How Does This Affect You?
This Note describes how font

family IDs are distributed. Devel-

opers who use a font as a method
of storing symbols which are used
in a palette or store a font in the
resource fork of their application

for some other special purpose,
should use numbers In the range
32.256-32.767.
Fonts designed specifically to be

stored in an application's re-

source fork should not be regis-

tered. There are very few good
reasons for storing fonts In an
application's resource fork, as it

can create serious problems for a
user who tries to print a docu-
ment that uses that font when
background printing is on.
Fonts should never be stored in

a document's resource fork. Stor-

ing fonts in a document's re-

source fork is a known cause of

heap corruption.
Note that HyperCard stacks axe

documents. If you feel that your
stack looses all its artistic merit
without a certain font, you should
license it for distribution in a
suitcase file and let the users
install it in their systems.

Script Script ID Font Family IDs

C> rc t Rocpirprloybiciii i\.e»erveu All O - 1*

Koman u 2 - 1 RAftS

• lananpsp 1 16384 - 16895
16896 - 17407

** 17408 - 17919
A 17920 - 18431

Hebrew 5 18432 - 18943

oreeK o 1 ftOAA 1 QA*^*%

7• 19456 - 19967
rvcbcrveu ft

Dpvanafaril-»w * UiUULBi A 9 20480 - 20991
VjurxiiunJii

Oiilaratl 1

1

21504 - 22015
Ortva 12 22016 - 22527
Rf»ntfali»_/V-1 leu LA 13 22528 - 23039
Tamil1 ell 1 11 1 14

Tp li ioi i 1 S
1/ w-\ /"*

Mai^'alomivleUdy ft 1 ell 1

1

1 7 94^76 - 9 c>Ofl7

OillildlCoC 1 A O^Hftfl - 9SHQQ
Bunnpsc 19 25600 - 2611

9R1 1 9 - 9fiR9*^

Thai 21•fa X 26624 - 27135
l-rtXUHal 1 22 27136 - 27647
VJV-Ul 1 1C111 27648 - 28159
AmipnlanAl lllClllclll 24- 9ft1 fiO - 9ftfi71

ivictiUivxaii 2S
iiDcian OR
A/ffin rti"»l 1 sniviuuguuaii 97 9QRQfi . *W?fY7

Ethiopian 28 30208 - 30719
Non - Cyrillic Slavic 29 30720 -31231
Vietnamese 30 31232 - 31743
Sindhl 31 31744- 32255
Uninterpreted Symbols 32 32256 - 32767

Font vendors who need informa-
tion on the font registration pro-
gram should AppleLink their re-

quest for information to the address Font.Reg.

For those withoutAppleLink accounts, sendyour re-

quest to the following address:

Font Registration Program
Developer Technical Support
Apple Computer, Inc.

20525 Marian! Avenue.
M/S 75-3T
Cupertino.
CA 95014

* Font family IDs to 1 are reserved. The system always maps the

correct system font to font and the correct application font to

font 1. On a Romari system, Chicago is the system font and
Geneva is the application font. Obviously this is not true on the
Kanji system or any other non-Roman script Interface system (see

Technical Note #242, Fonts and the Script Manager for more
details on how various script systemsmap fonts to font family 0).

Further Reference:

• Inside Macintosh, Volume I, The Font
Manager
• Inside Macintosh, Volume IV, The Font
Manager
• Technical Note #242. Fonts and the
Script Manager

MacPaint is a registered trademark of Claris
Corporation.

*
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4(5) p49
4(5) p46
4(3) p73
4(3) p24
4(4) p49
4(5) p58
4(2) pl6
4(1) pl4
4(2) p66
4(1) p68
4(3) p66
4(6) p64
4(3) p67
4(4) p66
4(5) p66
4(4) p68

ss
4(1) p78
4(2) p26
4(6) p26
4(5) p64
4(6) pl7
4(6) p58
4(6) p8
4(2) p70
4(4) P46
4(2) plO

n. ngs
n, ngs
ngs
Ilgs

Mac
ft. ngs
Mac. MacII
Mac, MacII
n, ngs
Mac, MacII
n. ngs
n. ngs
ngs
Mac. MacII
Mac. Macll

q, ngs
Mac, MacII
Mac, MacII
Ilgs

Mac. MacII

II, Ilgs, Mac. MacII
Mac
II. Ilgs

Mac, Macn
Ilgs

Mac. MacII
II. ngs
ngs
ngs
Mac, Macn
All models
II, Ilgs, Mac, MacII
U, Ilgs, Mac. MacII
IA11 models
All models
U, Ilgs, Mac. MacII

Mac, MacII
Mac, MacU
Mac, MacII
II. Ilgs

Mac, MacII
Mac, MacII
II

II, Ilgs

Mac
Mac
Mac. Macll
Mac. MacII
Mac, MacII
Mac. MacII
Mac. MacII
Mac. MacII
Ilgs

Mac. MacII

II. Ilgs

U
Mac, MacII
Ilgs

Mac, MacII
II. Ilgs

Mac
Mac. MacII
II. Ilgs
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Membeis Small Advert* 010 FRE£

We ft serve the right to edit tod or omit
1 It- in i he y arc p-Uced Id Ibis Magulae
lo good faith. Applc20OO hold* do rt

pooilbUllv over llimi advertised, and
buyers purchase «i their own risk.

Mambeit Smoll Advortt aio FREE

Pica ic help u» to helpy*u.©eod your ad
vert Uemcots to ua 00 a disk. In Mac or
Apple II text format. We will return the

disk, of course. TUl •»¥«• O* Hot*, and
avoids error*.

Members' Small Ads
WARNING: The sale of copied or pirated software Is Illegal.

Please ensure that Items offered for sale are new or are re-registered.

FOR SALE
Mac SE. 2 x Disc Drives. Iinagewriter 1

Roland DXY-888 A3 Plotter inc. spare pens and paper
MGM CAD-CAM Software + Write Now £1,850

Apple He, 2 x 5.25" Apple drives. 2 x 3.5" Apple drives,

Apple monitor. Apple Accelerator card. Brother HR35
Dalsywheel printer + sheet feederAppleworks , Appiewriter
and Omnls 3 - £800

Both of these systems are complete and ready to run.

'Phone John Summers (Daytime) t&U* Mfli9W
(Evening)

FOR SALE
THUNDERSCAN: Version 1 , complete with MacPlus con-
nection cable, power supply, original user manual and
Thunderscan version 3.1 software (inc. P&P) £75

MULTISTR1KE RIBBONS: 11 unused Inmac type 6422
black printer ribbons (the lot, lnc P&P) £15

•Phone Frank Pycroft
or Paz.

21=

FOB SALE
Macintosh 5 1 2/800, with 2mb Dove upgrade whichworks
as a second disk. VGC Includes boxes, packing etc. Also
Imagewriter II and unopened Word 3. Works 1. PowerPo-
int. Excel 1.5 and Basic £1500 ono

Phone Andrew Lee-Gough.

WANTED
Complete set of Apple Pascal Disks
Plus any books on Apple Pascal Programming

•Phone David (evenings)

FOR SALE
10MB Ice Hard Diskc/w Interface Card. Manual & Multi-
user Housekeeper Disk Kuns CP/M (with Z80 card not
IncI) and Pascal 1.1/2- using Clrtech software can recog-
nise and use Ramcard. apparently Prodos £10Oono
Vldex Videoterm 80 column card and manual ..£20 ono
Language Card Applesoft/Integer Basic £10 ono
Visicalc c/w manual £15 ono

'Phone David (evenings]

•••••* *•••••••'

FOR SALE
Apple //e with 80-column card & Apple green monitor
2 x 5.25" floppy disk drives and many blank disks
1 x Prism modem & controller card for PKESTEL
Games controller
AppleWorks program V2.0 + manuals
Pinpoint Utilities disk
Desktop disk: IIGS-style icons/fonts without using mouse
ZBasic disk and book
All above with original programs and manuals
Hie total package £250 (negotiable)

'Phone Ian Webb (after 6.30pm)

The 2nd International Conference for

Medical and Applied Bio Electrography

March 30th to April 4th 1990

KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY NOW

The Conway Hall. Red Lion Sq.

London WC1

Rosemary Steel

has gathered an impressive group
of international speakers,

covering a wide range of topics related to

Kirlian Photography & BioElectrography

If you are interested in participating,

please contact:

Rosemary Steel
The Kirlian Institute

(01 841 3458)

A solutionfor
everyone • •

We offer the full range of Apple II and Macintosh

512K, Plus, SE and II computers, accessories

apd software from individual items to sophisti-

cated systems for the latest applications in desk
top publishing or computer aided design at

competitive prices.

Whatever your interests as a newcomer, en-

thusiast, professional, small business or large

public company, we can provide new and used

equipment, with excellent service, reliability

and after-sales maintenance, training and
support.

With such a wide range of Apple Macintosh

equipment and applications, why not call us to

discuss your requirements.

ROGER D'ARCYCOMPUTERS
Tel.: Oxford (0865) 728787
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Over the last two years we have been lucky to have Bidmuthin as hosts to our

Apple II Workshops. They have been so successful that I have been keen to

organise another. At long last I have pinned down Mark and Steve at Bidmuthin

to a date for our next Workshop, so get your diaries out and pencil in Saturday

March 24th, 1990. This time we will widen the scope and the day will cover

interests for both the Apple II and Macintosh.

Date and Time
Saturday

March 24th

Subjects

Cirtech disk on a card

(internal Hard Disk for Apple II)

Inkjet Printers

Venue
See Map below

1 0am - 4pm Plus all thats new for the Apple

and Mac

Bidmuthin is situated above and behind the Waltrose Supermarket. Ample
car parking facilities are available at the rear. Nearest tube station is

Northwick Park ( 5 min9 walk) or Harrow-on-the-HIII ( 5 mlns Taxi). Both on

the Metropolitan line.

Any problems phone Mike on (0452) 714998

n Technologies Ltd

214 Kenton Road

Harrow
Mlddx

mmmmMimmmmmmmmmmi!
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"The AppCe SpeciaCists: 11(0775 85481

®

Sony Brgndftd DlfKf Price* Incl. Y.A.T. ft PftP

3.5" O5/Z>0 1 -9 £1

1

3SVS/&D 10* Boxes £10.50

3.5' !D$fiip (quantity discounts on request) £27

Disk Boxes
SO Capacity 3.5' (lockable with hinged (id) £5
ISO Capacity3S Vosso Bcvcforcy) £15

100 Capacity 5.2f (lockable w hinged lid) £6

Sendfar our list ofover 1 700 titles!!

Orders over£50 post free!

FRFE CABLE GUIDE
xVfiixth table flots whin and which do I nud anyway?

ifyou don't know then you needour cableguide, its free and it

want cost you apenny to sendfor it!

Ribbon Re-lnklng Sendee
At £1.7$ per ribBon including return postage and'UAfT.

Wc arc able to re-ink. ImagcWiUr and most %pson & compatible

ribBems, ifyou have another type please enquire Before sending.

9{pTL. A minimum order ofA riBBems phase. Also red, Blur*green,

brown, yellow, purple, goldand silver single colour ribbons

availablefor most types.

CanncmScanncr ey MacScan interface, for Mac. 75, \50. ZOO, 300 dpi

grtyscalc and output to a large range offileformats.

Includes software, manual& leads, only... £650

(over£lS00 new!U)

AppU ffi SOcol mtenfuvtced, 2dd, monitor.

M in c^fllcnt cond £400

Sendforfull list ofAppU I!Second "User Items

for anyone who values iter equipment and/or work:

3 amp model £30 Adaptor type, simply plug in andgo!

7 amp model £36

A very cost effective way to protect your investment.

$WrmMA&Z - nothing but the best.

TSST1! "Want a Hoc, Hoc? Our prices arc as keen as anyone else

• why notgive us a callwe could even Beat the competition!

Allprices trjlude. TeTP (£2 per order) andlWT. T. r*r C7E.

Lists AvailaBlej

1. Apple II Series, over 1500 items.

2. AppU Macintosh Scries, over 1100 items.

3. 'Book.List, over 1 700 titles.

4. Ca6lcs,ovcr50Usud.

J<RFE<PQST, TincfiBexk, STAUDlTfQ, Lines. (FEU i(B3L

DISKS , Double sided C
3.5" Sony branded, box of 1 0, 2DD 12.50

3.5" Sony/TDK bulk packed, 25 off 20
3.5" Sony, HD. box of 10.2HD 29
3.5" HD bulk packed, 10 off 24
5.25" 48 tpl . bulk packed, 25 off 8

5.25" dlsknotcher 5

3.5" lockable storage box, 100 cap. 7
5.25" lockable storage box, 1 10 cap. 7

Toner Cart.'s £
Apple LaserWriter (black) 75
Apple LaserWriter II (black) 79

Computer Images
15 Grove Marketplace,

Eltham, London, SE9 5PU

Access/Visa cards,

Telephone: 01- 850 3883

Cables , size as stated £

SCSI 25 way to 50 way, 1m 13

SCSI 50 way to 50 way, 1m 21

8 pin to I magewrIter 8 pin . 2m 6

8p1ntolmagewr1ter25way,2m 10

8 pin to modem , 25 way D plug 10

ANET kit 31

ANET, cable, 10m 10

ANET In-line coupler 6

4 pin extension cable, 1.5m 8

Printer ribbons, price per 3 off £

Fabric, black ,
compatables

I magewr Iter II 11

Imagewrlter LQ 24

Epson EX800 / 1000 12

Epson LQ500 / 800 / 850 11

Epson LQ 1000/ 1050 12

Epson LX80/86 8

Epson MX/FX80 10

Star LCI 11

All prices Include VAT, Carriage free, E&E0
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HyperCard Forum
Questions and answers from HyperTalk programmers.

Subject: Sorting Containers (HyperTalk Script)

From: Dan Allen @ Apple Computer Inc.

Several people have wanted a routine to sort lines of

a field or variable (containers). Here is a HyperTalk

script that uses the selection sort method of sorting.

Selection sorting is an algorithm of order n squared,

however, for the average random cases where n <

1000. selection sorting often performs closer to n log

n. so it is not bad for small sort jobs. Quicksort or

Heapsort would be better for large n, but this is so
simple...

This script is a function. For example, ifyou wanted
to sort field 1 of the current card, you could say:

put sortContainer(field 1) into field 1

Here is the actual script:

function sortContainer anyContaincr - selection

sort

get anyContainer
put the number of lines of it into numLincs
repeat with i = 1 to numLines - 1

put i into k
put line i of it into x
repeat with J = 1+1 to numLines
if line J of it <x then
put J into k
put line J of it intox

end if

end repeat
put line 1 of it into line k of it

put x into line i of it

end repeat
return it

end sortContainer

Enjoy! - Dan Allen
HyperCard Team, Apple Computer

Subject: Re: Sorting Containers (HyperTalk
Script)
From: Stephen Kurtzman @ University of Southern
California. Los Angeles. CA
This is picky, but I suspect that an expression such
as "line j of it" is not an 0(1) operation in HyperTalk,
If we assume some reasonable fixed bound on line

length, then it is probably 0(j) since it would have to

scan the string for the j- 1 occurrence ofa line break
and then copy all of the characters up to the jth line

break. What this means is. ifmy suspicion is correct

and we assume there is an upper limit on line length,

the script above is actually 0(n**3). where n is the
number of lines in the container.

Like I said, it was a picky thing. It shouldn't stop

anyone from using the script. Thanks to Dan for

posting it.

A point the script supports, which Dan may or may
not have been trying to make, is that it is easy to

quickly put together some very functions useful

functions in HyperTalk. The sortContainer script is

a great example. It probably took Dan a couple of

minutes because HyperTalk has simple expressions

to access bits and pieces (actually lines, words, and
chars) of containers.
Inotherwords. there's little reason to wait around for

someone to write anXCMD for a function that can be
implemented very quickly in HyperTalk.

Subject: Re: Sorting Containers (HyperTalk
Script)

Good point. This script could probably be optimised
massively, but as mentioned, it is a short (1 screen)

script that sorts lines. I hope other people can pull

out their Knuth "Sorting and Searching" volumes
and improve on this simple example. I wrote the

script in 10 minutes. I am sure that hours will prove

worthwhile.
Dan Allen. Apple Computer

Subject: Re: Sorting Containers (HyperTalk
Script)
From: Andrew Stone ® University of New Mexico at

Albuquerque
Why wait? Wing Eng. of Cornell posted ShellSort
awhile back. It sorts containers several MAGNI-
TUDES faster than a HyperTalk script. That's the
efficiency difference between a tool and a toy.

Andrew

Subject: Re: Line height and auto wraparound.
From: Paul Andrews <S> TORCH Computers Ltd.,

Cambridge, England
In answer to the question:

>Is it possible for a script to determine whether a
given string, containing no carriage returns, can be
placed in a particular field (window) and have each
char, of the string be immediately visible?<

Well, sort of. It is possible to determine whether the
string fits AFTER you have placed it in the field (you
could then remove it of course). You do something
like the following:

1) put the text In the field.

2) Determine the height and textheight of the field

3) sit in a loop starting at the bottom of the field and
working up to the top in jumps of the textheight.
4) In the loop 'click at x.y' (y being the variable
decremented by textheight)

5) 'get the selectedline'.

6) Until the selectedline changes, you are in the same
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'HyperCard line* even though you are in a different

screen line.

This may not be a direct answer to your question,

and it is certainly not a complete algorithm but you
should be able to use the same general method.
This is not a wonderfully cleanway ofdoingwhat you
want, but if its absolutely essential, what choice do
you have?
- Paul.

Subject: re: Using fields with scroll bars
From: Jim Taylor
I agree with the other guys that it would probably be

more efficient to dispense with the button, but here's

a quick and easy way to And out if the user has

scrolled the fleld. Whenyou put up the button, save

the scroll state of the fleld in a global variable ('put

the scroll offield <whatever> into oldScroir) . The put

amouseWithin handler inthe field thatchecks to see

if the scroll has changed. It would look something

like this:

on mouseWithin
global oldScroll

if the scroll ofme <> oldScroll then
- user has scrolled: hide button, or whatever

you need to do
end if

end mouseWithin

Jim Taylor
Microcomputer Support for Curriculum
Brigham Young University

Subject: Printing fields - problem!
From: Brian Kendlg @ Systems Engineering
In my HyperCard stack. I have a background text

field in which different Information Is entered on
each card. The information Is only a few paragraphs
oftext, but it's toomuch to all fit in one screen, so I'm

using a scrolling field to hold it all.

I'd like to have a "Print" button that the usercan click

on to obtain a hardcopy of the text on a certain card.

HyperCard can't do this directly. I've found three dif-

ferent XCMD's to do the trick — but none of them
works correctly.

o First, 1 had HyperCard copy the text in the fleld to

the clipboard, then use PrintCllp (from the Devel-

oper's Stack) to print it out. Most of the text comes
through okay, but strange garbage characters are

also thrown in. I can't have this generate the same
output twice in a row. Strange.

So I tried PrintDoc. an XCMD that is included in

the ShowDialog stack. I had high hopes, because
that stack appears to be very well-made, but Print-

Doc flat-out bombed my machine.
1 don't see where I'm going wrong. All of this was
tested on one Mac Plus and one Mac SE, both con-

nected to a LaserWriter Plus over a TOPS network.
The network has never givenme problems before, no
matter what contortions 1 put it through, so I have
faith in It. It's the XCMD's I dorVt trust.

Anyone happen to have any ideas as to why these
won't work, or suggestions as to what other means
I could try to print my text from HyperCard?
Many thanks! Brian S. Kendig
Computer Engineering. Princeton University.

February 1990

Subject: SuperCard and HyperDA
From: Peter Chen @ Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick.

N.J.

Hi. I am currently working for a computer lab, we are

trying to establish some on-line helpby using Hyper-

Card. There are some problems regarding this,

however. First, is it true that HyperDA does not

handle graphics? Second, what do the people who
have tried SuperCard think of it? We are seriously

considering the option of developing in SuperCard.

If anybody has solutions to the problem with Hy
perDA or suggestions regarding SuperCard.
I would very much appreciate your reply.

Thank you. Peter Chen

Subject: Re: SuperCard and HyperDA
From: Robert I. Campbell® Math Dept.. UC Berkeley

I have used HyperDA successfully for just the pur-

pose you seem to be facing, and have found it to be

quite adequate. It will work correctly with any pat-

tern that you put on either a background or a card.

I don't know if it implements the new "show graph-

ics" and "hide graphics" HyperTalk commands (but

I doubt that It does). There are some HyperTalk com-

mands that it will not implement, but It Is easy to

write a good help stack avoiding these commands
(the only gripe I had was that I couldn't implement
selecting from a scrolling field of options, but I have

learned to do without it).

Ifyou want. I can send you copies of a help stack for

MPL (a shareware BASIC interpreter) and for Mathe-

matica. which I wrote to be read by HyperDA
Robert Campbell *

Public Domain Software
& Shareware

We have large selections of some of the BEST Public Do-

main Software & Shareware for the Apple Macintosh, & Ap-

ple II range of Computers. We also supply Public Domain

Software for other popular computers. Please phone & ask

if we support your computer!

new ^ Macintosh
K, Edition 3T „ . v, .

r7Ji* AAl^A^ £4.99 per disk

Mr^l/^T > Each disk at least 95% full

Apple II

From £3.75 per

5.25" disk

IBM PC
& Compatibles

£2.95 on 5.25" disks

£4.50 on 3.5" disks
All prices are fully inclusive of

VAT & Postage. Orders nor-

mally despatched in 2 days. FREE catalogues available

Kingsway Computer Services
72 Glencoe Road. Sheffield S2 2SR

Tel (0742) 750623
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PostScript
Questions and Answers concerning

PostScript printers and programming

Subject: text > postscript
From: Anthony Foiani @ New
Mexico State University. Las
Cruces. NM
Iam posting the source to

ltxt2ps\

a filter to output text files on
a PostScript printer.

cut here — — — ——
/• printer.c version 1.2 */

/• last modified 2/4/86 23:07:05

V
/* this file

23:07:19 */

/* text file to PostScript converter
* 66 lines/page, elite typeface
* suggest this be used in conjunc-

tion with pr(l)

created 2/4/86

* Copyright (c) 1986 by Pipeline

Associates, Inc.

/• text2ps.c V

Modifications:
7/22/88
by Marc Prewitt

NMSU Computer Center
Small Systems

Added switches:
-1 (landscape)

-b (BttNet)

-o Output
•p n (n = page length, de-

fault = 66 for landscape. 57 for

portrait)

-f fontname
-z fontsize

-s n (n = line spacing, de
fault = 1)

-m n (n = left margin in

Inches)

-t n (n = left margin in

inches)

10/15/88
MP
Included support forenvironment
variables. The program checks
for an environment variable with
the same name as argvfO]. and

retrieves optionsfrom that vari-

able. In this way the different

names can be linked to the same
code and environment variables

created for different options.

/* Future Features:

/

/

No previous regular expression
legal size paper option
parse out mail files and print

specified messages
multiple copies

V
#lnclude <stdio.h>

#include <time.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#define TRUE 1

#define FALSE
/•#deflne TURBOC */

#ifdefTURBOC
«define_rename[A,B) rename(A,
B)

#else
#deflne _rename(A, B) link(A, B)

cut here

Subject: Rounding Corners
From: James 'Kibo* Parry
Does anyone have a good way for

rounding the corners/ends of let-

ters in a font? (I.e. to change
Helvetica into an approximation
of Helvetica Rounded, etc.) I

suppose a routine that knocked
pixels offofcorners would work, if

anyone has bothered to program
such a thing...

I'm not a PostScript expert... yet.

Thanks in advance.
James "Kibo" Parry,

138 Birch Lane,
Scotia,

NY 12302
USA

Subject: Re: Rounding Corners
Ashton @ Dept of

Comp Sci. Uni of Sydney, Austra-
lia

If you mean can you do this in

postscript, the answer is no.

It Is true that some fonts (like

those in the Courier family) are

described as strokes and some-
where in their font dictionaries

(I'd love to know where) is the

linecap, linejoin, miterlimit and
linewidth information.

Bychanging these four parame-
tersyou could create a reasonable
new font. For example you could

change linecap and linejoin from
1 to 2 for the Courier family fonts
and have a Square Courier family.

In your example you'd change
linecap and linejoin from 2 to 1 if

only Helvetica was defined as a

stroked font.

Sadly it Is an outline font, mean-
ing the outline shape ofthe glyphs
is given instead of the centre
paths. PostScript insulates the
user from the output device's bit

map as much as possible and so
there is no (even faintly easy) way
for you to go around turning off

the 'corner' pixels either.

James Ashton.

Subject: Re: Changing resident

font name
From: Amanda Walker @ Inter-

Con Systems Corporation
Well, one major problem is that

Helvetica Condensed and Helvet-

ica Narrow are *not* the same
font. I'd suggest either:

- getting the real Helvetica Con-
densed screen fonts from Adobe
or SUMEX-AIM

- define the Helvetica Narrow
fonts. They are simply Helvetica

with a modified transformation
matrix.
Here is some PostScript to do this

(at least. It works for me):

cut here
% Helvetica Narrow PostScript
font

8 diet begin
/FontType 3 def
/FontMatrix [.00082
.001 0] def
/FontBBox [0 1000 10001
def

/Encoding StandardEncod
ing def
/BaseFont /Helvetica And
font 1000 scalefont def
/String 1 string def
/BuildChar(

exch begin
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String exch exch put
BaseFont setfont String

stnngwidth
newpath moveto

String false charpath flattenpath

pathbox
setcachedevice

O moveto
String show
end

}def
currentdict

end /HelveUca-Narrow exch de-

flnefont pop

cut here
The same can be done for the

other fonts in the family. I've gone
one step further and made four

Macintosh PostScript font files

that I've stuck lnt my system
folder. This way they are as easy
to use as any other downloadable
fonts.

Amanda Walker

"Some of the worst mistakes in

history have resulted from trying

to apply methods that work fine in

one field to another where they

don't." -James Hogan

Subject: Why are postscript
fonts so tight?
From: Gregory R. Lehmann @
University of Queensland. Bris-

bane, Australia
It seems tome Adobe have made a
mistake with their fonts.

They all have an extremely an-
noying tendency to run together.

The classic example isburnwhich
turns into bum when printed on
our 2 laser printers.

Does anyone know why they
have done this? I have heard
comments that it is not the fonts

but the software that produces
the postscript.

1 have disproved this by writing
my own postscript program to

print bum. I still got bum. I can't
believe Adobe expect every piece
of software to put extra space
around every character just to

make the resulting text readable.

Any other theories?
Greg «

The article In the following two
colum ns has been printed from the
Info provided with Disinfectant 1 .5

because of the experience of

MacPublishing whose disk sent to

subscribers with Vol 1. No 2 con-
tained the WDEF A virus.

The WDEF Virus

by John Norstad

The WDEF virus was first discovered

in December, 1989 in Belgium and In

one of our labs at Northwestern Uni-

versity. Since the Initial discovery, it

has also been reported at many other

locaUons throughout the United

States, so we fear that It is wide-

spread. We have reason tobelieve that

the virus has been in existence since

at least mid-October of 1989. We
know of two strains, which we call

"WDEF A" and "WDEF B ."

WDEF only infects the invisible

"Desktop" flies used by the Finder.

With a few excepUons. every Macin-

tosh disk (hard drives and floppies)

contains one of these flies. WDEF
does not infect appIicaUons, docu-

ment files, or other system flies. Un-
like the other viruses, it is spread

through the sharingand distribution

of disks, usually floppy disks.

WDEF may have been introduced

initially via a Trojan Horse applica-

Uon. in a fashion similar to the way
the MacMag virus was first Intro-

duced via a Trojan Horse HyperCard
stack. We do not yet know If this Is

indeed the case, and we may never

know.
WDEF spreads from disk to disk very

rapidly. It Is not necessary to run a

program for the virus to spread.

The WDEF AandWDEF B strains are

very similar. The only significant

difference is thatWDEF B beeps every

Ume it Infects a new Desktop file,

while WDEF A does not beep.

Although the virus does not inten-

Uonally try to do any damage, WDEF
contains bugs which can cause very

serious problems. Wc have received

reports of the following problems:
• The virus causes both the Mac Ilci

and the portable to crash. • Under
some circumstances the virus can
cause severe performance problems
on AppleTalk networks with Ap-
pleShare servers. • Many people have

reported frequent crashes when
trying to save flies in applications

under MultiFinder. • The virus

causes problems with the proper dis-

play of font styles {the outline style in

particular). • We have two reports

that the virus can damage disks. • We
have a report that the virus causes
Macs with 8 megabytes of memory to

crash. • We have a report that the

virus is incompatible with the "Vir-

tual* IN1T from Connectix.
Even though AppleShare servers do

not use the normal Finder Desktop

file, many servers have an unused
copy of this file anyway. If the Ap
pleShare administrator has granted

the "make changes" privilege to the

root directory on the server, then any
Infected user of the server can infect

the Desktop flic on the server. Tills Is

one ofthe situations which can lead to

the severe performance problems

menUoned above. For this reason,

administrators should never grant

the "make changes" privilege on

server root directories. We also rec-

ommend deleting the Desktop file if it

exists. It docs not appear that the

virus can spread from an AppleShare
server to other Macs on the network,

however.
Unfortunately, when theWDEF virus

first appeared, none of the current

versions of the most popular virus

prevention tools were able to detect or

prevent WDEF infections. Tills In-

cludes Vaccine 1.0.1. GateKeeper

1.1.1. Symantec's SAM Intercept

1.10, and HJC's Vlrex INTT 1.12.

Chris Johnson, the author of Gate-

keeper, has released "CateKeeper

Aid," a free system startup document
(IN1T) that detects and automaUcally

removes WDEF InfecUons and noU-

tlcs the user of the infection. Gate
Keeper Aid can be used together with

GateKeeper or together with Vaccine

to provide protecUon against WDEF.
New versions of the commercial tools

should also be released soon, and we
expect that at leastone other free pro-

tection tool will also be available soon.

It Is very important that all Mac users

obtain and Install GateKeeper Aid or

some other WDEF protecUon tool.

You can use Disinfectant to remove
an existing InfecUon , but ifyou do not

Install a protection tool you may very

likely become infected again.

We do not yet understand the WDEF
virus as thoroughly aswe do the other

older viruses. We have disassembled
it completely, and we understand the

basic replication mechanism. We
know that it can cause serious prob-

lems, and we know why it causes

some of the problems. Research Into

the behavior and adverse effects of

this virus will continue forsome time.

When the WDEF virus was first dis-

covered, the authors of most of the

popular virus-fighting programs and
other experts immediately began
working together to analyze and test

the virus. The information presented
here is a compilaUon of our Joint

discoveries. The author would like to
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The AppleXtras Mac 1 Disk
OntheAppleXlrasMac 1 Disk are

the following programs: Disinfec-

tant 1.5; Vaccine 2.0; Virus Detec-
tive 2.1.1; Easy Envelopes 5.0;

AppointmentMaster 1.1.1 Stack;

Hyperlcons 2.0 Stack; Curious
Catvl.l; Histogram Maker 1.03;

MacGraph v5.2; Hot Air Balloon

* File. Edit Go Tool* Objects

Thl3 stack contains US® new ICONs for use with

your HyperCard stacks. Read the message

for information about how to use these Icons In your

own stacks and read the |^| message for more

Information about this stack.

and Triple Yahtzee.

Curious Cat
Bob Boylan created a "Curious"
cataloguer, curious to know
which Fonts/DAs were contained
in each system file along with
numerous Font/DA Mover hold-
ing files. This "Curious Cat" pro-

gram has now solved one of the
Macintosh users' most frustrat-

ing problems.
"Curious Cat" is a simple program
to use. all functions are straight

forward. At startup you will be
asked ifyou wish to catalogue the
disks currently online. After this

time you may catalogue other
disks by simply inserting them
into any ofyour disk drives. There
are two windows, one for Files and
the other for Fonts and Desk
Accessories. The Files window is

a list of the files sorted by file

name. If a file contains any Fonts
and/or Desk Accessories it will be

displayed in
, Bold. To see
what a particu-
lar file contains
make it the cur-
rent file by click-

ing on it(It will

then be high-
lighted). If it

contains any
Fonts and/or
Desk Accesso-
ries they will be
shown in the
other window.
You may also
change the cur-
rent file by using

one of the items under the Search
menu or by typing a key on the
keyboard. Typing an 'A will make
the first file which starts with A
the current file and so on-

Disinfectant 1.5
Disinfectant version 1.5 recog-
nizes the Scores. nVIR, INIT 29.
ANT1. MacMag. and WDEF vi-

ruses. It also recognizes all the
known variations and clones of
these viruses. It will both detect
the viruses and repair files that
have been Infected by the viruses.
Disinfectant will not recognize all

possible viruses— only the ones it

has been config-

ured and pro-
grammed to rec-

ognize. If a new
virus, strain, or

clone appears,
we will have to

modify the pro-
gram to recog-

nize it. and you
will have to get a
new copy of the
program.
Viruses should
not be confused
with olher types

of destructive software such as
"worms" and "Trojan horses." The
media seem to have incorrectly

appropriated the temi Virus" to

describe all types of destructive
software.

A "worm" is a program that repli-

cates and spreads, but does not
attach itself to other programs.
Unlike a virus, it does not require
a host to survive and replicate
Worms usually spread within a
single computer or overa network
ofcomputers. They are not spread
through the sharing oi programs.
The most well-known example is

the Fall 1988 Internet worm,
which infected and disabled sev-

eral thousand government and
university UNIX computers in a
single day.

A "Trojan horse" is a program that
appears to do something useful,

yet additionally does something
destructive behind your back An
example is the "Sexy Ladies"
HyperCard stack, which erased
your hard drive while you ogled
the cheesecake images. 'Irojan

horses do not replicate.

Disinfectant does not attempt to
address the problems of worms
and Irojan horses.

Vaccine 2.0
Disinfectant will not protect your
software against infection— it will

only locate and repair previously
infected software. For protection,

you should use the Vaccine con-
trol panel document (INIT/cdev).

Vaccine is the single most impor-
tant virus-fighting tool you can
use. It was written by Don Brown
of CE Software, and it is free.

We recommend performing a Dis-
infectant scan immediately before
installing Vaccine, to be certain
that your software is uninfected.

To install Vaccine, drag a copy of it

into your system folder. Then
open the Control Panel desk ac-
cessory. Find the icon of a hypo-
dermic needle labeled "Vaccine"
and click on It. You will see a
column of four check boxes. Make
certain that the top and bottom
boxes are checked, and that the
two middle ones are not checked.
Then restart your Mac.
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You should also install copies of

Vaccine in the system folders of

any floppies that you use as start-

up disks. The virus tools disk

described in the instructions is an

VlrusDetective™
Viruses leave Jlngerprints when
they infect an application, your
System file or any other file. In

technical jargon these finger-

prints are called resources. What
VlrusDetective™ docs is provide

a means to search for these re-

sources using various matching
criteria. Before I go further I

should mention that the intention

of VlrusDetective™ is to detect

viruses, not to remove them. Un-
less you absolutely know what
you are doing you should not use

the Remove button but either

replace the Infected file or use one
of the various repair programs
available (several are distributed

on the VlrusDetective™ disk.

My advice ifyou suspect you have

a virus is first, don't panic! Next, if

you can replace the Infected file

from your original disks or an
uninfected backup, do so. If you
can t, use one of the eradication

programs for that virus. There are

several good ones in the public/
shareware domain. Finally, use
VlrusDetective™ to check all

new flies and disks before you use
them. You should also use pro-

grams like Vaccine or Gate-

keeper to help you prevent any
new virus from infecting you.
Jeff Shulman
PO Box 521
Ridgefleld. CT 06877-0521
2/25/89

Hot Air Balloon
Hot Air Balloon was programmed
inTMLPascal. It uses many of the

features from InsldeMac that

many programs do not use. Some
of these are CopyBIts. Changing
Resesources. Pict resources. Re-
gion Masks. Music and all of the
procedures to animate the objects

on the screen. Full use ofthe Mac
interface is also there in a real pro-

gram, notjust a shell. The source
code is an excellent example and
learning tool for Pascal program-
mers. The code can easily be
converted to LightSpeed and
Turbo Pascal. The source code Is

available for $15.00 from Bill

Clark. 1301 Sylvia Dr.. Bak-
ersfield. CA. 93304. Special

With Who
Dale

What for

Cbt* LMfe

Where —

»

Why

DoM tHKt Tim Cr«*t«t:

C3 Dote and Time CompUud:

thanks to Duane
Blehm. Home-
Town Software.

Version 2.1 now
supports the
Mac n. To
change the
speed (slow
down) the game
to operate on the
Mac n. select the

Mac II menu item
in the Score
Menu. There is

now startup
sound while the

title window is

displayed. The
program plays
the "Around the

World in 80
Days" theme.
The graphics
have also been
improved. The
man In the bal-

loon now throws
out sand from a

bag when going
up. He holds on
when going
down, and
throws his arms
up when the balloon explodes.

The program is now set with a

SIZE resource to determine the
proper memory size for Multlfln-

der.

The random flight altitude of the

stork lowers and its speed in-

creases as the level increases to

level 2 and 3. STAY AWAY FROM
THE STORK! When the stork
disappears off the left of your
screen watch for the stork on the

right. Because it's altitude is at

random levels you never know
where it will appear. If you are

caught andyou must hit the stork

try to maneuver the Balloon so it

will hit the basket area or top flag.

This will deduct the lowest

amount of points and will not
explode the Balloon. Ifyou have a

choice between the other objects
and the Stork take the tree or pole.

Remember you can only reset

yourhigh score ifyou complete all

three levels.

MacGraph
MacGraph is a graphic package
constructed by Bill Sammons for

Drexel University. Its purpose is

to allow the user to demonstate
the graph of almost any function
that he wishes. This package is

Appointment Card

3=
Appointment Details

A screen from the Appointment
Master HyperCard Stack

3

Name j*
DOM tMMl Tin* C«at«l: 5««dt#. J.«-r«

fur up ftupulu

mjfommm
ftuuolnlment Cord

fairly easy to use and conforms to

the standard Macintosh user in-

terface.

The first window, the uppermost
and leftmost, is the Utle window.
It displays the name ofthe current

document. Ifno name exists, this

window will display "Untitled."

The window directly to its right is

the function window. This win-

dow starts with the characters "Y
= ". this is followed by a blinking

cursor. This is the window that

will contain the function to be
graphed. When the program is

instructed to draw or redraw the

graph, it will inspect what follows

the T=" prompt. You should not
destroy the function prompt at

any time. This window has the
standard editing features that

most programs use. You can ei-

ther type the function directly

from the keyboard oryou can use
the function and number palates

describred below. You may also

use either at any time. Note
thatwhen typing in a functionyou
may use either upper or lower
case without caution.

The AppleXtras Mac 1 disk will be
placed in the library as Disk 391
asfromMarcn nth 1990, *
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User

Groups

South

POOLE MACINTOSH USER GROUP

CONTACT - David Hucklc Tel

VENUE - Dcvcrill Computers
Itec House, 34 40 West
BH15 1LA

MEETS - Four times a year

SOUTHAMPTON

CONTACT Geoff Parson Tel

:

VENUE - Meets alternate Fridays

Contact Geoff for details

Poole, Dorset

London Region

ESSEX GROUP

CONTACT - Pal Bermlngham Tel

:

VENUE - The Y.M.C.A.. Victoria Road. Chelmsford

MEETS - Third Friday of every month

CROYDON APPLE USERS GROUP

CONTACT - Graham Attwood Tel ; HI >li
VENUE - 515, Limpfleld Road, Warllnfiham. Surrey

MEETS - 7.30pm on the third Thursday of every monih

HERTS & BEDS GROUP

- Norah Arnold Tel : MiHHM
- The Old School, 1, Branch Road,

Park Street Village. St Albans. Herts.

MEETS - 8.00pm on the first Tuesday of each month

KENT GROUP

CONTACT - Richard Daniels Tel :

VENUE
MEETS - Contact Richard

LONDON APPLE II CROUP

CONTACT - Cliris Williams Tel :

VENUE
MEETS - Contact Chris

LONDON MACINTOSH GROUP

CONTACT - Maureen dc Saxe Tel :
«:>•-

VENUE - Room 683. London University Institute of
Education. Bedford Way. London. WC1

MEETS - 6.00pm on the second Tuesday of every

month.

Wales and West

BRISTOL CROUP ( B.A.U.D

)

CONTACT - Malcolm Ingsley Tel

:

VENUE Decimal Business Machines
Three Queens Lane. Redcliffe

MEETS - 7th day of each month, or the Thursday
nearest to It if the 7th falls on a Friday,

Saturday or Sunday.

HANTS & BERKS GROUP

CONTACT - Joe Cade Tel : Hi Ml I I

VENUE - Thames Valley Systems (Apple Dealer),

128 High Street. Maidenhead, Berkshire,

SD5 1PT Tel 0628 25361
MEETS - 7.00pm on the second Monday of every month

MACTAKK - SOUTH WALES MAC GROUP

CONTACT -

VENUE

MEETS

- Apple Centre South Wales. Longcross Court
47 Newport Road. Cardiff

Contact Apple Centre

Midlands

CAMBRIDGE APPLE USERS GROUP

CONTACT

VENUE

-
II Ian Archibald Tel : <*iM4ife ijmliireyr

Mac Richard Boyd Tel : J(M!>i» (MMflUfP
- Implngton Village College. New Rd. Implngton,
Hlston.

MEETS - FortnlghUy during term time with both Mac
and Apple II on deck each night.

EAST MIDLANDS MAC USER GROUP

M25 BUSINESS MAC GROUP

CONTACT -JimPanks Tel
VENUE - Sir Mark Collett Pavilion. Heaverham Road.

Kemslng. Sevenoaks. Kent
MEETS Phone Jim for details

CONTACT - Nick Helm Tel :

VENUE - Wilford Cricket & Rugby Club. Nottingham
MEETS - 8.00pm on the first and third Wednesday of

every month.

GATEWAY COMPUTER CLUB

SOUTH EAST ESSEX MAC GROUP

CONTACT - Mick Foy Tel :1HMHH
VENUE - D.P.S. Acorn House. Little Oaks.. Basildon.

Essex
MEETS - First Monday of each month

CONTACT -Vern Tel: r.-v. -fUbft

Robin Boyd Tel :

VENUE - Bob Hope Recreation Centre. RA.F Mlldenhall

MEETS - AMS conference room. Mlldenhall base.

Normally at weekends, check with Robin
NOTE : Although the venue is on a service

base It Is not in a security restricted area so

the club Is open to Interested parties.
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LEICESTER GROUP THE NORTH WEST APPLE USERS GROUP

CONTACT - bob Bown Tel ;HHi
VENUE • Shakespeare Pub. Braunstonc Lane.

Leicester

MEETS - 7.30pm to lO.Opm on the first Wednesday of

every month

LIVERPOOL GROUP

CONTACT -Max Parrot
Tel : **i *#***.

Tel :

VENUE
MEETS - Ring Max

CONTACT
VENUE

MEETS

MIDAPPLE

CONTACT
VENUE

MEETS

Irene Flaxman Tel : i£.u iiiiUt :«bUi-

Dlgilal Primt Services. Unit 3G. Wlrral Business
Centre, Dock Road, Birkenhead
Second Monday of every month.

Tom Wright Tel ; fffivff 1

I.T.E.C., Tlldasley Street, West Bromwlch,
West Midlands
7.00pm on the second Friday of every month

THE MIDLAND MAC GROUP

CONTACT - Ivan Knezovlch Tel ; HR4HMUH
VENUE - Spring Grove House, West Midland Safari

Park, Bewdley, Worcestershire.

MEETS - 8.00pm on the first Tuesday of every month

WEST Mir>Ij\NDS AMATEUR COMPUTER CLUB

CONTACT - John Tracey Tel : ^"ii"*

VENUE - Hill Crest School. Siinms Lane. Netherton.
Near Dudley.

MEETS - 7.00pm on the second and fourth Thursdays
of each month.

NOTE - - This is not an Apple user club, it Is a
general Interest club which welcomes users of
all machines. There arc currently two Apple
user members.

North

BURNLEY APPLE USER GROUP

• ir -'lienCONTACT - Rod Tumough Tel
VENUE - Michelin Sports Centre
MEETS - 2nd Wednesday of each month

CREW COMPUTER USER CLUB

CONTACT - Paul Edmonds

VENUE - Christ Church Hall, Crewe
MEETS - Fortnightly. Fridays. 7.30pm to 10.00pm

NOTE: this Is a general interest group with
Apple users among Its members

HARROGATE AREA

Scotland

EDINBURGH GROUP

CONTACT - Ricky Pollock Tel :

VENUE
MEETS - Meetings monthly, check with Ricky

Postal

APPLE II PROGRAMMERS CLUB

CONTACT - Philip Dixon TEL : -want .

VENUE - None established yet
MEETS - No meetings yet. has operated through

postal newsletter published quarterly

NOTE : Philip started the club some time ago based
on a membership Tee of £1.00 to cover the cost of
newsletters. Original intention was to concentrate
on BASIC and Assembler programming.

New Groups

DORCHESTER

CONTACT - Ron Hoare Tel : >:, r. :i:.;-.:j;:r

VENUE
MEETS Meeting on March 1st -contact Ron Hoare

ORPINGTON COMPUTER CLUB

CONTACT -Terry Wheeler Tel : NNMjHN
VENUE - G.E.A. Hall. Woodhurst Avenue, Petworth
MEETS Contact Terry

DONCASTER SOUTH YORKSHIRE

CONTACT - Colin Wlthington
VENUE
MEETS - Contact Colin

LEEDS

CONTACT -Bob Miller

-TVeluppillal

VENUE
MEETS -Contact

Tel:

Tel: -r. tf# &r
Tel

CONTACT -Peter Sutton Tel : toUfcafrwuitfi'

No active organised group In this area but there
are a number of keen Apple users in contact with
each other.

THE NORTH EAST APPLE COMPUTER CLUB

CONTACT
VENUE

- Philip Dixon Tel : =*«

- Apple Centre North East. Ponleland Road.
Ponteland, N ewcastle-on-iyne

- First Wednesday of every monthMEETS

THE NORTTI WEST APPLE COMPUTER CLUB

CONTACT - Ken Dawson Tel: >Ufcu «i* trtrr*

VENUE - Tlie Coachman's, on the A49. about 1 mile
south of the Junction with the M62

MEETS - Second Thursday of every month

February 1990

If you want to start a group, find out about a
group that might be near you, please write or
contact John Lee the Local Group Organiser at
the PO Box in Liverpool, or phone John Lee on

If you are a local group organiser and have not
been in touch with John Lee, please contact
John with details of your group, or any
changes there may be to the above details.
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Membors Small Advorfs a to HtfeE.

We Kicrvc t hT right to cdll sad oromit

them. They are placed In thU Magaalne
in good faith- Apple^OOO hold* no re-

iponalblllty over Item* adverttied, and
buyerm purchase at their own risk.

Members' Small Ads
G: The sale of copied or pirated software is Illegal,

that Items offered for sale are new or are re-reglstercd.

FOR SALE

Complete Apple //e system, with Apple VDU.
twin 5.25" Apple Diskl 1 drives.

Cirteck lmb Plusdisk.

Cirteck lmb Plusram.
80 col card,

Cirteck Champion with print cache,

Apple Mouse & card.

Panasonic KX-P1081 printer & Interface,

Appleworks vs;2.

Cirteck SCSI hardisc interface,

all with original Master discs, manuals.instructions. plus

lots of discs + two dlscfiles * £600
(can deliver if required)

'Phone Joe (anytime]

FOR SALE
Apple IIGS. colour, with Clrtech GS8 RAM card + 2meg.

and Clrtech CPM+ card
2 X Apple 3.5" drives

2 x 5.25" drives

Apple ImageWriter II printer with Thunderscan
Joystick and DIY fan cooling box plus £1000-worlh of

software and books
Total price (could split Into sensible packages)....£1000

Epson PX8 with 120k RAM unit

HX20 double disk drive unit

P40 portable printer

Software with it is Wordstar, Spreadsheet and Database 2

Cost £3M
Phone David *W* *M**4

SOFTWARE FOR SALE

Some fun items here, all original disks, all with manuals,
all boxed;
• WrlteNow 1 .0 by T/Maker £20
• WriteNow 2.0 by T/Maker £60
• THINK C 3.0 by Symantec £40
• The Manhole by Cyan/AcUvision £15
• Uninvited by ICOM/Mindscape £10
• Genuine Demo disks: (for the lol) £10

MacWrite II; MacDraw II; Quark Xpresa 2.0; Wlngz!

Please 'phone David (any-time)

FOR SALE
for Apple //c or IIOS;

1) PACE Mastercard II (Ideal for electric mail/prestel or as

a serial card for printer £50
2) PACE Colour PaletteTeletext card (for high-res viewdata

graphics) £75
3) PACE Data Highway comms Program 5.25" disks £15
4) MicroPro Superscript" WP program 5.25" disks. .£20
5) Clrtech Z80 card (ideal for CP/M) £20
6) Citizen (model: MSP- 15) 120 Column Parallel Dot-

Matrix Printer £100
7) Microstar (model ND 15) 120 column Parallel/serial

Dot-Matrix Printer - £150
8) Omnls 2 Program (database - 5.25" disks) £50
9) Inmac //e work station(especially design to sit on top of

//e to hold disk drives, monitor etc. on the top £15
10) -WordPerfect" WP program 5.25" disks for //e ..£50

11) Various //e manuels, including 'Apple //e Owners
Manual'; DOS; AppleWorks Tutorial; AppleWorks Refer-

ence Manual ; 80 Column TextCard Manual + Supplement
Manual: Apple II DOS Manuel and many others (sold alto-

gether, not separately) £25
12) PC-Transporter Kit (for //e) £20

NB (a) For the "PACE" compauble complete communica-
tions above (items 1, 2 & 3, will consider £125 o.n.o.)

(b) Will consider £450 o.n.o. for all the above

Please contact Mr.Gordon Owen on: |j#itfr niijt* (after

6.30 p.m. Monday-Friday) or send cheque (with cheque

card number of reverse) and additional amount to cover

postage, packing an Insurance, (e.g. about £3.50), [if not

collected], to P.O.Box No: 45. London. E.6 3LR.

WANTED
ImageWriter II printer wanted for new Apple owner

'Phone Roger Rlon

FOR SALE
Privately used Apple //e computer. 80-column text card.

Apple II Monitor, tilting screen, 80 column, non-glare
2 x Apple II disk drives
Shlnwa CP80 matrix printer

DOS diskettes and manuals
All in excellent condition £400 o.n.o.

ACME Computer-Distribution Co.

Apple2000 Workshop
Bidmuthin Technologies Ltd

Celtip Computers
Chameleon Software

Clrtech (UK) Ltd

Cornputabllity

Computer Images

IBC Comtec 19

70
NO/-

Holdens Computer Services

Kingsway Computer Services

Kirlian Institute (Conference)

59
73

49 69
71 MacLine 40.41

39 MGA SoftCat 9.31

15 Open Apple/A2 Central 19

71 Roger D'Arcy Computers 19.69
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Scan^JOO/GS
It Thrdufeh

£1675Abaton Scan 300/GS hae all the

features you would expect from a 300
dpi, 8 bit scanner: Flatbed degipm with

removable lid for oversized documents;
Line art, halftone and grcy-scalc

scanning modes; 256 levels of grey at 8
bits per pixel; Independent horizontal

and vertical resolutions of 76 dpi to 300
dpi in 1 dpi increments; 255 brightness

and 255 contrast settings; Mirror and invert capability.

Abaton Scan 300/GS goes further with 'Abaton Scan
DA' enabling you to: Scan from within any application;

Preview images; Select TIFF. PICT2, Encapsulated

PostScript® and MacPaint® formats. Plus Abaton
offer you the choice of 'Digital Darkroom®' or 'Image

Studio®' inclusive in the price!

When you consider the options,

there is only the Abaton Scan 300/GS.

Call Acme Computers today to place

your order or for further information

on other Abaton products.

Abaton

We Make Your Ideas Eaaier ta Publixh™

theAcme Computer-Distribution Co,
Aiwllimir .'A UvJfuM Jf.iorf IktttttJitU l^tbyihtt ,U/ 7LL

Tel. 0246 221394
0246 221396

Fax. 0246 2213S6

AhaUm. Scan JU&GS, Abaton ft*an DA. W* makr your idea* f-aitrr lo puhliah and Knrm arc traftomara- of .SyaUma Inr Uannlmh IWttrnpt. Mm-Hbii>I. Ilttfifal Hartrnwn niul lm<r* Nlurfx

aiv mdanaaraa o* p>U > I UnkniMrVa dfwOatr <•
i >- U i anna*, t "i .un, aiial piufiniUu™ an- mufajml la chanjr.

C» IMS Arm* CirnipuUfm All n|Hb rwrvnl



BIDMUTHIIM TECHNOLOGIES
Apple ll/Mac Specialists

CORPORATE POWER FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
Bidmuthln Technologies Ltd- is one of the best Level 1 Apple Service Centres

in the country. Our fast, friendly and efficient service department is growing

rapidly and all our service staff are trainedby Apple (UK) Ltd.

We can offer you complete Macintosh systems at competitive prices, as well

as a first class after sales and repair service ...from reviving a dead mouse -

to rectifying a complete systems failure. Enquiries on 01-907 8616.

• AUTHORISED APPLE DEALER • AUTHORISED APPLE II DEALER •

AUTHORISED EDUCATIONAL DEALER • MACINTOSH SYSTEMS TO SUIT

ALL REQUIREMENTS • NETWORKS - SET UP AND TROUBLESHOOTING
* DATA TRANSLATION • MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS • UPGRADES •

FULLY TRAINED ENGINEERS • MAC WORKSHOPS

Bidmuthin Technologies Ltd. Brent House, 214 Kenton Road, Harrow,

Middlesex HA3 8BT. Tel: 01-907 8516 Fax: 01-907 4398


